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ABSTRACT
Temporal data are increasingly prevalent and important in analytics. Time series (TS) data are
chronological sequences of observations and an important class of temporal data. Fields such as
medicine, finance, learning science and multimedia naturally generate TS data. Each series provide
a high-dimensional data vector that challenges the learning of the relevant patterns
This dissertation proposes TS representations and methods for supervised TS analysis. The
approaches combine new representations that handle translations and dilations of patterns with
bag-of-features strategies and tree-based ensemble learning. This provides flexibility in handling
time-warped patterns in a computationally efficient way. The ensemble learners provide a classifi-
cation framework that can handle high-dimensional feature spaces, multiple classes and interaction
between features. The proposed representations are useful for classification and interpretation of
the TS data of varying complexity.
The first contribution handles the problem of time warping with a feature-based approach. An
interval selection and local feature extraction strategy is proposed to learn a bag-of-features rep-
resentation. This is distinctly different from common similarity-based time warping. This allows
for additional features (such as pattern location) to be easily integrated into the models. The learn-
ers have the capability to account for the temporal information through the recursive partitioning
method.
The second contribution focuses on the comprehensibility of the models. A new representation
is integrated with local feature importance measures from tree-based ensembles, to diagnose and
interpret time intervals that are important to the model.
Multivariate time series (MTS) are especially challenging because the input consists of a col-
lection of TS and both features within TS and interactions between TS can be important to models.
Another contribution uses a different representation to produce computationally efficient strategies
i
that learn a symbolic representation for MTS. Relationships between the multiple TS, nominal and
missing values are handled with tree-based learners.
Applications such as speech recognition, medical diagnosis and gesture recognition are used
to illustrate the methods. Experimental results show that the TS representations and methods pro-
vide better results than competitive methods on a comprehensive collection of benchmark datasets.
Moreover, the proposed approaches naturally provide solutions to similarity analysis, predictive
pattern discovery and feature selection.
ii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, the increasing use of temporal data, especially time series data, has
initiated a great deal of research and development attempts in the field of data mining.
Time series data which is chronological sequences of observations is one of the impor-
tant class of temporal data. Many data sources in different fields, such as in medicine,
finance, multimedia and learning sciences naturally generate time series data. For exam-
ple, an ElectroCardioGram (ECG) is used to identify temporal patterns in heart signals to
identify abnormal heart rhythms [6]. Average electrical voltage produced by the beating
of the hard muscle is measured over the human body. An ECG is visualized as a 2D plot,
where x axis is the time and y axis is the average voltage measured by the electrodes. In the
field of seismology, seismograms are used to identify seismic events. A seismogram is a
record of the ground motion produced by an earthquake, explosion, or other ground-motion
sources [7]. The ground motion is identified by a seismograph at a measuring station as
a function of time. Nowadays, Electroencephalography (EEG) which is the recording of
electrical activity along the scalp is used to understand the brain activity and connectivity
under different experimental conditions. EEG visualizes the voltage fluctuations resulting
from ionic current flows within the neurons of the brain over the time.
Time series data is characterized by its numerical and continuous nature [8]. Time se-
ries are considered as a whole instead of individual numerical fields because of the temporal
ordering in the data. This makes time series analysis different from other data analysis prob-
lems, in which there is no natural ordering of the observations. Moreover, another problem
is that each series provide a high-dimensional data vector that challenges the analysis. The
high-dimensionality can be handled by dimensionality reduction techniques such as fea-
ture selection when the temporal ordering is not important. However, entire series should
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be considered as a vector in time series analysis problems since the relations between the
certain time points may be of interest. Therefore, traditional dimensionality reduction tech-
niques may not work well for the time series data. Real-world time series data is often
high-dimensional, contains nonlinear relationships between its variates, and has long-range
dependencies. Due to these complexities, time series data mining has received great interest
over the past decade.
Time series data mining approaches focus on various problems. The major tasks con-
sidered in this context are pattern discovery and clustering, classification, rule discovery
and summarization [8]. Although these tasks are presented separately, they are not inde-
pendent. For instance, clustering result on time series may be useful to a classification task.
Therefore, a study on one particular task may provide solutions to other tasks.
A fundamental problem in time series data mining approaches is how to represent the
time series data. The representation is important to discover the useful information from
the high-dimensional data efficiently rather than analyzing or finding statistical properties
on the whole series. High-level representation of the original raw data is generally used
as a feature extraction step, or simply to make the storage, transmission, and computation
of massive dataset feasible in these approaches [9]. The time series representation strate-
gies are categorized into two classes [9]: data adaptive (adaptive basis representation) and
nondata adaptive (fixed basis representation). Examples of data adaptive approaches are
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [10], Piecewise Linear and Piecewise Constant mod-
els (PAA) [11] and Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX) [12]. Nondata adaptive
approaches represent the time series in the transformation domain using mostly Discrete
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Fourier Transform (DFT) [13] and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [14]. This thesis
explores new adaptive basis representations for time series classification.
Time series classification is a supervised learning problem in which the input consists
of a set of training examples and associated class labels, where each example is formed
by one or more time series (variables) and the aim is to label test examples to predefined
classes. Time series classification is an important task with many challenging applications
including finance, science, natural language processing and medicine. For example, a car-
diologist might be interested in analysis of ECG signals from different patients in order to
see whether a particular patients, e.g., patients with a history of some disease, have different
temporal s in their heart signals than a control group [6]. Seismologist aim at discriminating
the nature of the seismic waves to classify events such as earthquakes, mining explosions or
nuclear explosions [7]. Moreover, EEG records are used in a learning environment to under-
stand the perceived difficulty by classifying the EEG signals based on the puzzle difficulty.
Effective and efficient data mining methods are required for the knowledge extraction in
such applications.
The algorithms proposed for time series classification can be divided into instance-
based and feature-based methods in general. Instance-based classifiers predict a test in-
stance based on its similarity to the training instances. For example, nearest neighbor (NN)
classifiers classify objects based on the closest training examples in the feature space and
one-nearest-neighbor classifiers with Euclidean (NNEuclidean) or a dynamic time warping
distance (NNDTW) have been widely, and successfully used [15–19] in time series classi-
fication.
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One-nearest-neighbor (NN) classifiers with Euclidean distance do not work well if the
patterns of interest translate or dilate over time. DTW [20] is a method that allows a mea-
sure of the similarity of time series independent of certain non-linear variations in the time
dimension. The idea of DTW is illustrated in Figure 1. Euclidean distance is computed
by matching the observation at the same time points. Conversely, DTW aligns the obser-
vations using a dynamic programming approach that maximizes the similarity of the time
series while satisfying the time ordering of the observations. Therefore, DTW recognizes
the similarity of the time series better than the Euclidean distance.
Figure 1. Euclidean and Dynamic Time Warping distance computation [1]. The grey lines
indicate that distance is computed over the observations at either end of the line. Alignment
of two time series by DTW recognizes the similarity of the series better than the Euclidean
Distance
The majority of the NN classifiers works on the raw (observed) data. On the other hand,
there are studies based on alternative time series representations. These studies search for
similarity on features instead of the raw data. For example, Symbolic Aggregate Approx-
imation (SAX) [12] basically represents the time series based on the mean level of the
intervals extracted from the time series. An NN classifier based on this representation
searches for similarity on the mean feature of the intervals. We consider the most accurate
NN classifiers based on the raw data in this thesis.
NN classifiers with appropriate distance measures are known to provide strong and ro-
bust solutions [21, 22] although their space and time requirements may be problematic for
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some application. NN classifiers are easy to understand and do not require the setting of
many parameters, but they typically do not provide insight into time series features impor-
tant to the classifier. Why a particular instance is assigned to a certain class is not clear.
Feature-based classifiers work on the features of the time series to reduce the dimension-
ality. They are interpretable and generally faster than instance-based classifiers depending
on the feature extraction method and classification algorithm. The feature extraction step
should handle the temporal information relevant to classification and a classifier that can
take the temporal relations into account is required. Two types of features are generated in
these approaches, global and local features. Global features are extracted from each time
series and provide a compact representation of the time series (such as the mean of all ob-
served values) but they are usually insufficient to represent time series information useful to
classifiers. On the other hand, local features are extracted from segments of the time series
and require such segments to be determined. Since the set of local features may vary in car-
dinality and lack a meaningful ordering, many classification algorithms requiring feature
vectors of fixed dimension have problems in handling the local feature set.
In this thesis, we explore the problems related to time series classification. We pro-
pose time series representations that overcome some limitations of existing approaches for
classifying the time series. In particular, we consider the following questions in details:
• Long time series with time warped patterns, relatively short features of interest, and
moderate noise, are difficult to identify. What are the benefits of the feature-based
approaches in such cases? Are there methods that can handle time warping with all
the benefits of a feature-based approach?
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• Why is a time series assigned to a certain class? Are there patterns specific to certain
classes? Which patterns are relevant to the classification task?
• There might be more than one time series relevant to the classification task and mul-
tiple series challenge the similarity-based approaches. Scalability of the approaches
become important as the number of time series increases. Also, both features within
the time series and interactions between the time series can be important to models.
Are there computationally efficient strategies to learn both relations simultaneously
for time series classification?
1. A Bag-of-Features framework to classify time series
A framework based on the bag-of-features (BoF) representation is proposed to bene-
fit from the speed and other advantages of feature-based methods to handle the problems
for which NN classifiers with DTW distance are challenged. A BoF representation char-
acterizes complex objects by feature vectors of sub-objects. We propose interval selection
and local feature extraction strategies to explore time series representation that can handle
translation and dilations based on the BoF idea.
To capture local information, random subsequences are extracted from each time series
and further divided into intervals. The subsequences vary randomly in length and location.
The number of intervals that partition a subsequence are fixed so that the interval length
varies with the subsequence length. Several features (such as the mean, standard deviation,
etc.) are extracted from each interval and these features comprise a row in a new data ma-
trix X (one row for each subsequence). Because the subsequences selected vary in length
and location, a particular column in X consists of features from different time locations
computed over different length intervals. Consequently, the similarity between time series
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can be captured independent of certain non-linear variations in the time dimension. This
representation captures information in a manner similar to DTW, but from a very differ-
ent construction. After representing the features of the subsequences in data matrix X, a
classifier is trained assuming that each subsequence has the label of the time series from
which it is extracted. Classification results on the subsequences are summarized to obtain
the new representation for the time series. This data structure along with a tree-based en-
semble allows for relevant features to be used by the classifier while irrelevant one tend to
be ignored.
Our local feature generation scheme allows for a novel representation that captures in-
formation in a manner similar to DTW, we then label the subsequences and use a supervised
approach to summarize the local information unlike the existing studies. Our supervised ap-
proach allows for desirable properties for time series classification problem. It provides fast
and efficient time series representation for classification even with very basic features such
as slope, mean and variance from the subsequences. Global features (e.g autocorrelation
of the time series) can also be extracted from the time series and combined with other fea-
tures. Finally time series may be classified via any supervised learner. We denote the new
algorithm as BoF framework to classify Time Series (TSBF).
In Chapter 3, we will address time series classification problem based on bag-of-
features representation. We show how TSBF handles the temporal data and demonstrate
its efficiency and accuracy by comparing to alternative time series classifiers on a full set of
benchmark data sets.
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2. Supervised time series pattern discovery through local importance
In Chapter 4, we consider a framework for finding important patterns of time series for
classification. We focus on finding the segments of the time series that have potential to
distinguish the classes. These segments are referred as the regions of interest. Regions of
interests are very important to understand the temporal relations. Moreover, they help to
reduce the effort in searching for the time segments useful to a classifier. After finding the
region of interests for each time series, we generate sequences from these regions. These
sequences are referred as patterns. We generate multiple patterns from the time series and
find the best matching segments of the time series to these patterns. Then each time series is
represented by the distances of the patterns to the best matching segments of the time series.
Another classifier is then trained on this representation. A feature selection algorithm on
the new feature set allows for finding the patterns that are critical in classification.
A feature-based algorithm is used to reduce the effort to prune the search space of
the regions of interest in our algorithm. [23] also discusses the necessity of pruning the
search space to find the regions relevant to classification and proposes a distance-based
method. Feature-based approaches allow for some desirable properties such as handling
the interactions and fast computation. Interaction between the features in this context is
the relationship of the patterns over multiple intervals that may define a class as discussed
by [23].
In Chapter 4, we will describe how the interpretability is achieved through the pattern
discovery process. We illustrate the compactness of the new representation which reduces
the time and space required for classification.
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3. Multivariate time series classification with learned discretization
Chapter 5 proposes a time series representation for classification of the multivariate
time series (MTS). In the multivariate scenario, there are multiple variables, each in a time
series, related to the classification task. This problem has been studied in different fields
such as statistics, signal processing and control theory [24]. The most common approach
is to obtain a rectangular representation of MTS by transforming the set of multivariate
input sequences to a fixed number of columns using different rectangularization approaches
[25]. For example, singular value decomposition (SVD) is used by [26–28]. Principal
component analysis (PCA) is used for both feature selection and transformation by [29].
Any supervised learner can be trained on the transformed data for classification. Most of
these approaches assume that the variables are numerical; however, certain variables of the
series can be nominal or missing.
Another strategy is to modify the similarity-based approaches which are used for uni-
variate time series. However, MTS are not only described by the variables, but also by re-
lationships between the variables [30]. This potentially valuable information is lost if only
the similarity between the individual variables are taken into consideration [28]. Moreover,
as in telecommunication application [25], observations can be nominal (i.e., call type) for
which similarity computation is not well-defined.
We follow a different approach and propose a symbolic representation of MTS that is
then integrated to produce a new type of MTS classifier. Rather than select intervals from
the time series and extract features, the observations in the time series are recursively par-
titioned into terminal nodes of trees. This leads to a new symbolic representation that is
learned based on the class labels. Furthermore, all time series, along with their relation-
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ships, are considered simultaneously as the nodes are constructed. Ensembles repeat the
process to strengthen the algorithm. This unique representation is then summarized in a
high-dimensional codebook. However, another ensemble handles the high dimensionality
to generate an effective classifier. there is only one sequence of symbols regardless of the
number of variables in a MTS
The relationships between the variables, nominal and missing values are handled effi-
ciently with tree-based learning. There is only one sequence of symbols regardless of the
number of variables in a MTS which makes our method computationally efficient when
compared to similarity-based methods. Our approach can handle MTS examples with dif-
ferent length and it does not require a special rectangularization mechanism since the final
representation is simply obtained by the frequency of the symbols over the time series.
Chapter 5 introduces a novel representation for multivariate time series. We show how
the new representation leads to a locality sensitive, scalable and accurate time series classi-
fier.
4. Contributions
This dissertation proposes time series representations and methods for classification The
approaches combine new representations that handle translations and dilations of patterns
with bag-of-features strategies and tree-based ensemble learning. This provides flexibility
in handling time-warped patterns in a computationally efficient way. The ensemble learners
provide a classification framework that can handle high-dimensional feature spaces, mul-
tiple classes and interaction between features. The proposed representations are useful for
classification and interpretation of the time series data of varying complexity.
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The first contribution handles the problem of time warping with a feature-based ap-
proach. An interval selection and local feature extraction strategy is proposed to learn a
bag-of-features representation. This is distinctly different from common similarity-based
time warping. This allows for additional features (such as pattern location) to be easily
integrated into the models. The learners have the capability to account for the temporal
information through the recursive partitioning method.
The second contribution focuses on the comprehensibility of the models. A new repre-
sentation is integrated with local feature importance measures from tree-based ensembles,
to diagnose and interpret time intervals that are important to the model.
Multivariate time series (MTS) are especially challenging because the input consists of
a collection of time series and both features within time series and interactions between time
series can be important to models. Another contribution uses a different representation to
produce computationally efficient strategies that learn a symbolic representation for MTS.
Relationships between the multiple time series, nominal and missing values are handled
with tree-based learners.
Applications such as speech recognition, medical diagnosis and gesture recognition are
used to illustrate the methods. Experimental results show that the time series representations
and methods provide better results than competitive methods on a comprehensive collection
of benchmark datasets. Moreover, the proposed approaches naturally provide solutions to
similarity analysis, predictive pattern discovery and feature selection.
5. Organization of this dissertation
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 3 introduces the bag-of-
features framework to classify the time series. Chapter 4 proposes a supervised algorithm to
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discover predictive patterns from the time series. Chapter 5 develops a symbolic represen-
tation for multivariate time series classification. Chapter 6 concludes and discusses several
directions for future study.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
1. Notation
We focus on both univariate and multivariate time series classification problems in this
dissertation. We first define the key terms used for univariate time series classification.
Definition 1. A univariate time series, xn = (xn1 , xn2 , . . . , xnT ) is an ordered set of
T values. We assume time series are measured at equally-spaced time points indexed by
t. Each time series is associated with a class label yn, for n = 1, 2, . . . , N and yn ∈
{0, 1, 2, ..., C −1}. Two time series of each class from a two-class time series classification
problem are illustrated in Figure 2 (T = 400, C = 2, yn ∈ {0, 1}). Time series from class
zero are defined by three peaks, whereas two peaks define class one, regardless of locations.
Figure 2. Two time series from each class are shown (T = 400, C = 2, yn ∈ {0, 1}). The
number of peaks defines each class. The location of the peaks is not important.
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Definition 2. An interval of the time series xn, Ip(xn), is a sampling of length w < T
of contiguous positions from xn starting at position p. Thus, Ip(xn) = (xnp , . . . , xnp+w−1)
for 1 ≤ p ≤ T − w + 1. Two intervals of the first time series are given in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Two intervals (right) (w = 50) extracted from the time series (left). First interval
starts at t = 1 (p = 1) and second interval starts at t = 200, (p = 200).
Definition 3. A subsequence of the time series, xn(s), is a time series segment con-
sisting of d contiguous intervals. Figure 4 illustrates a subsequence of time series composed
of d = 5 intervals each of length w = 20.
Definition 4. A sliding step of size r < w is used to generate overlapping inter-
vals from xn. Let Ip(xn) be the interval of length w which starts at position p. A
representative set of intervals of length w can be extracted by sliding r < w positions
from p across xn. The set of the representative intervals of length w across xn is then
{I1(xn), I1+r(xn), . . . , I1+T−w(xn)}. Setting r = 1 generates all possible intervals of
length w. All possible intervals of length w = 40 segmented from the time series using a
sliding step of r = 20 are illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. A subsequence starting at time t = 200 (right) consists of d = 5 intervals of
length w = 20 time units .
Definition 5. A pattern of time series xn, Ψ(xn), is described by the combination of
certain intervals of xn. A pattern formed by combining three intervals is schematized in
Figure 6.
The notation for multivariate time series is slightly different than that for univariate time
series.
Definition 6. A multivariate time series, (MTS), Xn, consists of M univariate time
series each of which has T observations where xnm(t) denotes the observation at time t from
variable m of MTS n. Formally, MTS Xn is represented by T ×M matrix as:
Xn = [xn1 , x
n
2 , . . . , x
n
m, . . . , x
n
M ]
where
xnm = [x
n
m(1), x
n
m(2), . . . , x
n
m(T )]
′
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Figure 5. Shown are 19 intervals of length w = 40 segmented from the time series using
a sliding step of r = 20. Mean level of the data points over each interval is represented by
the red line.
Figure 6. A pattern of time series xn composed of 3 discontiguous intervals. It is a combi-
nation of I120(xn), I160(xn) and I300(xn) where w = 40.
There are N training MTS, each of which is associated with a class label yn, for n =
1, 2, . . . , N and yn ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., C − 1}. Univariate time series is a special case of MTS
where M is equal to one.
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2. Dynamic time warping
Dynamic time warping (DTW) is a well-known method for measuring similarity be-
tween two given (time-dependent) sequences (e.g. time series) which may vary in time or
speed. This similarity is measured by finding the optimal alignment between two given time
series under certain restrictions. An example alignment is provided in Figure 7 from [2]. In-
tuitively, the sequences ”warped” non-linearly in the time dimension to measure similarity
independent of certain non-linear variations in the time dimension.
Figure 7. Time alignment of two time-dependent sequences [2]. Aligned points are indi-
cated by the arrows
Formally, the objective of DTW is to compare two univariate time series x1 =
(x11, x
1
2, . . . , x
1
N ) of length N and x2 = (x21, x22, . . . , x2M ) of length M . To compare two
series, one needs a local cost measure, sometimes also referred to as local distance mea-
sure [2], which is the evaluation of the local cost measure for each pair of elements of the
time series x1 and x2. Then a cost matrix is computed as:
c(x1n, x
2
m) =
∥∥x1n − x2m
∥∥
Visual representation of the cost matrix c ∈ RN×M is illustrated in Figure 8 for two
time series [2].
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Figure 8. Cost matrix of two time series using the Manhattan distance (absolute value of
the difference) as local cost measure. Regions of low cost are indicated by dark colors and
regions of high cost are indicated by light colors
The goal is to find an optimal path p minimizing the overall cost. To determine an
optimal path p, one could test every possible warping path between the series which is
not computationally efficient. Therefore, a dynamic programming approach is proposed to
solve this problem. Let D(n,m) be an N × M matrix, which is also referred to as the
accumulated cost matrix, then:
D(n,m) = min{D(n− 1,m− 1),D(n − 1,m),D(n,m− 1)} + c(x1n, x2m)
where
D(n, 1) =
n∑
k=1
c(x1k, x
2
1) and D(1,m) =
m∑
k=1
c(x11, x
2
k)
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To recover the optimal path, tracing back from the upper right corner of D (denoted as
pl = (N,M)) is required:
pl−1 = arg min{D(n− 1,m− 1),D(n − 1,m),D(n,m − 1)}
.
The optimal path is illustrated in Figure 9(a) (white line) for the time series of Figure
8 [2]. Here, p∗ covers only cells of c that exhibit low costs. The resulting accumulated cost
matrix D is also provided in Figure 9(b) [2].
Various modifications have been proposed to better control the possible routes of the
warping paths [2]. We refer to [2] for further details of the modifications of DTW.
3. Bag-of-Features approach
Bag-of-features (BoF) approach characterizes complex objects by feature vectors of
sub-objects. BoF representations are popular, mostly in computer vision as content based
image retrieval [31–33], natural scene classification [34] and object detection and recogni-
tion [35–39] because of their simplicity and good performance [40]. A BoF is also referred
to as bag of words [41] (in which occurrences of each word are counted to summarize
the text contents in document), bag of instances in the multiple instance learning (MIL)
literature [42, 43] and bag of frames in audio and speech recognition [44, 45].
The basic idea is illustrated in Figure 10 for images [3]. In the traditional approach to
bag-of-words representation, the local image regions are first sampled using an appropriate
method (e.g., random, interest point detector [46]) and characterized by features computed
from the pixels in the region (e.g., distribution of the pixel values). Each region generates
a vector of features, and there can be many rows generated from each image. A visual
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dictionary (or codebook) is then learned using the collection of rows from all images (e.g.,
clustering to assign discrete labels to regions). The resulting distribution of the regions
is quantized through the codebook (e.g., a histogram of the cluster assignments for the
sampled regions of each instance) as the summary of the image.
Similar to the terms used in computer vision problems, time series segments may con-
tain rich local information about the time series. A BoF representation allows one to in-
tegrate local information from segments of the time series in an efficient way. Moreover,
assumptions on the cardinality of the local feature set and patterns in the same time interval
can be relaxed by this framework.
In areas such as image classification, codebooks can be constructed in supervised and
unsupervised manners using the local feature set. Unsupervised construction often uses
clustering algorithms such as k-means [47–49] or agglomerative clustering [50, 51]. The
collection of rows from all images are clustered, and a cluster ID is assigned to each region
as illustrated in 10. An alternative approach to clustering is to generate a codebook based on
the histogram of the raw features [44]. However, these representations are highly dependent
on the histogram generation procedure. Also, similarity-based approaches are proposed in
the MIL literature. Instead of labeling instances, the similarity of the instances within a bag
and between bags are used to construct the codebook [52].
As opposed to the unsupervised case, the class labels are used to guide the learning
of the codebook in supervised approaches. The class labels for the sample regions are
unknown but the class for of the image is known in these studies. [33, 42, 53] made use of
similarity information for feature transformation under certain assumptions in MIL. [54,55]
classified regions with decision trees and then predicted labels for the image. The class
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label defined for each region is the class of the corresponding image in these studies. [56]
extended this idea with randomly-created clustering trees whose leaves define a partitioning
or grouping.
4. Random forest
A RF is an ensemble of J decision trees, {gj , j = 1, 2, . . . , J}. Each tree is constructed
using a different bootstrap sample from the original data. About one-third of the cases are
left out of the bootstrap sample and not used in the construction of the single tree. These
are called out-of-bag (OOB) samples.
The prediction for instance x from tree gj is yˆj(x) = argmaxc pcj(x), where pcj(x) is
the proportion of class c instances in the leaf node that x is assigned to by the rules that
define the j-th tree, for c = 0, 1, . . . , C − 1. Let G(x) denote the set of all trees in the RF
where instance x is OOB. The OOB class probability estimate of x is
pc(x) =
1
|G(x)|
∑
gj∈G(x)
I(yˆj(x) = c)
where I(·) is an indicator function that equals one if its argument is true and zero otherwise.
In the tree growing steps of RF, the best split are determined based on only a random
sample of features. In this study, features are also referred as variables and both terms
are used interchangeably. The Gini measure of impurity is used to determine the feature se-
lected to make the nodal split in the tree construction process. Often, the number of features
evaluated for split decision is
√
ν, where ν is the number of features. The random selec-
tion reduces the variance of the classifier, and also reduces the computational complexity
of a single tree from O(νη log η) to O(
√
νη log η) (assuming the depth of tree is O(log η)
where η is the number of instances). Therefore, for a large number of features a RF can be
as computationally efficient as a single decision tree.
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RF provides a variable importance measure called Gini Variable Importance (GV I)
which is the sum of the Gini impurity decrease for a particular variable over all trees. Let
Nρj be the number of observations at node ρ of the jth tree, and N
ρ
j (L) and N
ρ
j (R) be the
number of observations of the left and right child nodes after splitting, and let dρj (k) be the
decrease in impurity produced by variable k at the ρth node of the jth tree.
The decrease in impurity is dρj (k) = G
ρ
j − (
N
ρ
j
(L)
N
ρ
j
Gρj (L)+
N
ρ
j
(R)
N
ρ
j
Gρj (R)) where G
ρ
j (L)
and Gρj (R) are the Gini indices of the left and right node respectively and G
ρ
j is the Gini
index of the parent node. The Gini Variable importance of variable k is defined as
GV I(k) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
(
∑
ρ∈Sj
dρj (k)I
ρ
j (k))
where Iρj (k) is an indicator variable for whether variable k was used to split node ρ of tree
j and Sj is the set of split nodes of the tree j.
To summarize, an instance is labeled through a majority voting approach using the
tree results for which it is OOB. The estimates computed from OOB predictions are easily
obtained and have been shown to be good estimates of generalization error [57]. Variable
importance is important to find out the features relevant to the classification task. Moreover,
RF has several advantages when compared to other classifiers. High dimensional feature
spaces, multiple classes, and missing values are handled. Nonlinear models and interactions
between features are allowed. It is scale invariant and robust to outliers, and computations
are reasonable even for large datasets.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9. (a) Cost matrix c as in Figure 8 and (b) accumulated cost matrix D with optimal
warping path p∗ (white line).
Figure 10. Four steps to compute the bag-of-words representation for images [3]. (i–
iii) obtain the visual dictionary (or codebook) by vector quantizing the feature vectors of
sampled regions using an appropriate method (k-means clustering in this example), and
(iv) compute the image histograms – bag-of-words – for images according the obtained
codebook. (ii) shows three columns representing the images and each row is a feature
vector of a sampled region from the corresponding image. The sampled regions are then
labeled by unsupervised learning at the subsequent step.
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CHAPTER 3
A BAG-of-FEATURES FRAMEWORK TO CLASSIFY TIME SERIES
1. Abstract
Time series classification is an important task with many challenging applications.
Nearest-neighbor classifiers with Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance is a strong so-
lution in this context, but its performance degrades with long time series, relatively short
features of interest, and moderate noise. On the other hand, feature-based approaches have
been proposed as both classifiers and to provide insight into the series, but these approaches
have problems handling translations and dilations in local patterns, which can be impor-
tant for classification. Considering the shortcomings of both approaches, we present a
framework to classify time series based on a bag-of-features representation (TSBF). Lo-
cal information is captured from multiple subsequences selected from random locations
and of random lengths and partitioned into shorter intervals. Consequently, features com-
puted from these subsequences measure properties at different locations and dilations when
viewed from the original time series. This provides a feature-based approach that can han-
dle warping, although in a substantially different manner from DTW. We further partition
subsequences into intervals to detect patterns represented by a series of measurements over
shorter time segments. Local features are aggregated into a compact codebook through
class probability estimates from a supervised learner. Additional information (such as sub-
sequence locations) are easily integrated through a fast, efficient learner that handles mixed
data types, different units, etc., and relevant global features can easily supplement the code-
book in our framework. We compare our classifier to well-known nearests from the UCR
time series database.
Key words: supervised learning, feature extraction, codebook
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2. Introduction
Classification of time series is an important task with many challenging applications
such as signature verification, speech recognition or financial analysis. The algorithms pro-
posed for time series classification can be divided into instance-based and feature-based
methods. Instance-based classifiers predict a test instance based on its similarity to the
training instances. For time series, one-nearest-neighbor (NN) classifiers with Euclidean
(NNEuclidean) or a dynamic time warping distance (NNDTW) have been widely, and suc-
cessfully used [15–19]. Although Euclidean distance is time and space efficient, it is often
weak in terms of prediction accuracy [17]. DTW [20] allows a measure of the similarity
independent of certain non-linear variations in the time dimension, and is considered as a
strong solution for time series problems [58]. Despite the fact that finding DTW distance
without any modification on the algorithm is known to be computationally demanding for
many applications [22], fast lower bounding function is used by [59] to prune the time series
that cannot be the best match. Significant improvement is achieved in terms of computa-
tion time when the bounding scheme is used together with indexing, but a 1-NN classifier
using DTW is still less tractable for real-time classification of time series [23]. Also, a
DTW solution typically does not provide insight into time series features important to the
classifier. For example, [60] proposed a decision tree approach which splits instances based
on DTW distance between a pair of time sequences. It is faster compared to NNDTW in
terms of testing, but the information provided is limited because of the feature representa-
tion. On the other hand, [61, 62] proposed an approach to find subsequences of the time
series which are thought to be maximally representative of a class. These subsequences are
called shapelets and algorithms based on shapelets facilitate interpretability. Because the
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information provided by time series shapelets is limited to their presence or absence and the
computation time required for generating them is significant, [23] proposed a more expres-
sive shapelet representation by combining multiple shapelets in logic expressions that can
be faster and more accurate. Another approach that makes use of the similarity of the series
based on the subsequences is to use kernel-based classifiers. These approaches find a kernel
function based on the similarity between the time series in local regions. [63] similarly gen-
erated subsequences from the time series and defined spatial similarity kernels based on the
subsequences (distance-based approach), with classification from a support vector machine
(SVM).
Feature-based approaches work on the feature vectors extracted from a set of instances.
They are generally faster than instance-based classifiers depending on the feature extraction
method and classification algorithm. [64] used knots from a piecewise-linear approximation
of the time series to detect patterns and classify the series. [65] proposed an automated
approach for feature extraction using a genetic algorithm. Then the extracted features were
taken as inputs to a SVM [66]. [67] proposed a multi-layer perceptron neural network fed
by statistical features such as means and standard deviations calculated from the time series.
[68] used intervals of time series to extract features on which a SVM was trained.
Two types of features are generated in feature-based approaches, global and local fea-
tures. Global features are a compact representation of the instances (such as the mean
value). On the other hand, local features are extracted from segments of the time series
and require such segments to be determined. Standard classification algorithms can be built
on global features easily, but they may omit important local characteristics. Local features
can supplement global information with useful patterns, but the set of local features may
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vary in cardinality and lack a meaningful ordering. These are basic problems for many
classification algorithms requiring feature vectors of fixed dimension.
Methods based on features of intervals (such as [69, 70]) assume that patterns exist in
the same time interval over the instances, but a pattern that defines a certain class may
exist anywhere in time, as well as be dilated in time. DTW attempts to compensate for
possible time translations/dilations between features, but with long time series, relatively
short features of interest, and moderate noise, the capability for DTW is degraded.
Our work is based on the bag-of-features (BoF) approach in which complex objects are
characterized by feature vectors of sub-objects. BoF representations are popular, mostly
in computer vision as content based image retrieval [31–33], natural scene classification
[34] and object detection and recognition [35–39] because of their simplicity and good
performance [40]. A BoF is also referred to as bag of words [41] (in which occurrences of
each word are counted to summarize the text contents in document), bag of instances in the
multiple instance learning (MIL) literature [42, 43] and bag of frames in audio and speech
recognition [44, 45].
The basic idea is that local image descriptors are sampled using an appropriate method
(e.g., random, interest point detector [46]) and characterized by their feature vectors (e.g.,
distribution of the pixel values). A visual dictionary (or codebook) is then learned using the
vectors of visual descriptors (e.g., clustering to assign discrete labels to descriptors). The
resulting distribution of descriptors is quantized through the codebook (e.g., a histogram of
the cluster assignments for the sampled descriptors of each instance) as the summary of the
image. Similar to the terms used in computer vision problems, time series segments may
contain rich local information about the time series. A BoF representation allows one to
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integrate local information from segments of the time series in an efficient way. Moreover,
assumptions on the cardinality of the local feature set and patterns in the same time interval
can be relaxed by this framework. Three implementation issues in this framework are local
feature extraction, codebook generation and classification from the codebook.
Studies on BoF representations for time series data are limited with few studies in au-
dio and speech recognition literature [44, 45, 71–73]. Time series similarity based on a
bag-of-words representation was considered by [74]. Also, time series were discretized by
symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX) and time series were represented as words using
the symbols generated by this approach ( [12]). Similarity of the time series were then
computed using the histogram of the occurrences of words. This is similar to the codebook
generation from patches used in computer vision problems. In [72], the speech signals were
represented as images through preprocessing (simulation, strobe detection, temporal inte-
gration) and patches were segmented from the images. Using vector quantization, segments
were represented by sparse codes and they were aggregated through histograms to generate
features at the bag level. [45] used a clustering approach to summarize the local information
to a bag level.
Histogram-based approaches for image classification problems do not take the spatial
location of the local patches into account in codebook generation. Analogously, BoF mod-
els in time series ignore the temporal ordering inherent in the signal and, therefore, may not
identify a specific content or pattern [75]. Also, [74] commented that most of the existing
work on time series similarity focuses on distance-based similarity. They claimed that such
approaches can work well for short time series, but may degrade for long time series. They
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argued that it is more appropriate to measure similarity from higher-level structures (e.g.,
bag of words) in long time series, rather than point to point, local comparisons.
Consequently, we consider a different direction in this work. We use a feature-based
approach, but extract multiple subsequences from each time series, and these subsequences
are selected from random locations and of random lengths. Therefore, features computed
from these subsequences (e.g., mean, standard deviation) measure properties at different
locations and dilations when viewed from the original time series. We form a matrix of
these features, but the value in row i and row j of the same column may be calculated from
subsequences that differ in location and/or length. These features are input to a tree-based
(recursive partitioning) ensemble that enables subsequences relevant to the class to be par-
titioned from others. In this manner, we provide a feature-based approach that can handle
warping, although in a substantially different manner from DTW. Furthermore, BoF meth-
ods disregard location information. Instead, we further partition subsequences into inter-
vals to detect patterns represented by a series of measurements over shorter time segments.
Subsequences are labeled and a supervised learner is used to construct a compact codebook
from simple class probability distributions. Our supervised approach provides fast, efficient
time series representation for classification, even with very basic features such as slopes,
means and variances from the subsequences. Additional information (such as subsequence
locations) are easily integrated through a learner that handles mixed data types, different
units, etc., and relevant global features can easily supplement the codebook in our frame-
work. Finally, time series may be classified via any supervised learner. We demonstrate
TSBF is efficient and accurate by comparing to alternative time series classifiers on a full
set of benchmark datasets.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 provides background.
We summarize the problem and describe the TSBF framework in Section 4. Section 5
demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of TSBF by testing on a full set of benchmark
datasets from UCR time series database [76]. We discuss TSBF’s behavior for certain
datasets, explain how TSBF works on an example and compare it to Logical-Shapelets in
Section 6. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
3. Background
Noncontiguous patterns in time is another problem which affects the performance of
DTW. An example from the OSULeaf dataset (from [76]) is illustrated in Figure 11. The
aim is to classify the leaves based on their shapes. The boundary of a leaf image is repre-
sented as time series using the angles between consecutive pixel points. Because orienta-
tions of the leaf pictures are different, shifts and noncontiguous patterns are observed in the
time series representations. Consequently, it is important to allow for features useful to the
classifier to occur at different times in different time series instances. On the other hand, the
images can be aligned to avoid the discontinuity, but this is a different problem considered
in the context of rotation invariance [77] which is not considered here.
BoF representations are based on local feature extraction which samples a representa-
tive set of subsequences from the time series, and an efficient and effective representation
of the time series is required [40]. A piecewise-linear approximation is the most commonly
used preprocessing step for the discretization of the data in mining time series [78]. Time
series approximation is an active research topic and a comprehensive literature review of
time series segmentation approaches is provided by [8, 78].
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Figure 11. (a) Two sample instances from the same class from the OSUleaf dataset. The
orientations of the leaves are different and this shifts patterns in the time series. (b) Time
series representations of three leaves from same class. Patterns highlighted are contiguous,
but the similar pattern appears in the beginning and end for the bottom series.
In areas such as image classification, codebooks can be constructed in supervised and
unsupervised manners using the local feature set. Unsupervised construction does not make
use of the class information from the bag. A histogram of the features from the patches can
be used as the codebook ( [44]) in some unsupervised approaches, however these represen-
tations are highly dependent on the histogram generation procedure. Therefore, clustering
algorithms such as k-means [47–49] or agglomerative clustering [50, 51] over large sets of
training patches are proposed to better represent the local feature set for image classifica-
tion. [72] followed a similar approach after changing the representation of the audio data
to images. In contrast to our method, regions are selected with an organized approach (not
random), mean features are the focus (without location), patches are clustered with k-means
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and a codebook (unsupervised) is generated based on the distribution of the cluster assign-
ments. Also, similarity-based approaches are proposed in the MIL literature. Instead of
labeling instances, the similarity of the instances within a bag and between bags are used to
construct the codebook [52].
As opposed to the unsupervised case, the class labels are used to guide the learning
of the codebook in supervised approaches. [33, 42, 53] made use of similarity information
for feature transformation under certain assumptions in MIL. [54, 55] classified descriptors
with decision trees and then predicted labels for the bag class. [56] extended this idea with
randomly-created clustering trees whose leaves define a partitioning or grouping.
A random forest (RF) classifier [57] is used here to both generate class probability esti-
mates for codebooks and to classify time series. A RF is an ensemble of J decision trees,
{gj , j = 1, 2, . . . , J}. Each tree is constructed from a different bootstrap sample of the
original data. The instances left out of a bootstrap sample and not used in the construction
of a single tree are called out-of-bag (OOB) instances. At each node of each tree, a RF
considers the best split based on only a random sample of features. Often, the sample size
is
√
ν, where ν is the number of features. The random selection reduces the variance of the
classifier, and also reduces the computational complexity of a single tree from O(νη log η)
to O(
√
νη log η) (assuming the depth of tree is O(log η) where η is the number of in-
stances). Therefore, for a large number of features a RF can be as computationally efficient
as a single decision tree.
The prediction for instance x from tree gj is yˆj(x) = argmaxc pcj(x), where pcj(x) is
the proportion of class c in the corresponding leaf of the j-th tree, for c = 0, 1, . . . , C − 1.
Let G(x) denote the set of all trees in the RF where instance x is OOB. The OOB class
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probability estimate of x is
pc(x) =
1
|G(x)|
∑
gj∈G(x)
I(yˆj(x) = c)
where I(·) is an indicator function that equals one if its argument is true and zero other-
wise. The predicted class is yˆ(x) = argmaxc pc(x). The estimates computed from OOB
predictions are easily obtained and have been shown to be good estimates of generalization
error [57]. We use OOB class probability estimates in this work.
Although other classifiers can be used in our framework, RF provides a number of de-
sirable properties for the time series problem. High-dimensional feature spaces, multiple
classes, and missing values are handled. Nonlinear models and interactions between fea-
tures are allowed. Class probability estimates based on OOB instances are provided. It
is scale invariant and robust to outliers, and computations are reasonable even for large
datasets. Furthermore, the recursive partitioning in RF allows one feature to be used to
separate some sets of time series and (potentially) a different feature to separate others.
Because class-relevant patterns might appear at different time locations between series, this
capability to split on different features is important to achieve the time warping through a
feature-based approach (after it is combined with the random subsequence selection).
4. Time Series Classification with a Bag of Features
A univariate time series, xn = (xn1 , xn2 , . . . , xnT ) is an ordered set of T values. We
assume time series are measured at equally-spaced time points. We consider univariate
time series for simplicity although our method can be extended to multivariate time series
in a straight-forward manner. Each time series is associated with a class label yn, for
n = 1, 2, . . . , N and yn ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., C −1}. Given a set of unlabeled time series, the task
of time series classification is to map each time series to one of the predefined classes.
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Note that we first standardize each time series to zero mean and unit standard devi-
ation. This adjusts for potentially different baselines or scales that are not considered to
be relevant (or persistent) for a learner. The basic elements of our framework for time se-
ries classification are illustrated in Figure 12. We use a supervised method to generate the
temporal dictionary or codebook. Our implementation is actually simpler than this generic
description. We use the class probability estimates from a supervised learner to generate
the codebook in our approach. Details are provided in the following sections.
Figure 12. Generic description of the time series classification with a bag-of-features
(TSBF) algorithm. Subsequences are sampled from each time series and features are ex-
tracted from the subsequences (left). Subsequence features are summarized with temporal
words that are used to form a temporal dictionary or codebook. The distribution over the
codebook can be described with histograms, and a supervised learner is trained on the his-
tograms.
4.1. Subsequences and feature extraction
Time series classification approaches that are based on global properties of a time series
can potentially be improved with local patterns that may define the class. Therefore, we
represent each time series with feature vectors derived from subsequences. However, to
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capture patterns along the time series, each subsequence s is represented by the features of
smaller segments called intervals. A fixed-length window for segmentation has the potential
to omit patterns because they may appear with different lengths and be split across the
time points [8]. Thus, we generate subsequences of random length ls and segment them
using the same number of intervals to preserve the same number of features d for each
subsequence. This results in intervals of random length ws = lsd which provides some
desirable properties. This allows for generation of splits based on the features of different
length intervals in tree-based models. Therefore, the relationships of patterns with different
lengths can be better captured.
We set a lower bound on the subsequence length l(min) as a proportion z(0 < z ≤ 1)
of the length of the time series. Thus, ls ≥ lmin = z × T . We also set a minimum interval
length wmin so that extracted features are meaningful (that is, we avoid a slope computed
from an interval with one point). Given z and wmin the number of intervals to represent the
subsequence is determined as d =
⌊
z×T
wmin
⌋
. Note that although z and wmin are fixed, the
actual length of an interval ws can vary with the random samples. Consider the number of
subsequences generated to represent a time series. There are r =
⌊
T
wmin
⌋
possible intervals
in a time series if the time series is represented using the minimum interval length. For
any subsequence with d intervals r − d intervals are not covered by this subsequence. We
generate r − d subsequences. With this setting, for every interval the expected number of
subsequences that cover it is at least one.
Given the subsequence and interval calculation, we extract features from each inter-
val and combine them to represent the subsequence. Interval features fk(t1, t2), k =
1, 2, . . . ,K for (0 < t1 ≤ t2 ≤ T ) are calculated from the data between t1 and t2. Linear
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regression models are fit on the intervals to extract features. For each interval, the slope of
the fitted regression line, mean of the values, and variance of the values are extracted. These
features are important for classification because they provide information about the shape,
level and the distribution of the values. A feature vector for a subsequence concatenates the
features from all d intervals in the subsequence. In addition, the mean and variance of all
the values in the subsequence, together with the start and end time points are also included
in the feature vector. Start and end points introduce the location information which might
be important for classification. That is, here L = 4 subsequence-level features are added.
The set of subsequences Sn for time series n is built by generating r − d subsequences
randomly. As an illustration for T = 100, z = 0.5, wmin = 10, three subsequences are
shown in Figure 13. Subsequence s of time series xn is denoted as xn(s).
The local feature extraction algorithm for the time series is given in Algorithm 1 and
illustrated in Figure 13. Here fk(t1, t2) is denoted as fik(s) for simplicity, where i is the
interval and k is the feature index. The mean and variance of the values in the subsequence
s are given as means and vars, respectively. The start and end points are represented as
sts and es.
Algorithm 1 Local feature extraction from the subsequences of time series xn
Set subsequence count as s = 1
repeat
Generate a subsequence length ls ∈ [z × T, T ] and a starting point for subsequence
p ∈ {1, 2, ..., T − ls + 1}
Set the feature set of subsequence s as Sn = ∅
for i = 1 to d do
Add features from interval i of subsequence xn(s) to Sn
end for
Add subsequence features to Sn for subsequence xn(s)
Set the class label of subsequence xn(s) as yn, s = s+ 1
until s > r − d
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Figure 13. Interval and subsequence generation and representation. Subsequences of ran-
dom length are sampled from the time series (top). Each subsequence is partitioned into
intervals of length ws = lsd where d is determined by wmin and z as d =
⌊
0.5∗100
10
⌋
= 5
(middle). A subsequence is represented by features computed from the intervals (bottom).
Each instance in the feature matrix represents a subsequence. The number of subsequences
generated for the time series is
⌊
100
10
⌋− 5 = 5
4.2. Codebook and learning
After the local feature extraction for each time series, a new dataset is generated where
each subsequence from each time series becomes an instance. The class label defined for
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each instance is the class of the corresponding time series. We train a supervised learner on
the new dataset and extract histograms from the classification results (such as error rates or
class probability estimates) to construct a codebook.
In our approach, we use a classifier that generates a class probability estimate for each
instance (subsequence). The estimate provides information on the strength of an assign-
ment. Let pnc (s) denote the class probability estimate for class c from subsequence s of
series xn. For each time series xn and each class c, the distribution of pnc (s) over s is sum-
marized with a histogram with b bins (denoted by a vector hnc ). The vectors are concatenated
over each class c to form the codebook, hn, for time series xn. Because the sum of class
probability estimates for a subsequence is equal to one, the features for one class can be
dropped in the codebook. We use equally-spaced bins in our approach so that (C − 1)× b
features are in the codebook. We aim to capture the details of the similarity between subse-
quences with the histograms of class probability estimates. The relative frequencies of the
predicted classes for the subsequences supplements the codebook. That is, if we generate
10 subsequences for a single time series in a two-class problem and seven subsequences are
assigned to one class, the relative frequency of this class is 7/10 = 0.7. The information
provided by the relative frequencies is less detailed, but a meaningful summary, of the class
probability estimates.
A codebook is an effective way to simplify the information in the subsequences in terms
of speed and good discrimination [40, 56]. Using the predictions of a classifier trained
on the subsequence information, we produce the codebook as the summary of the local
information. We use a RF to generate the class probability estimates, although another
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learner that provides class probability estimates can be used in the framework. We denote
the RF applied to the subsequence dataset as RFsub.
Moreover, global features such as autocorrelation are easily introduced to obtain a better
representation of a time series. In addition to representation of the time series as codebooks,
we can add any global feature that has the potential to improve the classification results.
After adding the global features, any supervised learner can be used to classify the time
series. The main algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 TSBF (Time Series Classification Based on a Bag-of-Features Representation)
for all time series xn do
Standardize the time series
Generate the features for subsequences Sn
end for
Build a classifier on
N⋃
n=1
Sn
for all time series xn do
Construct the codebook using classification results
Generate global features
end for
Classify the time series using the codebook and the global features
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Figure 14. More specific description of the time series classification with a bag-of-features (TSBF) algorithm. Subsequences are
sampled from the time series and features are extracted from the subsequences (left). Each subsequence is labeled with the class of
the time series, and a learner generates class probability estimates. Histograms of the class probability estimates are generated (and
concatenated) to summarize the subsequence information. Global features are added. A final classifier is then trained on the new
representation to assign each time series.
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Given the codebook and the global features, a RF is applied to classify the dataset of
time series. This RF is denoted asRFts. RF is competitive with the widely used learners on
high-dimensional problems [79]. Fast evaluation is another important requirement for most
of the time series classification tasks and RF is fast in terms of both training and evaluation.
Moreover, it is inherently multiclass; therefore, building several binary classifiers (as for
one-versus-one training in a support vector machine) is not required. Figure 14 illustrates
some of the steps of our approach. The TSBF is slightly simpler than the generic algorithm
in Figure 12 because a supervised learner generates class probability estimates that are
directly used as inputs to histograms. We consider the bins used to form the histograms of
the class probability estimates and the frequency of the predicted classes as the temporal
dictionary (codebook) in our specific approach.
4.3. Illustrative Examples
We discuss how the BoF approach handles patterns with two simple examples. The
first example illustrates location invariance. Consider a two-class problem in which series
from class zero are defined by three peaks, whereas two peaks define class one, regardless
of locations. Two time series from each class are illustrated in Figure 15. These series are
standardized. Methods built on interval features which assume that patterns exist in the
same time interval over the series can have problems, as shown in our small analysis below.
The location of the peaks for the series in Figure 15 are [20, 40], [60, 80],
[105, 125],[130, 150], [165, 185] and [310, 330]. Suppose that subsequences of length 80
are generated and characterized with the mean over two intervals (each of length 40) for il-
lustration purposes. The subsequences are generated in a sliding manner with an overlap of
one interval (and this yields 9 subsequences per series). Denote the mean features of inter-
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Figure 15. Two time series from each class are shown. The number of peaks defines each
class. The location of the peaks is not important.
val 1 and 2 as f1 and f2, respectively, The two series of each class are illustrated in Figure
15. Figure 16(a) provides the histogram of the class probability estimates from RFsub for
two time series of different classes. As given in Figure 16(a) , a supervised learner can sep-
arate the two classes based on the subsequence distributions. Numerical results are shown
later in this section. The subsequence location features are not important for this particular
example.
A different type of example defines the classes by the locations of the peaks (Figure
17). If the peak is in the first half of the time series, the series is class zero, and otherwise it
is class one. Suppose we generate the subsequences in the same way as we did for the first
example with an interval length of 5. We use a smaller interval length here to demonstrate
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the effects of subsequence lengths in the following experiment. The distributions of the
subsequences from each time series are the similar if only mean interval features are used.
However, subsequence location features (i.e., the start and end point features) capture the
location information for the subsequences. The distribution of the subsequences is illus-
trated on the three-dimensional feature space in Figure 16(b).The location feature provided
in the figure is the average of the start and end point of the subsequence (i.e. midpoint of
the subsequence).
To further describe the characteristics of our approach, we discard the location features
so that the interval means are not sufficient features when the class is defined by peak loca-
tion. However, such a situation can be handled with a simple approach. That is, generate
longer subsequences. Consider the case where a subsequence is the time series itself. Then
classifiers (such as trees) based on features (such as means) from fixed intervals can easily
identify these classes. Our approach could also handle this by generating multiple random
subsequences based on a minimum subsequence length setting. Also, the smaller the mini-
mum subsequence length, the more subsequences are generated as described in Section 4.1.
This increases the likelihood of having longer subsequences. We present an example anal-
ysis below. However, our basic algorithm considered in the experiments section includes
location features.
In order to illustrate the BoF approach we generate synthetic data for each of these
examples. The first and second examples are referred to as the number of peaks and the
peak location examples, respectively. The length of each time series is set to 400 and 200
time units, respectively. Following the class definitions, we generate a small dataset with
10 time series from each class for training. Then, 200 time series per class are generated for
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testing. Table 1 summarizes the average test error rates over 10 replications of two versions
of TSBF which are the regular and TSBF without the subsequence location features. We
also include a row for a RF classifier (with 500 trees) based on the mean features computed
from non-overlapping intervals of five time units each. This RF might be considered a
simple, baseline approach to classify the time series. We consider four levels of minimum
subsequence length settings, z ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75}, bin size of 10 and 500 trees in both
RFs (RFsub and RFts). We also set an upper limit on the subsequence length (denoted as
a proportion u) in these synthetic examples to illustrate the role of location features in the
results for TSBF, but the default TSBF algorithm does not use such an upper limit (u = 1).
Also, the number of sequences per times series followed the r − d formula described in
Section 4.1.
Test Error Rate
Method Lower Bound Upper Bound Example with Example with
Factor Factor Peak Location Number of Peaks
TSBF 0.1 1 0.005 0.001
TSBF 0.25 1 0.011 0
TSBF 0.5 1 0.012 0
TSBF 0.75 1 0.01 0.001
TSBF w/o location 0.1 0.25 0.441 0
TSBF w/o location 0.1 0.5 0.244 0.002
TSBF w/o location 0.1 0.75 0.056 0.014
TSBF w/o location 0.25 0.5 0.289 0
TSBF w/o location 0.25 0.75 0.098 0
TSBF w/o location 0.5 0.75 0.074 0
RF 0.11 0.16
TABLE 1. Average test error rates over 10 replications for TSBF, TSBF without the subse-
quence location features (TSBF w/o location) and baseline RF classifier (last row) applied
to two synthetic datasets. The TSBF performance is always relatively good for the number
of peaks example because it is amenable to the bag of features approach. Error rates for
the peak location example are lower when longer subsequences are allowed to be generated
without the location features.
The results from these simple examples illustrate properties of the BoF approach. As
expected, for the number of peaks example all the TSBF algorithms perform well, better
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than an RF based on fixed intervals. This shows the strength of the BoF approach and the
limitations of features from fixed intervals in such examples.
For the peak location example, the error rates for TSBF are substantially smaller than
the error rate of RF classifier. This illustrates the problem a generic classifier can have
with location invariance. For this experiment only, to study the effects, we constrained the
maximum subsequence length. The results with z = 0.1, u = 0.25 show much poorer
performance with the constrained shorter intervals when the location features are not used.
For intermediate constraints (such as z = 0.25, u = 0.5) the performance results are rel-
atively moderate. However, even with a small z = 0.1, the results improve substantially
when we relax the maximum constraint to u = 0.75. Without the location features, longer
subsequences are required to capture certain characteristics.
Another mini experiment is designed to compare our supervised BoF approach to an un-
supervised one with a codebook derived from K-means clustering. In the unsupervised ap-
proach, the Euclidean distance between the subsequences generated by our BoF approach is
computed. Then K-means clustering with different k settings is used to label subsequences.
We use the histogram of the cluster assignments to generate the codebook. To avoid a nor-
malization step because of the differences in scales of the other features (i.e. mean, variance
and slope have different scales), only the mean features of the intervals and subsequences
are used. In a similar manner, the location features are also discarded. Consequently the
results here should not be compared with those in Table 1. The time series are standardized
in the algorithm. We train an RF on the unsupervised codebook for classification. Table
2 summarizes the average test error rates over 10 replications of TSBF and BoF approach
with an unsupervised codebook.
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Test Error Rate
Method Lower Bound Example with Example with
Factor Peak Location Number of Peaks
TSBF (w/o locations, means only) 0.1 0.021 0.026
K-means (k = 10) 0.1 0.011 0.427
K-means (k = 25) 0.1 0.012 0.411
K-means (k = 50) 0.1 0.006 0.356
TSBF (w/o locations, means only) 0.25 0.026 0.006
K-means (k = 10) 0.25 0.011 0.458
K-means (k = 25) 0.25 0.013 0.452
K-means (k = 50) 0.25 0.021 0.398
TSBF (w/o locations, means only) 0.5 0.035 0.007
K-means (k = 10) 0.5 0.013 0.497
K-means (k = 25) 0.5 0.005 0.444
K-means (k = 50) 0.5 0.014 0.430
TSBF (w/o locations, means only) 0.75 0.022 0.040
K-means (k = 10) 0.75 0.034 0.490
K-means (k = 25) 0.75 0.017 0.466
K-means (k = 50) 0.75 0.012 0.465
TABLE 2. Average test error rates over 10 replications for TSBF, and RF classifiers trained
on an unsupervised codebook generated by K-means clustering applied to two synthetic
datasets. TSBF uses mean features only (location features along with slopes, variances,
etc., are omitted).
The TSBF performance is substantially better for the number of peaks example because
Euclidean distances are not descriptive in this case. On the other hand, our supervised
approach uses only the relevant features from the supervised learning and generates the
class probability estimates (codebook) accordingly. There are not dramatic differences in
error rates with k.
Error rates for the peak location example are comparable. The time series of this dataset
are not noisy as illustrated in Figure 17 and our local feature-extraction scheme generates
subsequences that can characterize the time series well. Consequently, the classes can be
well clustered with Euclidean distance. Still, TSBF even without location features (or other
features such as slopes and variances) is competitive in performance.
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5. Experiments and Results
We tested TSBF on a full set of time series data from [76]. The dataset characteristics
are given in Table 3. This is a good testbed with diverse characteristics such as length of
the series, number of classes, etc., which enables a comprehensive evaluation.
Number of Training Test Time series
classes instances instances length
50words 50 450 455 270
Adiac 37 390 391 176
Beef 5 30 30 470
CBF 3 30 900 128
Coffee 2 28 28 286
ECG200 2 100 100 96
FaceAll 14 560 1,690 131
FaceFour 4 24 88 350
Fish 7 175 175 463
GunPoint 2 50 150 150
Lightning2 2 60 61 637
Lightning7 7 70 73 319
OliveOil 4 30 30 570
OSULeaf 6 200 242 427
SwedishLeaf 15 500 625 128
Syntheticcontrol 6 300 300 60
Trace 4 100 100 275
TwoPatterns 4 1,000 4,000 128
Wafer 2 1,000 6,164 152
Yoga 2 300 3000 426
TABLE 3. Characteristics of the time series: number of classes, number of training in-
stances, number of testing instances, and lengths of time series. The performance analysis
of the algorithms on this diverse set of data provides a wide-ranging comparison.
Our algorithm does not require the setting of many parameters and it is robust to the
settings. A RF is insensitive to both the number of trees and the number of candidate
attributes scored to potential split a node [57]. For example, Figure 18 illustrates how the
OOB error rate changes as the number of trees increases for RFsub and RFts. Error
rates provided are the average OOB error rate based only on the training data over all 20
datasets. This error rate is a good estimate of generalization error [57]. This parameter is
not determined using the accuracy on the test data. As the number of trees increases, the
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error rates improve, but the marginal gain is comparably small after 400 trees. Therefore,
the number of trees is set to 500 for both forests. Although we set the level as 500 trees for
all datasets, this parameter may be adjusted for each dataset based on the OOB error rate of
RF. If fewer trees are enough for certain datasets, this can reduce the computation time.
The number of features evaluated at each node of the tree is set to the default which
equals the approximate square root of the number of features. Therefore, the number of
features generated for RFsub is K = 3 features per interval plus four features for the
subsequence (= 3 × d + 4). For RFts the number of features is (C − 1) × b features for
class probability estimates plus (C−1) features for class frequencies (= (C−1)×(b+1)).
The codebook is determined from three parameters. We simply set the minimum in-
terval length wmin as five time units in order to have meaningful features (such as slopes).
This setting can be adjusted based on the dataset characteristics in favor of our algorithm
(as discussed in Section 6), but we did not modify it because the random subsequence gen-
eration scheme allows for larger interval lengths to occur. The number of bins b is set to
10 in our experiments. This parameter is expected to have a small effect on performance,
if it is set large enough, because of the embedded features selection in RFs. We illustrate
some effects of this parameter in Section 6. We tested our algorithm for different mini-
mum subsequence length settings z and compare the differences in the results. We replicate
TSBF 10 times with different seeds. Classification accuracy and solution characteristics are
discussed in the following sections.
5.1. Classification accuracy
TSBF with the given settings is compared to nearest neighbors (NN) classifiers with
DTW. Two versions of DTW are considered: NNDTWBestWin (also referred to as NNBest-
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Parameter Levels
number of trees 500
number of features in each split
√
numberoffeatures
z {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75}
wmin 5
b 10
TABLE 4. Parameter settings of TSBF
DTW) [17] searches for the best warping window, based on the training data, then uses the
learned window on the test data, while NNDTWNoWin has no warping window. Note that
DTW is a strong solution for time series problems in a variety of domains [58], although it
is limited in real-time applications because of computational requirements [23]. The results
for NN classifiers are obtained from [76]. Table 5 summarizes the average, maximum and
minimum error rates from 10 replications of our algorithm on the test data. Features gener-
ated for the test data are based on the same subsequence locations generated for training.
We also compare our results with Logical-Shapelets [23] which significantly outper-
forms the original shapelet representation proposed by [61]. Because this comparison is
not based on all datasets due to the computational requirements of Logical-Shapelets, we
compare TSBF to Logical-Shapelets in Section 6.2.
We use the same approach proposed by [21] to compare results. Scatter plots are used
to conduct pairwise comparisons of error rates. Each axis represents the approach under
consideration and each dot represents the error rate for a particular dataset. The line x = y
is drawn to represent the region where both methods perform about the same. A dot above
the line indicates that approach on the X axis has better accuracy than the one on Y axis.
If a dot is further from the line, the margin of accuracy improvement is greater. A method
can be regarded as superior to other if there are more dots on one side of the line.
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(a) Example with the number of peaks. The two classes can
be separated based on the subsequence distributions.
(b) Example with peak location. The two classes
can be separated with the addition of location fea-
tures.
Figure 16. Distributions of the subsequences in the feature spaces of interval means for
two examples.
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Figure 17. One time series from each class is shown. A peak in the first or second half of
the time series defines class zero or one, respectively.
Figure 18. The average OOB error rates on the training data of RFts (left) and RFsub
(right) over all datasets. The plots indicate that the results are insensitive to the number of
tree when the number is sufficiently large (500 in our case).
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TSBF (z = 0.1) TSBF (z = 0.25) TSBF (z = 0.5) TSBF (z = 0.75) NNDTW
average max min average max min average max min average max min BestWin NoWin
50Words 0.200 0.213 0.185 0.191 0.204 0.180 0.199 0.215 0.182 0.202 0.215 0.185 0.242 0.310
Adiac 0.416 0.448 0.394 0.286 0.304 0.271 0.237 0.258 0.215 0.233 0.251 0.217 0.391 0.396
Beef 0.333 0.433 0.233 0.350 0.433 0.267 0.307 0.367 0.200 0.223 0.300 0.133 0.467 0.500
CBF 0.001 0.003 0.000 0.005 0.008 0.002 0.008 0.011 0.006 0.016 0.023 0.010 0.004 0.003
Coffee 0.054 0.071 0.036 0.004 0.036 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.036 0.000 0.179 0.179
ECG 0.183 0.230 0.140 0.138 0.160 0.120 0.155 0.190 0.130 0.145 0.190 0.120 0.120 0.230
Face (all) 0.282 0.300 0.265 0.217 0.241 0.199 0.234 0.249 0.205 0.246 0.256 0.229 0.192 0.192
Face (four) 0.045 0.068 0.034 0.038 0.045 0.034 0.035 0.045 0.023 0.026 0.045 0.011 0.114 0.170
Fish 0.095 0.114 0.080 0.071 0.091 0.034 0.076 0.114 0.063 0.073 0.086 0.046 0.160 0.167
Gun-Point 0.017 0.033 0.013 0.011 0.027 0.000 0.011 0.020 0.000 0.007 0.013 0.000 0.087 0.093
Lighting-2 0.256 0.279 0.230 0.249 0.279 0.213 0.225 0.230 0.213 0.218 0.230 0.197 0.131 0.131
Lighting-7 0.262 0.288 0.219 0.307 0.329 0.260 0.290 0.301 0.274 0.271 0.301 0.219 0.288 0.274
OliveOil 0.120 0.167 0.100 0.113 0.167 0.067 0.130 0.167 0.100 0.137 0.167 0.100 0.167 0.133
OSU Leaf 0.261 0.277 0.231 0.233 0.256 0.202 0.279 0.314 0.244 0.330 0.360 0.298 0.384 0.409
Swedish Leaf 0.173 0.195 0.152 0.089 0.101 0.080 0.067 0.074 0.062 0.075 0.088 0.053 0.157 0.210
Synthetic Control 0.064 0.100 0.037 0.019 0.037 0.007 0.008 0.013 0.003 0.011 0.020 0.007 0.017 0.007
Trace 0.013 0.020 0.000 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.030 0.010 0.010 0.000
Two Patterns 0.003 0.007 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.000 0.007 0.013 0.003 0.002 0.000
Wafer 0.008 0.010 0.007 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.006 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.003 0.005 0.020
Yoga 0.162 0.187 0.151 0.160 0.172 0.150 0.163 0.180 0.147 0.146 0.157 0.135 0.155 0.164
TABLE 5. Error rates of TSBF for four different settings of z based on average, maximum and minimum of 10 replications, nearest-
neighbor classifiers with dynamic time warping distance, where NNDTWBestWin searches the best warping window based on the
training data, NNDTWNoWin has no warping window.
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Figure 19 summarizes the performance of TSBF against NNDTWNoWin for different
levels of z. It can be observed that TSBF performs better than NNDTWNoWin on most of
the datasets for all z levels.
Figure 19. TSBF outperforms NNDTWNoWin for most of the datasets in all z levels
Performance of NNDTWBestWin against TSBF with different z settings is illustrated
in Figure 20. The performance of TSBF is still better than DTW with the best window
setting. The error rates of TSBF on OSU Leaf dataset is much smaller. The explanation
relies on the connection of the time series classification to the image classification problem
introduced in Section 2. Content- based image retrieval algorithms [31–33] are based the
BoF idea to handle the invariances in terms of rotation and location. Consequently, TSBF
can handle the rotational invariance for this particular dataset.
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We also illustrated the performance of TSBF (z = 0.5) over the replications to illustrate
the random behavior of the algorithm in Figure 21. The ranges of error rates are reason-
able for most of the datasets. However certain datasets such as Beef and ECG have larger
ranges compared to others. This is mainly due to the few number of test instances for these
datasets (30 and 100, respectively). Thus, a single misclassification increases the error rate
substantially and this results in higher variability.
Figure 20. TSBF outperforms NNDTWBestWin for most of the datasets in all z levels
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Figure 21. Boxplot of the replication results for TSBF (z = 0.5). Datasets are sorted based on their average error rate. Beef and ECG
have larger error rate ranges compared to others. This is mainly due to the number of test instances for these datasets which are 30 and
100 respectively.
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5.2. Computational complexity
TSBF is implemented in both C and R Software and our experiments use a Windows 7
system with 8 GB RAM, dual core CPU (i7-3620M 2.7 GHz). We use R only for building
the RFs and implemented the algorithms for subsequence and codebook generation in C,
because R is computationally inefficient in execution of the loops. Moreover, although the
CPU can handle four threads in parallel, only a single thread is used.
The overall computational complexity of our algorithm is mainly due to RFsub. The
time complexity of building a single tree in RFsub is O(
√
νη log η) where ν = K× d+L
is the number of features extracted from each subsequence and η is the number of training
instances for RFsub. The size of the training data for RFsub depends on the total number
of time series for training and the number of subsequences generated for each time series
|Sn|. We generate r − d subsequences for each time series (where d =
⌊
z×T
wmin
⌋
). The
smaller z, the more subsequences are generated, but with fewer features for each.
Computation times for training TSBF are provided in Table 6 and illustrated in Figure
22 for all z settings to show how training time changes with different parameter settings.
The difference in computation times is due to the number of subsequences and features
generated in each setting as provided in the complexity analysis. TSBF (z=0.25) and TSBF
(z=0.5) take longer compared to other settings.
We also provide the testing time which is the time required for classifying one object
(feature generation and classification through RFs) and it is not affected significantly by
different parameter settings as illustrated. Our approach takes less than a second to classify
single time series after the models are built. It is very fast and convenient for real time
classification of time series data.
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TSBF (z=0.1) TSBF (z=0.25) TSBF (z=0.5) TSBF (z=0.75)
Train T. (s) Test T. (s) Train T. (s) Test T. (s) Train T. (s) Test T. (s) Train T. (s) Test T. (s)
50Words 48.36 0.0083 69.91 0.0077 71.42 0.0062 42.62 0.0037
Adiac 22.68 0.0046 28.09 0.0043 27.95 0.0037 15.13 0.0025
Beef 3.90 0.0129 6.53 0.0143 7.34 0.0120 4.41 0.0092
CBF 0.25 0.0011 0.37 0.0011 0.36 0.0011 0.23 0.0006
Coffee 1.07 0.0045 1.79 0.0051 1.74 0.0065 1.17 0.0038
ECG 0.87 0.0012 0.96 0.0008 0.94 0.0007 0.52 0.0008
Face (all) 12.64 0.0022 17.15 0.0019 17.68 0.0016 11.57 0.0010
Face (four) 1.50 0.0068 2.44 0.0072 2.61 0.0069 1.65 0.0044
Fish 34.25 0.0141 59.79 0.0153 65.46 0.0147 36.24 0.0116
Gun-Point 0.74 0.0015 0.83 0.0016 0.79 0.0022 0.47 0.0010
Lighting-2 12.04 0.0181 20.70 0.0223 25.25 0.0250 15.46 0.0138
Lighting-7 4.34 0.0067 6.74 0.0056 7.37 0.0062 4.56 0.0038
OliveOil 7.19 0.0214 10.76 0.0196 11.43 0.0177 6.71 0.0121
OSU Leaf 32.12 0.0125 59.86 0.0135 71.65 0.0128 38.66 0.0087
Swedish Leaf 11.00 0.0026 14.23 0.0020 14.41 0.0015 9.04 0.0009
Synthetic Control 1.53 0.0006 1.63 0.0006 1.42 0.0004 0.77 0.0002
Trace 4.19 0.0047 7.12 0.0046 7.04 0.0042 3.63 0.0042
Two Patterns 16.93 0.0022 26.90 0.0019 31.75 0.0016 20.03 0.0009
Wafer 23.90 0.0020 36.67 0.0020 42.22 0.0017 24.35 0.0010
Yoga 49.55 0.0116 94.31 0.0128 120.18 0.0122 62.83 0.0080
TABLE 6. Computation times of TSBF for different parameter settings. The differences in computation times are due to the number of
subsequences and features generated in each setting. The time required to test a single time series is also given (and this includes the
time required for feature generation).
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Figure 22. Computation time of TSBF over all datasets for all z settings
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6. Discussion
6.1. What OOB error rates provide
Although our parameters are constant over all datasets, one could use OOB error to tune
the parameters for each dataset. This could potentially improve the classification results
further.
For example, with z = 0.1 TSBF performs reasonably well, but the accuracy is slightly
worse compared to other z settings, especially for some datasets (i.e., Adiac, Swedish Leaf).
With wmin fixed, a smaller value for z reduces d (because d =
⌊
z×T
wmin
⌋
) and subsequences
are represented by fewer features. Because we generate random length subsequences (ls ∈
[z × T, T ]), longer subsequences are characterized by longer intervals where the level of
detail provided by the features is reduced. This can affect the performance for certain
datasets for which the level of detail is important.
On the other hand, an upper bound on the random subsequence length can help to
improve the accuracy (i.e., generate subsequences of length ls ∈ [z × T, u × T ] where u
is the bounding factor). Because d is fixed (based on wmin and z), a shorter subsequence
produces shorter intervals. The performance is provided for u = 0.25 in Table 7 on the
datasets for which TSBF (z = 0.1) performs worse than the others. We generate the same
number of subsequences as in original case. We again report the average error rate over 10
replications. Both OOB error rates on the training data and error rates on the test data are
shown in the table. The results are improved when an upper bound of 0.25×T is introduced
on the maximum subsequence length.
The OOB error rates are based on the training data only. Consequently, after an analysis
of OOB error rates for RFts for certain settings, the setting providing the best error rate can
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be determined. This idea is similar to searching for best window of DTW on the training
data. Table 7 illustrates that OOB error rates are consistent with the error rates on the test
data (which is consistent with our claims). For the results reported in Table 5 we did not
search for best level of any parameters. Better accuracy can potentially be achieved through
analysis of OOB error rates with respect to different parameter settings (z, wmin, etc.), and
this can be conducted for each dataset.
u = 0.25 u = 1 (original)
Test error OOB error Test error OOB error
Adiac 0.358 0.378 0.416 0.423
Swedish Leaf 0.136 0.126 0.173 0.180
TABLE 7. Test and OOB error rates for different settings of maximum subsequence length.
Originally we do not have an upper bound on the subsequence length. An upper bound of
u × T is introduced. The test and OOB error rates improve when u = 0.25 (in a similar
manner) for the datasets here.
The number of bins b is set to 10 in our experiments. This parameter is expected to have
a small effect on performance, if it is set large enough, because of the embedded features
selection in RFs. For example, we again illustrate the use of OOB error estimates to find an
appropriate level for this parameter. More bins provides more detailed information about
the class probability estimates and results in a larger codebook. Figure 23 provides OOB
error rates of TSBF (z = 0.5) with b = 10 and with b = 50. The results with b = 10 are
slightly better than with b = 50. We do not provide the OOB error rates for other z settings,
but the behavior is similar to TSBF (z = 0.5) for different settings of b.
6.2. Shapelets and TSBF
Shapelets are defined as the time series subsequences which are highly likely to repre-
sent a class [61]. Also, [23] extended the approach to multiple shapelets with certain rules
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Figure 23. OOB error rates of TSBF (z = 0.5) with b = 10 and with b = 50. The results
with b = 10 are slightly better than with b = 50.
to represent classes. Although shapelet methods are distance-based methods and ours is a
feature-based one, both exploit local patterns related to the classes. Logical-Shapelets tries
to find subsequences that express class relations based on caching and reuse of computa-
tions, and pruning of the search space [23]. Our algorithm generates subsequences from the
time series and evaluates them based on the information gain using a supervised classifier
on the features. Instead of trying to find rules from RFsub, we make use of the summa-
rized version of this information which is the class assignments of the subsequences. The
prediction results are used to determine efficient representations for the time series through
the BoF idea.
We compare the performance of TSBF to Logical-Shapelets for certain datasets. In
order to be fair in terms of comparison, we set the parameters of the logical shapelet al-
gorithm so that it searches for all possible shapelets. However, because of the computa-
tional requirements of this algorithm, we could not achieve this for certain datasets. There-
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fore, we perform this comparison based on a subset of the datasets: Beef, CBF, Coffee,
ECG and Trace. Moreover, we tested our algorithm on three additional datasets discussed
in [23]. These datasets are Cricket, Sony AIBO Robot and Passgraphs. Three parameters of
Logical-Shapelets are the maximum and minimum length of the shapelet and the step size.
We set the maximum to the series length, the minimum as two,and the step size to one.
Furthermore, we do not tune the parameters of TSBF for the new datasets; we use the same
settings as previously. We also do not compare the algorithms in terms of computation time
because the comparison depends to a large extent on parameter settings. The results are
provided in Table 8.
TSBF NNDTW
z = 0.1 z = 0.25 z = 0.5 z = 0.75 Logical-Shapelets BestWin NoWin
Beef 0.333 0.350 0.307 0.223 0.600 0.467 0.500
CBF 0.001 0.005 0.008 0.016 0.336 0.004 0.003
Coffee 0.054 0.003 0.000 0.004 0.071 0.179 0.179
ECG 0.183 0.138 0.155 0.145 0.140 0.120 0.230
Trace 0.013 0.020 0.020 0.02 0.530 0.010 0.000
Sony A.R. 0.250 0.178 0.135 0.175 0.041 0.305 0.275
Cricket 0.020 0.026 0.041 0.040 0.010 0.051 0.010
Passgraphs 0.301 0.322 0.293 0.253 0.298 0.260 0.282
TABLE 8. Error rates of Logical-Shapelets and TSBF on 8 datasets. TSBF has better or
comparable performance on the datasets except for Sony AIBO Robot.
TSBF has better or comparable performance on the datasets except for Sony AIBO
Robot (and TSBF is still better than NNDTWBestWin and NNDTWNoWin on this dataset).
Recall that the parameters of Logical-Shapelets are set so that it searches over the entire
space which increases the computational time significantly. Potentially equivalent accuracy
can be obtained with alternative settings on the parameters, but our objective here is to
assess the accuracy. Also, we do not provide the time for testing because both algorithms are
very fast in classification. Shapelets facilitate some interpretability. Still, the information
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provided by RFs such as variable importance, proximity, etc., can be used to improve the
interpretability of TSBF [57].
7. Conclusions
A framework is presented to learn a bag of features representation for time series clas-
sification. Subsequences extracted from random locations and of random lengths provides
a method to handle the time warping of patterns in a feature-based approach. Furthermore,
the partition into intervals allows one to detect patterns represented by a series of mea-
surements over shorter time segments. The supervised codebook allows one to integrate
additional information (such as subsequence locations) through a fast, efficient learner that
handles mixed data types, different units, etc. TSBF provides a comprehensive representa-
tion that handles both global and local features. The flexible bag of features representation
allows for the use of any supervised learner for classification. Our experimental results
shows that TSBF gives better results than competitive methods on the benchmark datasets
from UCR time series database [76]. Although our focus in this study is on the classifica-
tion of the time series, the bag of features approach can be adjusted to other applications
such as similarity analysis, clustering, and so forth.
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CHAPTER 4
SUPERVISED TIME SERIES PATTERN DISCOVERY THROUGH LOCAL
IMPORTANCE
1. Abstract
Similarity search and classification on time series databases has received great interest
over the past decade. Nearest neighbor (NN) classifiers with an appropriate distance mea-
sure are widely used to solve this problem. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance pro-
vides accurate results but its performance degrades with long time series, relatively short
features of interest, and moderate noise. The space and computational requirements are
problems of NN classifiers for the applications in which the resources are limited. In many
time series classification problems, the question is basically about the reason why a time
series is assigned to a certain class. NN classifiers lack the aspect of interpretability since
they are based on the similarity of the whole time series although temporal relations within
the time series are important.
In this work, we present an exploratory approach that finds the regions of the time se-
ries that have potentially representative patterns to be used for classification based on a lo-
cal importance measure. We address the limitations of nearest neighbor classifiers through
sampling the patterns from these regions. The distances of time series segments to the se-
lected patterns from the interesting regions are used as features to a random forest classifier.
We compare our classifier to well-known nearest-neighbor classifiers, with dynamic time
warping distance measures. Experimental results show that our algorithm provides compa-
rable and interpretable results than competitive methods on the benchmark data sets from
the UCR time series database.
Key words: supervised learning, time series, classification
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2. Introduction
Time series data mining is an important task with many challenging applications includ-
ing finance, science, medicine and multimedia. Effective and efficient data mining methods
are required for the knowledge extraction from time series databases since analysis and
modeling of time series data can be time consuming due to its high dimension. Classifica-
tion is the primary goal in many of the applications. For example, a cardiologist might be
interested in analysis of ECG signals from different patients in order to see whether a par-
ticular type of patients has a different temporal pattern in their heart signals than a control
group [6]. Seismologist aim at discriminating the nature of the seismic waves to classify
events such as earthquakes, mining explosions or nuclear explosions [7].
The algorithms proposed for time series classification can be divided into instance-
based and feature-based methods. Instance-based classifiers predict a test instance based on
its similarity to the training instances. For time series, one-nearest-neighbor (NN) classifiers
with Euclidean (NNEuclidean) or a dynamic time warping distance (NNDTW) have been
widely, and successfully used [15–19]. DTW [20] is a method that allows a measure of
the similarity independent of certain non-linear variations in the time dimension, and is
considered as a strong solution for time series problems [58].
Feature-based approaches work on the feature vectors extracted from a set of instances.
[64] used knots from a piecewise linear approximation of the time series to detect patterns
and classify the time series. [65] proposed an automated approach for feature extraction
using a genetic algorithm, then the extracted features were taken as inputs to a support
vector machine (SVM) [66]. [68] used intervals of time series to extract features on which
a SVM was trained. [80] proposes an efficient multivariate decision tree approach which
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selects the interval features by fitting Fused-Lasso logistic regression models [81] at each
tree node.
NN classifiers with appropriate distance measures are known to be accurate and robust
methods [21,22] although their space and time requirements may be problem depending on
the application. NN classifiers are easy to understand and do not require setting of many
parameters, but they typically do not provide insight into time series features important to
the classifer. On the other hand, feature-based approaches are interpretable and generally
faster than instance-based classifiers depending on the feature extraction method and clas-
sification algorithm. Two types of features are generated in these approaches, global and
local features. Global features are a compact representation of the instances (such as the
mean value) and not sufficiently expressive for classification. Therefore, local features are
extracted from segments of the time series to obtain a detailed representation. However, the
set of local features may vary in cardinality and lack a meaningful ordering. These are basic
problems for many classification algorithms requiring feature vectors of fixed dimension.
Methods based on features of intervals (segments) (such as [69,70]) assume that patterns
exist in the same time interval over the instances, but a pattern that defines a certain class
may exist anywhere in time. We illustrate this problem on a synthetic dataset illustrated in
Figure 24. There are time series from two classes in this dataset and the location of the peak
determines the class label. Class 0 has the peak in at a random location between time 0 and
100 where class 1 has the peak between 100-200. An interval-feature based classifier can
determine the peaks and classify well in the training data, but it may fail for a test instance
which has a peak at a different location (i.e. a location where training time series has no
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peaks) when a feature vector of fixed dimension is used. They cannot handle the invariance
in terms of location.
Figure 24. Two sample time series from different classes. If the peak is in the first half of
the time series, the series is labeled as class zero and it is labeled as class one otherwise.
Although DTW attempts to compensate for possible time translations and dilations be-
tween features, the capability for DTW is degraded with long time series, relatively short
features of interest, and moderate noise. Moreover understanding what exactly relates to the
class is not trivial task. On the other hand, feature based approaches can be interpretable
but they have certain problems with location invariance. Consequently, an important re-
search task is to identify the regions (segments) of time series useful to the classifier that
can occur at different times in different time series instance and make classification based
on these segments. [82] proposes a bag-of-features approach (TSBF) to handle the possible
time translations and dilations between the features. Although the classification perfor-
mance of TSBF is good, further analysis of the prediction models are required to identify
the important features (regions) for classification.
Our work is based on finding the segments of the time series that have potential to
describe a class. These segments are referred as the region of interest. We make use of the
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structure of a supervised feature-based learner to identify the region of interest in our study.
Region of interests are very important to understand the temporal relations. Moreover they
help to reduce the effort in searching for the time segments related to the classification
task. [23] also discusses the necessity of pruning the space of the potential segments and
proposes a distance based method. Feature-based approaches allow for some desirable
properties such as handling the interactions and fast computation. Interaction between the
features in this context is the relationship of the patterns over multiple intervals that may
define a class as discussed by [23].
Considering the strength of the feature based approaches, we train a classification al-
gorithm on an interval feature representation to find the regions of the time series that are
informative. We segment the time series using overlapping intervals to reduce the probabil-
ity of missing a pattern and generate features on the intervals. We build a classifier on the
interval representation and compute a local importance measure for each interval of each
time series. Local importance [57] is a measure which is related to the effect of a feature
for predicting an outcome of interest. In time series context, local importance of a certain
interval feature for a particular time series provides information about the relevance of the
pattern observed on the corresponding interval to the classification task. Once the local
importances are identified, the similarity between the time series can be sought over the
important patterns instead of the whole time series. Since only relevant segments of the
time series are considered for the classification, the result will be less affected by the noise
and the computation and storage requirements can be reduced significantly with the shorter
representation. More significantly, this type of representation will handle the translations
and dilations inherent in the time series.
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Local importance computation is the key step in our approach. This information is ob-
tained from a fast feature-based learner which allows for finding regions of the time series
relevant to classification. The patterns in the intervals with features having high local im-
portance values constitute the region of interest. After finding the region of interests for
each time series, we generate sequences from these regions. These sequences are referred
as patterns in our study. We generate multiple patterns from the time series and find the best
matching subsequences of the time series to these patterns based on a distance measure. A
new feature set based on the distances of the patterns to the best matching subsequences of
the time series is used to build another classifier for final classification. A feature selection
algorithm on the new feature set allows for finding the patterns that are critical in classifica-
tion. In addition to their interpretability, patterns are compact compared to the whole time
series which reduces the time and space required for classification [23].
Focusing on the smaller segments of the time series for classification is an active re-
search area. Recently, many of the work has focused on the extraction of interpretable
patterns for classification of large time series databases [23,61,83,84]. Criticizing the disad-
vantages of NN classifiers in terms of computational requirements and interpretability, [60]
proposed a method that searchs for the best subsequence in an exhaustive way for decision-
tree induction. However, at each split they computed and used the DTW distance of the
entire time series to the subsequences instead of computing the distance of the subsequence
to the related region of the time series. [61] also proposed an approach to find subsequences
of the time series which are thought to be maximally representative of a class and compared
the subsequences to the relevant regions of the time series unlike [60]. These subsequences
are called shapelets and algorithms based on the shapelets facilitate interpretability. Since
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the information provided by time series shapelets is limited to their presence or absence
and computation time required for generating them is significant, [23] proposes a more ex-
pressive shapelet representation by combining multiple shapelets in logic expressions such
that complex concepts can be described. It is faster compared to shapelets and has better
accuracy since it can combine multiple shapelets for classification of the time series. [84]
proposes a similar approach for early classification of time series. The goal is to find the
time segments that achieves a certain level of classification accuracy as early as possible.
These approaches search for the predictive regions of the time series through efficient rep-
resentations and search techniques.
The closest works in terms of overall approach are [23, 60, 61]. These studies aim at
finding the representative subsequences of the time series to be used in decision trees. How-
ever [60] exhaustively search for the subsequences, [23,61] proposes pruning techniques for
finding the shapelets where we propose an efficient feature-based method to discover the
region of interest. After finding the subsequences, [60] compute the distances to the whole
time series using DTW but we find the distances based on the best matching subsequences
from the time series as in [23, 61]. Our shapelet representation scheme allows for handling
the interaction that might be important to classification. [23] also discusses the necessity of
accounting for the interaction and an approach that combines the shapelets through logic
expressions are proposed in their study. Our approach uses a random forest classifier in
which interpretability is achieved through the generation of an importance measure using
the structure of the classifier.
In this paper, we propose a supervised Time Series Pattern Discovery algorithm (TS-
PD). A large number of local features are extracted from intervals. Subsequently, a local
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importance measure is generated for each interval of the time series using a random forest
classifier. After regions of interests are identified for each time series using the local im-
portance values, potential shapelets are generated. Each time series is then represented by
their distances to the potential shapelets and a new feature matrix of distances is used for
classification. We demonstrate TS-PD is efficient, accurate and interpretable on a full set of
benchmark data sets [85].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 provides background.
We summarize the problem and describe the TS-PD framework in Section 4. Section 5
demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of TS-PD by testing on a full set of benchmark
datasets from UCR time series database [85]. We discuss TS-PD’s behaviour for certain
datasets, explain how TS-PD works on an example in Section 6. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.
3. Background
3.1. Random Forest
A random forest (RF) classifier [57] is used here to both generate the regions of interest
and classify time series. A RF is an ensemble of J decision trees, {gj , j = 1, 2, . . . , J}.
Each tree is constructed using a different bootstrap sample from the original data. About
one-third of the cases are left out of the bootstrap sample and not used in the construction
of the single tree. These are called out-of-bag (OOB) samples.
The prediction for instance x from tree gj is yˆj(x) = argmaxc pcj(x), where pcj(x)
is the estimated proportion of class c in the corresponding leaf of the j-th tree, for c =
0, 1, . . . , C − 1. Let G(x) denote the set of all trees in the RF where instance x is OOB.
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The OOB class probability estimate of x is
pc(x) =
1
|G(x)|
∑
gj∈G(x)
I(yˆj(x) = c)
where I(·) is an indicator function that equals one if its argument is true and zero otherwise.
The predicted class is yˆ(x) = argmaxc pc(x).
To summarize, an instance is labeled through a majority voting approach using the
tree results for which it is OOB. The estimates computed from OOB predictions are easily
obtained and have been shown to be good estimates of generalization error [57].
In the tree growing steps of RF, the best split are determined based on only a random
sample of features. In this study, features are also referred as variables and both terms are
used interchangeably. Often, the sample size is
√
ν, where ν is the number of features. The
random selection reduces the variance of the classifier, and also reduces the computational
complexity of a single tree from O(νη log η) to O(
√
νη log η) (assuming the depth of tree
is O(log η) where η is the number of instances). Therefore, for a large number of features
a RF can be as computationally efficient as a single decision tree.
The Gini measure of impurity is used to determine the variable selected to make the
nodal split in the tree construction process. This allows for a variable importance measure
called Gini Variable Importance (GV I) which is the sum of the Gini impurity decrease for
a particular variable over all trees. Let Nρj be the number of observations at node ρ of the
jth tree, and Nρj (L) and N
ρ
j (R) be the number of observations of the left and right child
nodes after splitting, and let dρj (k) be the decrease in impurity produced by variable k at the
ρth node of the jth tree.
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The decrease in impurity is dρj (k) = G
ρ
j − (
N
ρ
j
(L)
N
ρ
j
Gρj (L)+
N
ρ
j
(R)
N
ρ
j
Gρj (R)) where G
ρ
j (L)
and Gρj (R) are the Gini indices of the left and right node respectively and G
ρ
j is the Gini
index of the parent node. The Gini Variable importance of variable k is defined as
GV I(k) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
(
∑
ρ∈Sj
dρj (k)I
ρ
j (k))
where Iρj (k) is an indicator variable for whether variable k was used to split node ρ of tree
j and Sj is the set of split nodes of the tree j.
Variable importance is important to find out the features relevant to the classification
task. We use a RF classifier for time series classification in our study. Our time series
representation scheme allows for finding the important patterns efficiently using the variable
importance. Moreover, RF has several advantages when compared to other classifiers. High
dimensional feature spaces, multiple classes, and missing values are handled. Nonlinear
models and interactions between features are allowed. It is scale invariant and robust to
outliers, and computations are reasonable even for large datasets.
3.2. Local importance measure from random forests
A random forest classifier is not directly interpretable since it is a combination of mul-
tiple unpruned trees build on the random subspaces of the features. However there are
important measures that can be derived from the forest structure such as feature importance
discussed in Section 3.1. Other than the Gini variable importance, an accuracy based feature
importance is also discussed by [57]. To compute this feature importance, local importance
of a feature is computed for each instance based on the changes in accuracy of the classifier
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when the features are perturbed. This information is then aggregated to obtain the accuracy
based feature importance in [57].
RF local importance for feature k of instance n, LIk(n), is defined as follows. For
each tree gj of the forest, consider the associated OOB sample represented by OOB(gj)
(instances not included in the bootstrap sample used to train gj) and let the proportion of
votes for the correct class be vn for instance n based on the trees in which instance n is
OOB. Now, randomly permute the values of the feature k in OOB(gj) to get a perturbed
sample denoted by ˜OOBk(gj) and prediction based on the perturbed sample provides a
new proportion of votes v˜kn for instance n. Local importance for feature k of instance n is
then equal to LIk(n) = vn − v˜kn.
If the number of votes for the correct class decreases with the perturbed OOB data for
particular feature of an instance, we can say that feature plays an important role in the
classification of the instance in consideration. Conversely, if the number of votes does not
change or increases, the feature is not found to be informative.
A global feature importance is computed by aggregating the local importances over
all instances by [57]. However, local importance is a better description of the patterns of
the time series that can be related to the classification. A global feature importance is not
descriptive enough because of the translations and dilations in the time series. Features
generated over different regions of the time series may be important to classification for
different time series and a global feature importance loses the detailed information about the
translations and dilations. Although the local importance information is provided by [86] as
a visualization tool, their focus is on generating a global feature importance by aggregating
the local importance information. On the other hand, analysis of the local importance is
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required for the time series classification problems because of the temporal ordering of the
features.
3.3. Tree models with interval features
In tree-based models developed for time series such as [70], features (such as mean,
deviation, etc.) are extracted for the intervals segmented from the time series. The intervals
and features are selected in a way that the splitting criterion is maximized when the collec-
tion of time series is partitioned into child nodes. A typical example of a rule for interval
split in a node for a time series is variance(I [t1, t2]) ≤ threshold, where the notation
indicates that a series for which the variance over the interval [t1, t2] is less than or equal to
a threshold is assigned to the left child, and assigned to the right child otherwise.
Segmentation of the time series and feature extraction requires sampling representative
set of intervals from the time series. The focus should be on the segments and features
that are the most informative for classification. Piecewise linear approximation is the most
commonly used preprocessing step for the discretization of the data in mining time series
databases [78]. Time series approximation is an active research topic and a comprehensive
literature review of time series segmentation approaches is provided by [8, 78]. How seg-
mentation affects the performance of the tree-based models is discussed in the following
paragraph on a simple example.
We illustrate the approach for building a tree-based model on CBF dataset from [85]
given in Figure 25 to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of tree based models built on
interval features. We segment the time series using a fixed size intervals and generate the
mean, variance and slope features for each interval. Here, slope is computed by fitting
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a regression line using the data points of the interval. Although fixed-length interval for
segmentation is prone to omit certain patterns [8], it is easy to understand.
Figure 25. 30 training instances from CBF dataset. Cylinder, Bell and Funnel are labeled
as ’c1,c2 and c3’ and represented by ’black, red and green’ lines respectively.
The length of the CBF dataset is 128 and we start the analysis with intervals of size 5
time units. This makes
⌊
128
5
⌋
= 25 intervals plus the last interval with three observations
(128 − 125). Thus, 26 × 3 = 108 features are extracted for each time series. We also
generate second set of features by setting the interval size to 10 time units in order to
illustrate the effect of the choice of interval length parameter. Two decision trees built using
C4.5 [4] are illustrated in Figure 26. Each node in the tree represents a specific feature and
interval. For example, the first node of (a), interval(8) [36, 40] mean, is the mean of the
data points between 36 and 40 where 8 represents the interval id.
As discussed earlier, comprehensibility of a classifier is highly important in this domain.
Trees provide set of rules that leads to a classification as given in Figure 26. The important
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Figure 26. Decision trees built using C4.5 [4] on the interval features. Left (a) is
the tree built on the intervals of 5 time units. Right (b) is the tree built on the inter-
vals of length 10. Each node represents a specific feature and interval. For example,
interval(8)[36, 40] mean is the mean of the data points between 36 and 40 where 8 rep-
resents the interval id.
time intervals found to be important are not the same for both trees if the splits are consid-
ered. This simple example illustrates that there might exist multiple regions that are related
to classification and there is a possibility of missing certain regions because of the feature
generation scheme. Moreover as discussed by [84], extracted features do not stay in the
same data space of the input data therefore it may not be easy to understand the information
provided by the features. In other words, the information provided by the raw data points
is lost by the transformation to the feature space. This is one of the motivations of the
time series classification studies based on the distances instead of features [23, 60, 61]. A
similarity based approach based on the raw values of subsequences are claimed to be more
intuitive since there is no transformation of the data in feature extraction.
Another problem discussed in Section 2 is the location invariance. Trees built on inter-
val features generate the rules based on fixed locations of the training data however patterns
defining a class may shift on a test instance. A test instance from the cyclinder class may
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have longer tails and have a small mean on the intervals between 31 and 40, this instance
will be classified as bell (c2) by both trees. Although trees on interval features provide inter-
pretable results, they may fail in classification because of the location invariance inherited
in the time series. Please note that the example tries to illustrate potential problems of the
feature based approaches in terms of comprehensibility and it does not consider different
sampling strategies or alternative feature definitions.
3.4. Shapelets
Shapelets are defined as the time series subsequences which are highly likely to repre-
sent a class. Instance based approaches require comparison to the entire dataset which is
a problem in terms of space and computational requirements in resource limited systems
such as sensor nodes, cell phones, mobile robots, smart toys, etc [23]. Shapelets are shorter
and finding the distance to the shapelet is faster compared to computing the distance to the
whole time series. Classification algorithms based on shapelets are also interpretable.
The main idea is that there exist local patterns related to the classes in a time series
classification problem. Extracting the relevant part of the time series is important since NN
neighbor classifiers account for the entire time series and they are prone to misclassification
because of the curse of dimensionality. An example from [61] from Gun-Point dataset is
provided in Figure 27. The aim is to classify a motion as ”Gun” or ”NoGun” through time
series generated by mapping the motions as in Figure 27. The shapelet found for ”NoGun”
class is represented by red line which desribes a certain phenomenon called overshoot [61].
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Figure 27. Illustration of the classes for Gun-Point dataset. A ”dip” is observed for NoGun
class since the actor put her hand down by her side, and inertia carries her hand a little
too far and then she tries to correct for it (a phenomenon known as overshoot). On the
other hand, actor returns her hand to her side carefully when she has the gun and no dip is
seen [61]. Shapelet discovered for ”NoGun” class is given by red line.
4. Supervised Time Series Pattern Discovery through Local Importance
We propose a method to discover the regions of the time series that has potential to
have information about the classes. This discovery relies on the results of a random forest
classifier built on interval features. A local importance measure is computed for the inter-
val features of each time series. Consequently, potential patterns from the time series are
sampled based on the local importance of the intervals. We then find the best matching sub-
sequences of each time series to each pattern using a distance measure and generate a new
feature set based on the distances between best matching subsequences and the patterns. A
RF classifier is built on the new feature set to find the labels of the time series. Then RF is
used to find the patterns that are important for classification.
4.1. Region of Interest Selection based on Local Importance
We represent each time series with feature vectors derived from intervals to capture
patterns along the time series. A fixed-length interval for segmentation has the potential to
omit patterns because they may appear with different lengths and be split across the time
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points [8]. We slide the windows to extract overlapping subsequences from the time series
to reduce the opportunity to miss patterns. Before going into details of the algorithm, we
define notations used in the paper.
Definition 1. A univariate time series, xn = (xn1 , xn2 , . . . , xnT ) is an ordered set of
T values. We assume time series are measured at equally-spaced time points indexed by
t. Each time series is associated with a class label yn, for n = 1, 2, . . . , N and yn ∈
{0, 1, 2, ..., C − 1}.
Definition 2. An interval of the time series xn, Ip(xn), is a sampling of length w < T
of contiguous positions from xn starting at position p. Thus, Ip(xn) = (xnp , . . . , xnp+w−1)
for 1 ≤ p ≤ T − w + 1
Definition 3. A sliding step of size d < w is used to segment overlapping inter-
vals from xn. Let Ip(xn) be the interval of length w which starts at position p. A
representative set of intervals of length w can be extracted by sliding d < w positions
from p across xn. The set of the representative intervals of length w across xn is then
{I1(xn), I1+d(xn), . . . , I1+T−w(xn)}. Setting d = 1 generates all possible intervals of
length w. We aim at generating overlapping intervals to avoid missing a pattern, therefore
d < w is preferred.
Given the time series xn of length T and an interval length w, intervals are segmented
using a sliding step of d across T . This segmentation is illustrated in Figure 28 for one of
the instances in CBF dataset (M = 128, w = 20, d = 10). Linear regression models are fit
on the intervals to extract features. The following features are extracted for each interval:
slope of the fitted regression line, mean of the values, variance of the values. More features
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can be extracted to include detailed information about the intervals but three features which
gives information about the level and shape of the interval is used in this study.
Figure 28. Illustration of feature generation on the intervals of one time series from CBF
dataset. The parameters are set as w = 20, d = 10. 12 intervals and their means are given.
A random forest classifier, RFint, is trained on the interval feature representation and
local importance of each interval is computed during the training of RFint as described in
Section 3.2. The algorithm for computing the local importance of each interval is provided
in Algorithm 3. Since each interval may be described by multiple features (i.e. slope,
mean, etc.), we set the interval importance as the maximum of the local importances of
the features. Intuitively, if there is at least one relatively important feature observed for the
interval, the importance of the interval is set based on the most important interval feature.
In order to visualize the local importance, we normalize the local importance values so
that importance of the intervals of a time series sums up to one. The intervals with high
importance values have potential to contain the patterns related to class.
Local importance values are computed for all instances and instead of starting the search
for the patterns from an arbitrary time point as in other shapelet studies [23, 60, 61, 84],
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Algorithm 3 Local importance computation
for all time series xn do
Standardize the time series
Generate the interval features
end for
Build a random forest on the interval feature set (RFint)
for all time series xn do
for all interval i do
Let local importance of interval i be max
f∈F (i)
(LIf (x
n)) where F (i) is the set of fea-
tures of interval i
end for
Normalize local importance over all intervals i of time series xn
end for
we use the region of the time series that are found to be important. Unlike the existing
work which finds the important regions based on the similarity, we generate features on
the intervals and use a supervised learner to find out those regions. Approximating the
information by feature extraction from intervals and using a supervised learner that allows
for the interactions provides fast discovery of the important regions of the time series.
We illustrate the idea of local importance using time series of each class from CBF in
Figure 29 (M = 128, w = 10, d = 10). We do not use overlapping intervals (i.e. d = w)
in this particular example in order to simplify the representation. In a random forest, 500
trees are built and selected number of features at each split is square root of the number of
features unless otherwise stated for the illustrations. Three intervals with the highest local
importance values are represented on the right for each time series. The local importance
information matches with class definitions and these local regions can separate these time
series which supports our idea of focusing on the local regions.
Interval length setting is a smoothing parameter in our algorithm because of the features
considered for each interval. The level of detail decreases as the interval length increases
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Figure 29. Three time series from CBF dataset and corresponding local importance plot.
The intervals are labeled as I(interval id). For each interval, there are three measures repre-
senting the local importance of slope, mean and variance features in the order from left to
right. Three intervals with the highest local importance values are represented on the right.
(i.e. slope becomes meaningless) therefore smaller interval lengths should be preferred for
an application where features of interest are short. Assuming that there is no information
provided about the application, this parameter is set based on the analysis of OOB error rates
from RFint. The interval lengths providing smaller OOB error rates should be preferred
for the analysis. If the interval length is set too small for the case where feature of interest
is long, multiple short intervals will be found to be important.
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The normalized importance values against the intervals is illustrated in Figure 30 for
each class on CBF dataset (w = 10, d = 5). The regions with high importance values
have potential to contain the patterns related to class. The time frame between 20 and 80
where the mean differences are found to be important for most of the training instances.
The regions in the beginning and end are also found to be important for certain instances of
class cylinder which matches with the class definitions.
Figure 30. Normalized local importance information on CBF dataset (left) and time series
of each class (right). The regions with high importance are informative when time series are
compared and the class definitions are considered. The parameters are set asw = 10, d = 5.
4.2. Pattern Discovery and Classification
After finding the regions of interest, important intervals are used to search for similarity
between the time series. Intervals are used as reference patterns and distance between the
time series and reference patterns are computed. The distance between each pattern and the
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time series is later used as a feature in the learning algorithm. Before going into details of
the pattern discovery approach, we provide the definition of the terms used in this section.
Definition 4. A pattern of time series xn, Ψl(xn), is obtained by combining the most l
important intervals of xn. A pattern set S(xn) consists of the patterns from the time series
xn.
Patterns are generated starting from the interval that has the largest local importance
(Ψ1(xn)). These patterns are referred as level 1 patterns. For each time series, we add
these patterns to our pattern set S(xn). In the second pass, first two important inter-
vals constitutes the pattern which is included in set S(xn) as level 2 patterns. Follow-
ing the same manner, we generate all patterns up to level L and add them to the pattern
set S(xn). Thus, S(xn) = {Ψ1(xn),Ψ2(xn), . . . ,Ψl(xn)} where Ψ1(xn) = {I1(xn)},
Ψ2(xn) = {I1(xn), I2(xn)}, . . . ,Ψl(xn) = {I1(xn), I2(xn), . . . , I l(xn)} where I l(xn)
is the lth important interval of time series xn, the interval notation is changed here to rep-
resent the importance of an interval. We keep the temporal relation between the intervals
while generating the patterns. In other words, pattern may contain discontiguous intervals
as illustrated in Figure 31 if the most important intervals of the time series are not contigu-
ous. This way, we keep the information provided by the temporal relations between the
intervals which might be important to classification.
Pattern set S(xn) contains the patterns generated by combining certain number of
intervals up to l. Let S be the set of all possible patterns from all time series, (i.e.
S =
N⋃
n=1
S(xn)) and suppose we enumarate the patterns in set S as Ψi where i is the
pattern index.
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Definition 5. Best Matching Subsequence (BMS) of time series xn, is the subse-
quence that has the minimum distance to the pattern Ψi. The minimum distance is referred
to as Best Matching Distance (BMD) given by D(xn,Ψi). D(xn,Ψi) is the minimum of
the distances computed by sliding Ψi over the time series xn as schematized in Figure 31.
The subsequence providing the minimum distance is called BMS of xn to Ψi. The distance
measure considered in this study is the Euclidean distance although other distance measures
(i.e. Manhattan) can be used. If a pattern contains discontiguous intervals, we only consider
the relevant matching sections of the subsequences for distance computation as illustrated
in Figure 31
Figure 31. Illustration of distance computation over the time series for a generated patterns
(represented by blue). This pattern includes two separated intervals. Dashed lines stand for
the regions that are not included in the pattern. The distance is computed by sliding the
pattern over the time series.
After constructing the pattern set S, we compute D(xn,Ψi) for all time series and
pattern pairs. A feature vector for xn is then obtained by combining the BMD of xn to
all patterns in set S. A new feature matrix is created using BMD of the time series to
the patterns and build a random forest, RFpattern, on the new feature set. Our pattern
discovery and classification algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 4.
The discontinguous intervals in the patterns allow for handling the interaction between
the patterns of the time series. [23] similarly combines shapelets through logical expres-
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Algorithm 4 Supervised Time Series Pattern Discovery through Local Importance (TS-PD)
Compute local importance using Algorithm 3 for all time series xn, set S = ∅
for all time series xn do
Generate pattern set, S(xn), for all levels up to L, set S = S ∪ S(xn)
end for
Generate a new feature set using the BMD (D(xn,Ψi)) of the time series xn to each
pattern Ψi ∈ S and build a random forest (RFpattern) on this representation to obtain
final classification.
sions. Although our pattern generation scheme and similarity computation is different com-
pared to [23], the idea of multiple segments’ being informative is similar.
One can claim that there is a redundancy in the pattern set of a time series since the same
intervals are shared by the patterns (i.e. the most important interval is seen for patterns
of all levels). However BMS may be different and higher level patterns may be better
in terms of descriptiveness. Although this will increase the computation time required
for distance computation, the increase is not significant since higher level patterns already
has the intervals of the lower level patterns and distance computation can be done in an
incremental manner. In other words, once the distances for the highest level patterns are
computed, we also obtain the distances for the lower level patterns.
Similar or same patterns may be generated by our pattern generation scheme since we
do not consider the similarity of the patterns in set S. This may result in highly correlated
features but RF is robust to correlated features. Although more features add computational
complexity to RFpattern, the search for the similarities between the patterns is eliminated
with the random feature sampling mechanism in RFs. An efficient pruning algorithm to
reduce the number of patterns in the set S may improve TS-PD but our algorithm is not
severely affected by the correlated features in terms of accuracy since a RF classifier has
the embedded feature selection [57].
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4.3. Feature selection and summary using TS-PD
TS-PD is based on the trees built on the random subspaces of the distances to the pat-
terns. It does not provide a result that is directly interpretable since there are multiple trees
and structure of trees are based on the distances to multiple patterns. However, we can use
Gini importance from RFpattern to sort the patterns in terms of predictive power. This
allows for finding the important patterns for each class which brings the interpretability.
However since a large number of patterns could be generated, and some of them might be
redundant or ignorable, a further feature selection procedure may be useful.
Feature subset selection methods such as CFS [87], FCBF [88], ACE [89] can be used
to select the relevant patterns in our study, and a discussion about these methods is provided
in [90]. However, this will add complexity to the algorithm. Therefore we use the variable
importance measure of RFpattern for finding the informative patterns. This measure is
computed online and the only drawback is that it does not generate a compact set of patterns.
We order the patterns based on their information value which may include some redundant
patterns. One can select the ones that are thought to be relevant and use the distance values
to generate rules on the patterns.
The variable importance computed for RFpattern on CBF dataset is illustrated in Fig-
ure 32. The average of the decreases in Gini impurity is provided for the first 20 important
distance features. Variable importance can be used to find out the patterns that are important
to classification. A compact representation may not be possible since some of the patterns
share the same information as discussed. The patterns found to be important for classifica-
tion is schematized in Figure 33. First 12 important patterns are represented based on their
importance values. The first two important pattern from bell class represents the increasing
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Figure 32. Variable importance ofRFpattern based on Gini measure on CBF dataset(w =
10, d = 5, L = 3). The plot does not illustrate the importance of all features, only first 20
important features are provided. y axis represents the id of the patterns.
time segment. In this particular example the most important pattern is found to be of level 3
pattern and it consists of separated intervals. Third pattern (level 3) represents the decreas-
ing behavior of the funnel class. 11th pattern (level 2) is from the cylinder class capturing
the straight segments of the cylinder shape.
The interpretability of TS-PD is achieved through the importance values as given in
Figure 33. We provide an ordered list of patterns based on their importance instead of
generating a set of patterns used for classification unlike the existing work [23, 60, 61, 84].
All patterns are associated with an importance value which can be interpreted as how well
they describe a certain concept.
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Figure 33. First 12 important patterns of TS-PD for CBF dataset (w = 10, d = 5, L = 3)
represented by blue dots, the order, id of the pattern and the corresponding time series is
provided in the titles of the plots.
4.4. Parameters of TS-PD
Although we propose TS-PD as a time series classifier, our algorithm is more of an
exploratory tool for time series classification. The parameters should be set based on the
preliminary analysis of the time series. We summarize the parameters of our algorithm in
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Table 9 categorized with respect to their type and discuss how the parameters should be set
in this section.
Random forest Feature generation Pattern
Number of trees Interval length w Maximum level L
Number of features in each split Sliding step d
TABLE 9. Parameters of TS-PD
The number of features evaluated at each split and the number of trees are the pa-
rameters of both RF. The number of features evaluated at each node of the tree is set to
default [57] which is equal to the square root of the number of features. As stated by [57],
RF is insensitive to the number of features selected to split each node. The number of trees
is determined based on the OOB error rates over trees. Figure 34 illustrates how the OOB
error rate changes as the number of trees increases for RFint and RFpattern on CBF
dataset with the following settings (w = 10, d = 5, L = 3). The plots indicate that the
results are insensitive for number of trees greater than 400 trees.
Interval and sliding step length are feature generation parameters of RFint. Setting
sliding step too small will result in correlated features. On the other hand, the probability of
missing a pattern increases as sliding step increases. Thus, we fix the sliding step as the half
of the interval length. Assuming that the model with the best accuracy provides better local
importance results, OOB error rate of RFint is used to set w. This parameter should be
large enough so that features like slope and variance are meaningful. Experimentation with
different interval lengths will lead to a reasonable setting of this parameter. The change of
OOB and test error rates of RFint for CBF dataset with different interval length settings
is provided in Table 10 to illustrate how w is set. Setting w = 16 provides the minimum
OOB error rate thus it is a good choice for interval length. We also provide the test error
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Figure 34. The OOB error rates of RFint (left) and RFpattern (right) of CBF dataset
(w = 10, d = 5, L = 3). OOB error rate for each class and average of them are provided.
The plots indicate that the results are insensitive to the number of trees when it is sufficiently
large (500 in this case).
rate for RFint to illustrate that OOB errors are good estimator of the generalization error.
On the other hand, the difference of OOB error rates are not significant. If OOB error rates
are around the same level for RFint as in the example, setting w smaller is suggested since
we are interested in finding shorter patterns so that time required for distance computation
will be smaller.
The maximum pattern level setting, L, works as an upper bound on the number of
intervals to be included in the pattern. This does not affect the performance of our algorithm
if set large enough. However larger L levels result in more patterns to be generated which
is not computationally efficient. Although the pattern level is the same for all time series
in our approach, it can be set for each class using the corresponding local importance plot.
Detailed analysis of the local importance plots may help reducing the testing time. The
number of peaks in the local importance plots is a good estimator of the pattern level.
Figure 30 illustrates the local importance of each series of different classes for CBF dataset
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w OOB Error Rate Test Error Rate
6 0.167 0.066
8 0.100 0.044
10 0.067 0.032
12 0.067 0.024
14 0.067 0.027
16 0.018 0.000
18 0.067 0.023
20 0.033 0.028
TABLE 10. The OOB and test error rates of RFint on CBF dataset for different interval
settings. There are 30 training instances for this dataset therefore single misclassification
increases error rate significantly. Interval length of 16 time units provides the minimum
OOB error rate. On the other hand, the differences of OOB error rates are small therefore
setting w smaller is suggested since we are interested in finding shorter patterns so that com-
putation time required for distance computation is decreased. Test error rate is consistent
with the OOB error rate.
(w = 10, d = 5). Setting L = 4 or L = 5 is reasonable when the number of peaks in the
local importance plot are considered for time series of each class .
After understanding the structure of the time series, the OOB error rates of RFpattern
for different L settings are analyzed. Larger L is expected to lead to better results up
to certain level since more expressive patterns are generated by including more intervals.
However the distance may become meaningless because of the curse of dimensionality
if the length of the pattern gets too large. Although running RFpattern for different L
settings introduces complexity, computation time for testing and required space for storing
the patterns can be reduced with the compact set of patterns obtained by smaller L level.
Figure 35 illustrates the progress of the error rates on CBF dataset for the setting w =
6, d = 3 and all L levels up to 15. OOB error rates becomes stable after L = 8 which is
consistent with the test error rates. Test error rates are provided to illustrate the effectiveness
of OOB error rates in terms of generalizability. Setting L larger may result in overfitting
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since the distances of the patterns to the training data are more precise and dependent on the
training data as longer patterns are generated. Overfitting problem is also discussed by [23]
and the number of patterns to be generated is fixed to certain number (4 in their case) to
overcome this problem. The same phenomenon is observed on the OOB error rates when
L is larger than 10. Test error rates also show the same behavior. However the effect of
overfitting is not severe because of the random selection of features at each split.
Figure 35. Progress of OOB error rates and test error rates over L settings. OOB error
rates becomes stable after L = 8 which is consistent with the test error rates. Setting L
larger may result in overfitting since the distances of the patterns to the training data are
more precise and dependent on the training data. When L is larger than 10, slight increase
on OOB error rates which is an indication of overfitting is observed.
5. Experiments
We test TS-PD on 43 time series data from [85]. The dataset characteristics are given
in Table 11. This is a good testbed with diverse characteristics such as length of the series,
number of classes etc. which enables a comprehensive evaluation.
In order to show the effectiveness of TS-PD in terms of accuracy, we test our algorithm
with fixed w and L settings. Fixed parameters are considered to illustrate the robustness of
TS-PD although the settings can be adjusted based on the data set characteristics in favor of
our algorithm (as discussed in Section 6.1). Thus, we set w = 6 in order to have meaningful
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Number of classes Training cases Testing cases Time series length
50words 50 450 455 270
Adiac 37 390 391 176
Beef 5 30 30 470
CBF 3 30 900 128
Coffee 2 28 28 286
ECG200 2 100 100 96
FaceAll 14 560 1,690 131
FaceFour 4 24 88 350
Fish 7 175 175 463
GunPoint 2 50 150 150
Lightning2 2 60 61 637
Lightning7 7 70 73 319
OliveOil 4 30 30 570
OSULeaf 6 200 242 427
SwedishLeaf 15 500 625 128
Syntheticcontrol 6 300 300 60
Trace 4 100 100 275
TwoPatterns 4 1,000 4,000 128
Wafer 2 1,000 6,164 152
Yoga 2 300 3000 426
ChlorineConcentration 3 467 3,840 166
CinC ECG torso 4 40 1,380 1,639
Cricket X 12 390 390 300
Cricket Y 12 390 390 300
Cricket Z 12 390 390 300
DiatomSizeReduction 4 16 306 345
ECGFiveDays 2 23 861 136
FacesUCR 14 200 2,050 131
Haptics 5 155 308 1,092
InlineSkate 7 100 550 1,882
ItalyPowerDemand 2 67 1,029 24
MALLAT 8 55 2,345 1,024
MedicalImages 10 381 760 99
MoteStrain 2 20 1,252 84
SonyAIBORobot Surface 2 20 601 70
SonyAIBORobot SurfaceII 2 27 953 65
StarLightCurves 3 1,000 8,236 1,024
Symbols 6 25 995 398
TwoLeadECG 2 23 1,139 82
uWaveGestureLibrary X 8 896 3,582 315
uWaveGestureLibrary Y 8 896 3,582 315
uWaveGestureLibrary Z 8 896 3,582 315
WordsSynonyms 25 267 638 270
TABLE 11. Characteristics of the datasets: number of classes, number of training cases,
number of testing cases, and lengths of time series. The performance analysis of the algo-
rithms on this diverse set of data provides a wide-ranging comparison.
features (such as slopes). Maximum pattern level setting is set as L ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} to
illustrate the progress of RFpattern’s OOB and test error rates over different L settings.
Although, patterns generated with L = 10 may be insufficient to describe certain features
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for long time series, the same levels are considered on all datasets for illustration purposes.
The number of trees for both forest is set to 2000.
5.1. Computational accuracy
TS-PD with the given settings is compared to nearest neighbors (NN) classifiers with
DTW. Two versions of DTW are considered: NNDTWBestWin (also referred to as NNBest-
DTW) [17] searches for the best warping window, based on the training data, then uses
the learned window on the test data, while NNDTWNoWin does not search for any con-
straints on the warping path. Note that DTW is a strong solution known for time series
problems in a variety of domains [58] although it may not be suitable for certain applica-
tions because of computational and space requirements [23]. The results for NN classifiers
are obtained from [85]. Tables 12 and 13 summarizes the OOB and test error rates for
RFpattern for all L settings. For certain L settings, TS-PD is not run (represented as ’-’)
since the pattern is potentially longer than the time series. We also compare our results with
Logical-Shapelets [23] which significantly outperforms the original shapelet representation
proposed by [61]. Since this comparison is not based on all datasets because of the com-
putational requirements of Logical-Shapelets, we compare TS-PD to Logical-Shapelets in
Section 6.4.
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RFpattern NNDTW
OOB error rate Test error rate BestWin NoWin
L = 2 L = 4 L = 6 L = 8 L = 10 L = 2 L = 4 L = 6 L = 8 L = 10
50Words 0.404 0.336 0.329 0.331 0.329 0.354 0.295 0.273 0.266 0.257 0.242 0.310
Adiac 0.287 0.285 0.282 0.287 0.295 0.243 0.246 0.240 0.248 0.246 0.391 0.396
Beef 0.500 0.467 0.533 0.400 0.467 0.367 0.333 0.233 0.233 0.267 0.467 0.500
CBF 0.100 0.067 0.033 0.033 0.033 0.113 0.078 0.033 0.027 0.038 0.004 0.003
Coffee 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.036 0.036 0.036 0.036 0.179 0.179
ECG 0.150 0.170 0.160 0.120 0.130 0.220 0.220 0.200 0.180 0.190 0.120 0.230
Face (all) 0.086 0.068 0.054 0.046 0.045 0.234 0.234 0.254 0.263 0.258 0.192 0.192
Face (four) 0.167 0.083 0.042 0.042 0.000 0.295 0.091 0.114 0.102 0.045 0.114 0.170
Fish 0.200 0.194 0.206 0.200 0.206 0.154 0.189 0.166 0.166 0.166 0.160 0.167
Gun-Point 0.080 0.100 0.060 0.060 0.060 0.067 0.047 0.060 0.040 0.060 0.087 0.093
Lighting-2 0.150 0.117 0.117 0.117 0.133 0.311 0.246 0.262 0.279 0.279 0.131 0.131
Lighting-7 0.314 0.229 0.257 0.243 0.243 0.384 0.329 0.329 0.301 0.288 0.288 0.274
OliveOil 0.100 0.067 0.033 0.100 0.067 0.267 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.167 0.133
OSU Leaf 0.315 0.245 0.250 0.250 0.235 0.380 0.310 0.314 0.318 0.302 0.384 0.409
Swedish Leaf 0.098 0.096 0.098 0.092 0.098 0.096 0.086 0.090 0.098 0.101 0.157 0.210
Synthetic Control 0.030 0.017 0.020 0.023 0.023 0.033 0.023 0.017 0.010 0.017 0.017 0.007
Trace 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.040 0.020 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.020 0.020 0.010 0.000
Two Patterns 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.000
Wafer 0.020 0.011 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.020 0.010 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.020
Yoga 0.217 0.187 0.187 0.187 0.187 0.181 0.174 0.149 0.156 0.145 0.155 0.164
ChlorineConcentration 0.298 0.315 0.315 0.315 0.313 0.319 0.312 0.317 0.335 0.344 0.350 0.352
CinC ECG torso 0.425 0.400 0.350 0.475 0.375 0.459 0.476 0.491 0.452 0.452 0.070 0.349
TABLE 12. Error rates of TS-PD (w = 6, 2000 trees) for different settings of L, nearest-neighbor classifiers with dynamic time
warping distance, where NNDTWBestWin searches the best warping window based on the training data, NNDTWNoWin has no warping
window.
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RFpattern NNDTW
OOB error rate Test error rate BestWin NoWin
L = 2 L = 4 L = 6 L = 8 L = 10 L = 2 L = 4 L = 6 L = 8 L = 10
Cricket X 0.295 0.269 0.244 0.236 0.241 0.318 0.297 0.274 0.256 0.272 0.236 0.223
Cricket Y 0.369 0.331 0.313 0.305 0.274 0.385 0.338 0.315 0.287 0.251 0.197 0.208
Cricket Z 0.338 0.308 0.279 0.256 0.269 0.321 0.262 0.233 0.244 0.218 0.180 0.208
DiatomSizeReduction 0.063 0.063 0.063 0.063 0.063 0.108 0.131 0.075 0.127 0.124 0.065 0.033
ECGFiveDays 0.217 0.174 0.130 0.130 0.087 0.233 0.224 0.256 0.289 0.252 0.203 0.232
FacesUCR 0.150 0.150 0.125 0.100 0.100 0.224 0.186 0.150 0.105 0.094 0.088 0.095
Haptics 0.458 0.432 0.387 0.394 0.394 0.532 0.558 0.513 0.516 0.519 0.588 0.623
InlineSkate 0.640 0.700 0.680 0.670 0.690 0.660 0.631 0.604 0.611 0.611 0.613 0.616
ItalyPowerDemand 0.030 0.075 - - - 0.048 0.049 - - - 0.045 0.050
MALLAT 0.036 0.036 0.018 0.018 0.036 0.065 0.043 0.038 0.030 0.026 0.086 0.066
MedicalImages 0.262 0.252 0.255 0.249 0.262 0.289 0.283 0.278 0.284 0.271 0.253 0.263
MoteStrain 0.300 0.200 0.250 0.150 0.100 0.154 0.105 0.114 0.121 0.121 0.134 0.165
SonyAIBORobot Surface 0.050 0.150 0.150 0.150 0.150 0.153 0.123 0.143 0.098 0.065 0.305 0.275
SonyAIBORobot SurfaceII 0.222 0.259 0.148 0.148 0.148 0.256 0.248 0.196 0.187 0.199 0.141 0.169
StarLightCurves 0.037 0.033 0.036 0.038 0.042 0.039 0.037 0.037 0.037 0.038 0.095 0.093
Symbols 0.240 0.120 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.169 0.150 0.134 0.067 0.104 0.062 0.050
TwoLeadECG 0.043 0.087 0.130 0.087 0.087 0.143 0.163 0.147 0.105 0.139 0.132 0.096
uWaveGestureLibrary X 0.232 0.227 0.224 0.209 0.203 0.250 0.228 0.210 0.206 0.203 0.227 0.273
uWaveGestureLibrary Y 0.280 0.267 0.276 0.267 0.265 0.303 0.291 0.299 0.298 0.296 0.301 0.366
uWaveGestureLibrary Z 0.288 0.263 0.270 0.259 0.267 0.284 0.266 0.269 0.264 0.266 0.322 0.342
WordsSynonyms 0.502 0.427 0.408 0.386 0.401 0.469 0.406 0.409 0.378 0.368 0.252 0.351
TABLE 13. Error rates of TS-PD (w = 6, 2000 trees) for different settings of L (continued), nearest-neighbor classifiers with dynamic
time warping distance, where NNDTWBestWin searches the best warping window based on the training data, NNDTWNoWin has no
warping window. For certain w and L combination, TS-PD is not run (represented as ’-’) since the pattern is potentially longer than the
time series.
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We use the same idea proposed by [21] for comparison of TS-PD to other algorithms.
Pairwise comparison of error rates is done using scatter plots in which each axis represents
the approach under consideration and each dot represents the error rate for a particular
dataset. The line x = y is drawn to represent the region where both methods perform about
the same. A point above the line indicates that approach on the X axis has better accuracy
than the one on Y axis. If a point is further from the line, the margin of accuracy improve-
ment is greater. A method can be regarded as superior to other if there are more points on
one side of the line. Figure 36 illustrates the comparison of TS-PD with NNDTWNoWin
and NNDTWBestWin. The error rates of L = 10 are used for comparison since we expect
TS-PD to provide stable results after certain L setting based on our discussion. We use the
result of the largest possible L setting for the cases that pattern length is larger than the time
series length (i.e. error rate of TS-PD L = 4 is used for ItalyPowerDemand dataset).
Figure 36. Scatter plot of error rates of TS-PD vs NNDTWNoWin and NNDTWBest-
Win. TS-PD with the given settings provides comparable results to NNDTWNoWin and
NNDTWBestWin
TS-PD with the given parameters provides comparable results to NNDTWNoWin and
NNDTWBestWin. For certain instances such as CinC ECG torso, DTW based classifiers
have significantly better error rates. This is related to the problem structure and the param-
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eter settings. Note that the maximum possible pattern length with the given settings is 60
time units which may create problems for certain datasets in which features of interest are
long (length of the series is 1639 for CinC ECG torso dataset). For example, setting the
parameters as w = 50, L = 10 for CinC ECG torso dataset reduces to OOB and test error
rates from 0.375 and 0.452 to 0.35 and 0.343, respectively, with the same number of trees.
This again confirms our discussion about setting the parameters after the analysis of the
OOB error rates of RFint and local importance plots.
5.2. Computational complexity
TS-PD is implemented in R Software and our experiments use a Windows 7 system
with 8 GB RAM, dual core CPU (i7-3620M 2.7 GHz). We use R only for building the
RFs and implemented the algorithms for feature generation and distance computation in
C, because R is computationally inefficient in execution of the loops. Moreover, although
the CPU can handle four threads in parallel, only a single thread is used. The computation
times of TS-PD (w = 6, 2000 trees) for different settings of L are provided in Tables 14
and 15.
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Training time (secs) Test time (secs)
L = 2 L = 4 L = 6 L = 8 L = 10 L = 2 L = 4 L = 6 L = 8 L = 10
50Words 74.63 95.35 123.26 150.63 181.48 0.0097 0.0112 0.0131 0.0151 0.0162
Adiac 49.85 73.64 98.43 112.65 137.31 0.0052 0.0067 0.0082 0.0102 0.0099
Beef 1.24 1.35 1.42 1.56 1.76 0.0090 0.0093 0.0093 0.0093 0.0070
CBF 0.59 0.64 0.78 0.74 0.86 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0004 0.0004
Coffee 0.59 0.71 0.61 0.67 0.80 0.0068 0.0036 0.0068 0.0071 0.0050
ECG 1.93 2.51 2.68 2.85 3.03 0.0022 0.0018 0.0026 0.0029 0.0023
Face (all) 73.85 95.23 117.86 135.41 158.17 0.0048 0.0066 0.0078 0.0085 0.0097
Face (four) 0.71 0.72 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.0023 0.0027 0.0022 0.0027 0.0028
Fish 13.86 18.35 22.79 28.51 34.61 0.0105 0.0120 0.0139 0.0151 0.0169
Gun-Point 0.78 0.81 0.96 1.05 1.30 0.0009 0.0015 0.0014 0.0013 0.0009
Lighting-2 2.85 3.32 3.78 4.54 5.52 0.0144 0.0133 0.0141 0.0144 0.0134
Lighting-7 2.73 3.22 3.71 4.11 4.66 0.0067 0.0078 0.0071 0.0085 0.0086
OliveOil 1.25 1.30 1.54 1.60 1.58 0.0113 0.0123 0.0090 0.0097 0.0143
OSU Leaf 16.84 22.03 27.87 36.51 45.51 0.0095 0.0098 0.0107 0.0119 0.0128
Swedish Leaf 58.45 86.26 104.45 123.53 191.52 0.0053 0.0069 0.0077 0.0088 0.0096
Synthetic Control 10.27 12.07 14.78 16.72 18.92 0.0018 0.0024 0.0026 0.0023 0.0028
Trace 3.13 3.34 4.39 5.41 6.26 0.0059 0.0086 0.0070 0.0064 0.0075
Two Patterns 165.13 217.21 294.93 358.69 483.36 0.0092 0.0115 0.0142 0.0163 0.0179
Wafer 420.35 608.73 786.82 928.63 1151.34 0.0128 0.0141 0.0189 0.0222 0.0256
Yoga 32.18 45.77 60.05 82.29 104.67 0.0077 0.0097 0.0114 0.0155 0.0172
ChlorineConcentration 71.32 121.89 157.26 206.80 300.02 0.0057 0.0076 0.0091 0.0103 0.0114
CinC ECG torso 6.02 5.58 6.33 6.91 8.18 0.0044 0.0062 0.0083 0.0087 0.0112
TABLE 14. Computation times of TS-PD (w = 6, 2000 trees) for different settings of L. Testing time is the computation time of
classifying single time series. For certain d and L combination, TS-PD is not run (represented as ’-’) since the pattern is longer than the
time series.
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Training time (secs) Test time (secs)
L = 2 L = 4 L = 6 L = 8 L = 10 L = 2 L = 4 L = 6 L = 8 L = 10
Cricket X 55.44 75.86 93.59 116.22 130.30 0.0114 0.0145 0.0171 0.0184 0.0196
Cricket Y 53.78 63.62 77.53 89.56 113.50 0.0109 0.0143 0.0162 0.0177 0.0192
Cricket Z 58.75 74.32 83.71 106.47 112.14 0.0119 0.0134 0.0148 0.0191 0.0180
DiatomSizeReduction 0.55 0.50 0.57 0.64 0.64 0.0009 0.0008 0.0009 0.0009 0.0012
ECGFiveDays 0.42 0.42 0.53 0.42 0.60 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0004 0.0004
FacesUCR 11.36 13.11 16.68 17.40 21.30 0.0018 0.0020 0.0026 0.0028 0.0030
Haptics 25.45 32.03 37.95 49.47 63.99 0.0188 0.0230 0.0248 0.0283 0.0311
InlineSkate 25.12 28.54 33.14 38.79 48.57 0.0192 0.0220 0.0229 0.0242 0.0289
ItalyPowerDemand 0.83 0.85 - - - 0.0001 0.0001 - - -
MALLAT 7.10 6.84 7.87 8.47 10.13 0.0044 0.0055 0.0065 0.0067 0.0078
MedicalImages 29.48 47.00 54.93 61.12 68.92 0.0031 0.0037 0.0044 0.0052 0.0049
MoteStrain 0.36 0.38 0.46 0.43 0.53 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
SonyAIBORobot Surface 0.24 0.28 0.24 0.36 0.38 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001
SonyAIBORobot SurfaceII 0.35 0.42 0.49 0.42 0.56 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001
StarLightCurves 450.63 652.21 992.21 1496.34 2068.24 0.0577 0.0807 0.1030 0.1292 0.1529
Symbols 1.37 1.44 1.61 1.44 1.63 0.0009 0.0010 0.0010 0.0012 0.0015
TwoLeadECG 0.49 0.47 0.58 0.63 0.59 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002
uWaveGestureLibrary X 278.50 408.43 484.23 642.23 762.76 0.0224 0.0284 0.0341 0.0382 0.0408
uWaveGestureLibrary Y 283.78 439.94 508.32 786.38 917.28 0.0206 0.0259 0.0299 0.0347 0.0370
uWaveGestureLibrary Z 290.61 412.75 527.15 670.36 757.88 0.0223 0.0292 0.0354 0.0394 0.0422
WordsSynonyms 31.10 35.95 44.88 55.28 64.39 0.0074 0.0081 0.0086 0.0099 0.0092
TABLE 15. Computation times of TS-PD (w = 6, 2000 trees) for different settings of L (continued). Testing time is the computation
time of classifying single time series. For certain d and L combination, TS-PD is not run (represented as ’-’) since the pattern is longer
than the time series.
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There are three components of TS-PD, local importance generation, pattern discovery
and distance computation, classification. We will discuss the complexity of each compo-
nent instead of providing an overall computational complexity since our approach is an
exploratory tool where user should find out certain settings through the analysis of OOB
errors and visual tools presented.
Computational complexity of the local importance generation is mainly due to RFint.
Time complexity of building single tree of RFint is O(
√
νN logN) where ν is the num-
ber of features extracted from each time series and N is the number of training instances.
Smaller interval and sliding step lengths result in larger number of features for RFint how-
ever the increase in the complexity is comparably small since only subset of features are
considered at each split. However, one may want to generate more trees when number
of features is large since the probability of selecting each feature decreases. The num-
ber of trees is decided by the analysis of the OOB error rates. Same discussion holds for
RFpattern, the classification component of TS-PD, since it is also an RF classifier.
Pattern discovery and distance computation requires sampling of the important inter-
vals and finding the distances of these samples to each time series. The time to compute the
distance of a pattern to the time series is O(zM) where z is the length of the pattern and
M is the length of the time series. The length of the pattern is determined by the interval
length w and maximum level setting L in our algorithm. Although we generate L patterns
from each time series, the complexity of distance computation does not change since the
distances can be computed for all patterns in the same loop. Thus, the complexity of com-
puting all pattern distances isO(zM) where z is now the length of the level L pattern which
is z = Lw in the worst case. The length of the pattern can be less than z = Lw because of
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the overlapping intervals generated. The minimum possible length is z = (L− 1)× d+w
when all intervals overlap (i.e. all first L important intervals are contiguous).
The computation times of TS-PD with increasing training dataset size, N , are illustrated
in Figure 37 on Two Patterns dataset (w = 6, L = 5, 1000 trees). This increase is mainly
due to the complexity of RFpattern which is O(
√‖S‖N logN). The number of patterns
in the set S increases as the number of training time series increases. This is the main reason
of the practically quadratic complexity on the number of the training time series illustrated
in Figure 37. The training time increases as N becomes larger due to the combined effect of
the increase in the number of features and the training data. On the other hand, the increase
in the time for classifying an instance is practically linear because of the increase in the
number of patterns. On the other hand, there are several ways to reduce the complexity such
as pruning the pattern set or downsampling the training data as discussed in Section 5.3.
Figure 37. Training (left) and testing (right) times of TS-PD on Two Patterns dataset for
increasing dataset sizes (w = 6, L = 5, 1000 trees).
We illustrate the behavior of the computation times with different L and w settings in
Figure 38 for FacesUCR dataset. The increase in the number of patterns with larger L
setting is the main reason of the increase in training time. The complexity added by intro-
ducing larger L is mainly because of the increase in the number of features for RFpattern.
The computation time required for computation of the distances also increases but it is not
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significant since the distance computation is done in a single pass for all possible patterns.
Considering the training times, the practical complexity of TS-PD is approximately linear
on L setting when other parameters are fixed.
Larger interval setting results in longer patterns that requires larger computation time
however the training times are slightly smaller or about the same level when L is larger as
in Figure 38. This is mainly due to the less number of features considered for RFint since
the number of features is less for larger w settings which will reduce the training time of
RFint significantly. Moreover, the number of features stays the same for RFpattern for
respective L settings.
To classify a time series, distances to each pattern is computed over the time series.
The time required for testing is mainly due to this distance computation. After the distance
computation, the object is classified by traversing the trees ofRFpatternwhich is very fast.
Time for distance computation increases as L increases however this increase is not large
because of the efficient distance computation for the different pattern levels as described
earlier. Therefore time to classify an instances does not increase significantly as illustrated
in in Figure 38. Computation time is almost linear to the pattern level setting.
We also consider the computation times of TS-PD for time series of different length.
These datasets are ItalyPowerDemand, Synthetic Control, ECG, CBF, Trace, OliveOil,
MALLAT and InlineSkate (the lengths of the time series are 24, 60, 96, 128, 275, 570, 1024
and 1882 respectively). We randomly selected 30 training instances from each dataset. The
computation times are illustrated in Figure 39 (w = 6, L = 3, 1000 trees). Similar discus-
sion in terms of the number of features holds for longer time series. The number of features
increases for RFint for longer series and the training time increases. Similarly time for
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Figure 38. Training (left) and testing (right) times of TS-PD for FacesUCR dataset for
different w and L settings. Emprically, the training and test times is linear with the pattern
level setting.
distance computation is larger for longer time series. The computation time changes in a
linear fashion with the change in the length of the time series when other parameters are
fixed.
5.3. Complexity reduction
The complexity of TS-PD can be reduced in several ways. Similar or same patterns
are not pruned in this study, thus pruning similar patterns improves the overall computation
time. Moreover, a subset of instances can be selected for pattern generation based on certain
Figure 39. Training (left) and testing (right) times for series of different length (w = 6, L =
3, 1000 trees). There are 30 training instances for each time series.
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N Error rates Comp. Time (secs)
OOB Test Train Test
50 0.060 0.065 3.99 0.0041
100 0.060 0.063 8.35 0.0081
200 0.050 0.049 23.37 0.0157
400 0.050 0.048 74.59 0.0320
750 0.041 0.040 262.96 0.0610
1000 0.037 0.037 515.11 0.0814
TABLE 16. Error rates and computation times of TS-PD (w = 6, L = 4, 1000 trees)
for different training data sizes. The training time is significantly smaller when TS-PD
is trained on less number of instances. However, the change in the test error rate is not
substantial. If there are certain constraints on the computation time or space availability,
training on smaller datasets may be preferred.
criterion to reduce the computation time. For instance, a simple similarity computation
between the training instances (i.e. finding similar instances based on Euclidean distance)
and discarding the similar train instances may help to reduce the computational effort.
StarLightCurves dataset is used to illustrate how the computation time and accuracy are
affected when the training data is downsampled. It is the one of the largest datasets with
1000 training and 8236 test instances of 1024 time units long. We randomly sample 50,
100, 200, 400, 750 instances while keeping the class distributions same as the original data
and report the computation times and error rates of TS-PD (w = 6, L = 4, 1000 trees) in
Table 16. The training time is significantly smaller when TS-PD is trained on less number
of instances. However, the change in the test error rate is not substantial. If there is certain
constraints on the computation time and space availability, training on smaller datasets may
be preferred.
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6. Discussion
6.1. Illustrative example
TS-PD is proposed as an exploratory tool for the analysis of the time series for classi-
fication purposes and parameters should be set after a detailed analysis of the certain mea-
sures such as local importance and OOB error rates of RFint and RFpattern. Although
TS-PD is robust to these parameters if they are set within a boundary as shown in Sec-
tion 5.1 over all datasets, we will illustrate the steps of the analysis on FacesUCR dataset in
this section. FacesUCR data consists of face images of graduate students transformed into
time series. An example of this conversion is provided in Figure 40. There are 14 students
and 2250 pictures are taken under different conditions such as glass/no glass or expressions.
The length of the series is 131 time units and the training data consists of 200 time series
where the rest is used for testing.
Figure 40. Illustration of the transformation of a face image to the time series.
First step in TS-PD is the local importance generation through interval feature gener-
ation and classification by RFint. The parameters to be set are the number of trees and
interval length (assuming that the sliding window is fixed as half of the interval length).
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We start with the smallest interval length that will generate meaningful patterns which is
6 and increment it by 2 up to 40 to see how the OOB error rates change. Initially we set
the number of trees as 1000. OOB error rate for w = 6 over trees and OOB error rates of
RFint for different w settings are given in Figure 41. The progress of the OOB error rates
shows that 1000 trees are more than enough for w = 6. We use the same level for other w
settings assuming that the number of trees will be sufficient for a dataset with less number
of features. Interval lengths between 14 and 24 can be used as the interval length setting as
they provide lower error rates.
Figure 41. OOB error rates of RFint over trees for w = 6 (left), OOB error rates of
RFint (number of trees=1000) for different settings of interval length (right).
Local importance plots and time series are provided for each class in Figure 42 after
setting w = 20 considering the OOB error rates in Figure 41. The next step in TS-PD is
to set the pattern level. In this particular example, setting L as 3 or 4 seems reasonable by
looking at each local importance plot.
Local importance plot does not only provide insight about the pattern level, it also
illustrates the difficulty of the classification problem. Consider the time series from ’class
2’, most of the time series of this class does not overlap because of certain variations in
the time series. Similar observation can be done considering the local importance plot.
Variation of the patterns within the class can be observed from these plots.
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Last step is the training of RFpattern on the distance features. Number of trees is
again set based on the OOB error rate over the trees. The plot of OOB error rates over
trees for RFpattern (L = 4) is given in Figure 43 for 1000 trees. OOB error rate of
RFpattern is 0.095 and the test error rate over 2050 time series is 0.090. The error rates
of NNDTWBestWin and NNDTWNoWin are 0.088 and 0.095 respectively.
6.2. Interpretability
Section 4.3 discusses how interpretability is achieved by TS-PD. We will illustrate the
comprehensibility of our classifier on certain examples. These examples include Gun-Point,
Sony AIBO Robot and Coffee datasets.
6.2.1. Gun-Point. Gun-Point dataset is one of the most studied time series classifica-
tion problem [21]. The aim is to classify a motion as ’Gun’ or ’NoGun’ through time series
generated by mapping the motion of two actors. For the Gun class, the actors ”have their
hands by their sides, draw a gun from a hip-mounted holster, point it at a targer for approxi-
mately one second, and then return the gun to the holster and their hands to their sides” [61].
In the NoGun class, actors do the same movements as in the Gun class without a gun. In-
stead they use their index finger to point to a target. Therefore in NoGun class, the step of
drawing the gun from holster and returning it back is skipped. The dataset characteristics
are the same as provided in Table 11.
The interval length is set as w = 20 after the analysis of the OOB errors of RFint
with 1000 trees for interval lengths between 4 and 40. We set L = 3 considering the
local importance plots. The test error rate of RFpattern is 0.06 where the error rates of
NNDTWBestWin and NNDTWNoWin are 0.087 and 0.093 respectively. In addition to
better accuracy, TS-PD is very fast in classification when compared to nearest neighbor
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classifiers. It only requires the distance computation of the patterns to the time series and
tree traversal over RFpattern.
The first five important patterns from RFpattern are schematized in Figure 44. All
patterns are generated from the time series of Gun class. The regions refer to the actions,
”draw a gun from a hip-mounted holster” and ”return the gun to the holster and their hands
to their sides”. The first two patterns are from the same time series and both of them are
found to be important. This illustrates the redundancy issue discussed in Section 4.3. A
feature selection algorithm can be used to find the compact set of patterns in that case.
6.2.2. Sony AIBO Robot. This dataset is created by [91] and the task is to classify
the surface types using the measurements of the tri-axial accelerometer from Sony AIBO
Robot [23]. Only the X-axis readings of the accelerometer is provided in [85]. Two types
of surfaces, carpet and cement, are considered in this dataset. Cement floors are harder
resulting in sharper changes in the accelaration [23]. The dataset characteristics are the
same as provided in Table 11.
The algorithm parameters w = 20, d = 10, L = 2 lead to a test error rate of
0.036. Logical-shapelets [23] also achieve the same error rate where the error rates of
NNDTWBestWin and NNDTWNoWin are 0.305 and 0.275 respectively. The improvement
in error rate is substantial compared to NN classifiers. The important patterns provided in
Figure 45 are similar to the shapelets by [23] and they refer to different shifts-of-weight in
the walk cycle on the carpet floor.
6.2.3. Coffee. The task is to classify the coffee species in instant coffees in this dataset.
A chemical analysis, called Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform (DRIFT), is
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used to discriminate between two species of coffees as Arabica and Robusta [92]. The
characteristics of the dataset is provided in Table 11.
The parameters are set as w = 6, d = 3, L = 3 after the analysis of the dataset char-
acteristics. All test instances are classified correctly by TS-PD where the error rates of
NNDTWBestWin and NNDTWNoWin are 0.179. The first five important patterns and the
training time series are schematized in Figure 46. [92] states that certain spectral regions
represent the caffeine bands. These regions correspond to the time frame between 187.7
and 247.3 as discussed by [61]. Some of the important patterns are between these regions
as illustrated in Figure 46.
6.3. Gesture recognition: an application of TS-PD to multivariate time series classifica-
tion
We illustrate the effectiveness of TS-PD only on univariate time series in Section 5.
TS-PD can be extended to the multivariate time series classification (MTSC) by changing
the representation. We will discuss how TS-PD can be extended to multivariate case on a
gesture recognition problem proposed by [5].
A single three-axis accelerometer is used to collect data from eight users to characterize
eight gesture patterns. The library, uWaveGestureLibrary, consists over 4000 samples each
of which has the accelerometer readings in three dimensions (i.e. x, y and z) [5]. Individual
axes are considered in Section 5 for the univariate case (the datasets are uWaveGestureLi-
brary X, uWaveGestureLibrary Y, uWaveGestureLibrary Z). However handling this prob-
lem as a MTSC problem may provide better results by taking the interaction between the
individual axes into account.
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We transform the multiple time series representation to a univariate one by concatenat-
ing each axis as illustrated in Figure 47. This transformation provides desirable properties
for our approach. The interaction between the time series and their correlation are two im-
portant aspects for MTSC. Our tree based local importance generation scheme handles both
in efficient way. Interaction is naturally handled by RFs where correlation is not a problem
as RF works on the random subsets of the features. On the other hand, the length of the
concatenated series can get larger as the number of time series increases but RFs can handle
large number of features with the random sampling of the features.
Local importance generation is the core component of TS-PD for classification of mul-
tivariate time series. TS-PD is modified slightly to handle multivariate case in our study.
Interval features are generated for each time series and concatenated, then regions of inter-
est for each axis are discovered. The rest of the algorithm is the same as what is done for the
univariate time series with one difference. We consider the patterns within the boundary of
each time series. Suppose a pattern that has one interval from each time series is generated
using the importance values, first interval in the pattern have to stay in the first time series
in the distance computation stage. Computing the distance of a pattern from one series to
different time series does not make sense.
This dataset has 896 training and 3582 test time series. Combining the three axes results
in a time series of length 945 time units. OOB and test error rates of TS-PD (w = 20, L =
5, 1000 trees) are 0.066 and 0.069 respectively. Considering the error rates provided in
Tables 12 and 13, the error rate reduces significantly if the task is taken as a multivariate
time series classification. Figure 48 provides the gesture vocabulary from [5] (bottom)
and important patterns from two classes. Two series from class 7 and 8 represents the
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circular movement in opposite directions. Patterns extracted for these instances represent
the segments related to change in the direction during the circular movement. The change
is opposite in the sign for different classes which refers the circular movement in opposite
directions.
6.4. Logical-Shapelets and TS-PD
We compare the performance of TS-PD to Logical-Shapelets for certain datasets. In
order to be fair in terms of comparison, we set the parameters of logical shapelet algorithm
so that it will search for all possible shapelets. However we could not achieve this because of
the computational requirements of the algorithm for certain datasets. Therefore we perform
this comparison based on a subset of the datasets. These datasets are Beef, CBF, Coffee,
ECG and Trace. Three parameters of Logical-Shapelets are the maximum and minimum
length of the shapelet and the step size. We set the maximum length as the time series
length, minumum as two and we take step size as one. This does not necessarily mean
that the best accuracy is obtained on the test set with this settings since the shapelets are
evaluated based on the training set. Moreover, we tested our algorithm on two additional
datasets discussed in [23]. These datasets are Cricket and Passgraphs. The explanations of
these datasets can be found in the original paper [23]. We do not tune the parameters of
our algorithm for the new datasets, we set (w = 6, L = 10, 2000 trees). We also do not
compare the algorithms in terms of computation time because the comparison depends to a
large extent on parameter settings. The results are provided in Table 17.
TS-PD has better or comparable performance on the datasets except for ECG dataset
(and TS-PD is still better than NNDTWNoWin on this data set). Recall that the parame-
ters of Logical-Shapelets are set so that it searches over the entire space which increases
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TS-PD (OOB) TS-PD (Test) Logical-Shapelets NNDTWBestWin NNDTWNoWin
Beef 0.467 0.267 0.600 0.467 0.500
CBF 0.033 0.038 0.336 0.004 0.003
Coffee 0.000 0.036 0.071 0.179 0.179
ECG 0.130 0.190 0.140 0.120 0.230
Trace 0.023 0.017 0.530 0.010 0.000
Sony A.R. 0.150 0.065 0.036 0.305 0.275
Cricket 0.000 0.000 0.041 0.051 0.010
Passgraphs 0.261 0.260 0.298 0.260 0.282
TABLE 17. Error rates of Logical-Shapelets and TS-PD on 8 datasets. TS-PD has better or
comparable performance on the datasets except ECG.
the computational time significantly. Potentially equivalent accuracy can be obtained with
alternative settings on the parameters, but our objective here is to assess the accuracy. Also,
we do not provide the time for testing because both algorithms are very fast in classification.
7. Conclusion
A framework is presented to analysis of time series for classification. To find the inter-
esting regions of the time series for classification, a supervised learner is trained on the local
features to generate a local importance measure. Regions of interests are important to under-
stand the underlying relations in the time series. Once the regions of interests are identified
for each time series using the local importance values, potential patterns are generated from
these regions. This allows for pruning the search space without losing information about
the time series in an efficient way. Each time series is then represented by their distances to
the potential patterns and a new feature matrix of distances is used for classification. TS-
PD is comprehensible and our experimental results show that it gives comparable results
to competitive methods on the benchmark data sets from UCR time series database [85].
Although our focus in this study is on the classification of the time series, TS-PD can be
easily adjusted to other applications such as similarity analysis, clustering, and so forth.
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Figure 42. Normalized local importance information on FacesUCR (left) and time series
of each class (right). The parameters are set as w = 20, d = 10.
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Figure 43. The OOB error rates of RFpattern over trees for w = 20, L = 4
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Figure 44. First five important patterns of TS-PD (w = 20, d = 10, L = 3) represented
by blue dots (Gun-Point dataset), the order of the importance, id of the pattern and the
corresponding time series is provided in the titles of the plots, the last is the plot of the
training time series.
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Figure 45. First five important patterns of TS-PD (w = 20, d = 10, L = 2) represented
by blue dots (Sony AIBO Robot), the order of the importance, id of the pattern and the
corresponding time series is provided in the titles of the plots, the last is the plot of the
training time series.
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Figure 46. First five important patterns of TS-PD (w = 6, d = 3, L = 3) represented by
blue dots (Coffee), the order of the importance, id of the pattern and the corresponding time
series is provided in the titles of the plots, the last is the plot of the training time series.
Figure 47. Univariate representation of the accelerometer data.
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Figure 48. Gesture vocabulary from [5] (bottom). Important patterns are illustrated for two
series of class 7 and 8 (top). The segments related to change in the direction during the
circular movement are discovered.
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CHAPTER 5
MULTIVARIATE TIME SERIES CLASSIFICATION WITH LEARNED
DISCRETIZATION
1. Abstract
Multivariate time series (MTS) classification has received great interest over the past
decade with the increase in the number of temporal datasets in different fields, such as
medicine, finance and multimedia. Similarity based approaches such as nearest neighbor
classifiers with Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) are which are successfully used for clas-
sification of univariate time series however the similarity computation is unclear for mul-
tivariate data since MTS are not only described by the variables but their relation. These
approaches lose the relation among the variables of the series by breaking them into mul-
tiple univariate time series. Another strategy is to obtain a rectangular representation of
MTS by transforming the set of multivariate input sequences to a fixed number of columns
using different rectangularization approaches such as principal component analysis. Most
of these approaches assume that the variables are numerical however certain variables of
the series can be nominal or missing.
In this paper, we follow a different approach and propose a symbolic representation
of MTS for classification. MTS observations are first discretized to obtain the symbolic
representation. Then, the distribution of the symbols over each time series is computed
and used for classification. The relation of the individual variables is taken into account
with the proposed representation. Moreover, MTS with nominal and missing values are
handled efficiently with tree-based learners. An ensemble learner that scales well with
large number of variables and long time series is used. Our approach does not break MTS
into multiple univariate series which makes it computationally efficient when compared to
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other approaches. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach
in terms of accuracy and computation times in both univariate time series and MTS datasets.
Key words: supervised learning, multivariate time series, classification
2. Introduction
Similarity search and classification on time series databases has received great interest
over the past decade. Multivariate time series (MTS) classification is a supervised learning
problem in which the input consists of a set of training examples and associated class labels,
where each example is formed by one or more time series (variables). MTS data is common
in different fields, such as in medicine, finance and multimedia. Consider a patient’s medi-
cal record, there are information in the medical record from multiple sources such as the test
values, observations, actions and related responses. This data provides a complex character-
ization of the patient’s status and certain relations inherent in the records may be important.
Another example from multimedia applications is the motion capture studies in which po-
sition of a set of joints from humans performing a series of task is tracked by markers [93].
Learning scientists are interested in electroencephalography (EEG), which is the record-
ing of electrical activity along the scalp to understand the perceived difficulty for a puzzle
solving task in a learning environment. Moreover, in the domain of relational marketing,
the behavior of customers is observed through time, and their interactions and responses
are represented as MTS. An application illustrated by [25] is about a telecommunication
company analyzing the customer’s loyalty using the information about the transactions of
each customer recorded along the time periods, described by duration, economic value and
number of calls of different type (i.e. cell to cell, cell to landline etc.).
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There are several approaches proposed to classify MTS. As mentioned by [24], this
problem have been studied in different fields such as statistics, signal processing and con-
trol theory. We refer reader to [24] for an extensive review of these studies. The most
common approach is to obtain a rectangular representation of MTS by transforming the set
of multivariate input sequences to a fixed number of columns using different rectangulariza-
tion approaches [25]. For example, singular value decomposition (SVD) is used by [26–28].
Principal component analysis (PCA) is used for both feature selection and transformation
by [29]. Any supervised learner can be trained on the transformed data for classification.
Most of these approaches assume that the variables are numerical however certain variables
of the series can be nominal or missing.
Another strategy is to modify the similarity based approaches which are successfully
used for univariate time series. For example, [5, 94] focus on gesture recognition based
on dynamic time warping (DTW) distance. DTW [20] allows a measure of the similarity
independent of certain non-linear variations in the time dimension, and is considered as
a strong solution for time series problems [58]. Another approach that makes use of the
similarity of the series is to use kernel-based classifiers. These approaches find a kernel
function determined by pairwise similarities between the variables of MTS. [95] makes
use of kernels based on the dynamic time warping for brain activity classification. [25]
also proposes a temporal discrete SVM for MTS classification. Overall similarity between
the time series are taken into consideration through the objective function with a term that
depends on the warping distances [25].
The similarity based approaches are successful for univariate time series. However
MTS are not only described by the variables but their relation [30]. Therefore the relation
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among the variables are lost if only the similarity between the individual variables are taken
into consideration [28]. Moreover as in telecommunication application [25], observations
can be nominal (i.e. call type) for which similarity computation is not well-defined.
High dimensionality introduced by multiple variables and longer series is another im-
portant challenge for MTS classification. The number of computations required can in-
crease substantially with the increasing number of variables for similarity based approaches.
Also, approaches should scale well with the length of the time series, since the number of
observations can be large depending on the application.
High-level time series representations are proposed for different data mining tasks to
deal with high dimensionality introduced by longer time series [12]. These include Fourier
transforms, wavelets, piecewise polynomial models, etc and [96] provides a good summary
of these approaches. These representations are proposed for numerical time series. The
Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX) [12] and more recently indexable SAX [97] is a
commonly used symbolic time series representation because of its simplicity and effective-
ness in univariate time series [98]. SAX divides the time series into same length segments
and each segment is represented by a symbol based on the mean value of the observa-
tions. The number of segments is called ”word size” [12]. This representation is similar
to Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) [99]. However, the symbols are assigned to
each segment assuming that the observed values are coming from a Gaussian distribution in
SAX. Based on the alphabet size (i.e. number of possible symbols), equiprobable intervals
are obtained using the Gaussian distribution assumption and the segments are represented
by the symbols. Figure 49 illustrates the idea of symbolic representation on univariate time
series data for which word size is 8 and alphabet size is 3.
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Figure 49. SAX representation with a word size of 8 and alphabet size of 3
There are many time series classifiers based on symbolic representation. [98] proposes
a Bag-of-Patterns approach that makes use of SAX representation for univariate time series.
For each time series, words are generated by combining symbols using a sliding window
approach to capture the patterns over time. Each time series is then represented by the fre-
quency of the words and nearest neighbor classifiers are used to classify test series. For
MTS data, two alternative representations illustrated in Figure 50 are commonly consid-
ered. MTS with M variables and T observations can discretized to obtain 1D representation
using vector quantization approaches similar to the representation obtained for univariate
series [100]. Alternatively, each variable of MTS can be discretized and combined to ob-
tain 2D representation of MTS. [101] presents two MTS representations based on SAX to
classify physiological data. They generate multivariate words by combining the symbols of
each variable at particular time and uses Bag-of-Patterns approach to classify MTS. This
representation is called multivariate Bag-of-Patterns and it may capture the relationship be-
tween the time series by combining individual representations. However, the length of the
words obtained by concatenating the symbols of the variables for each segment may in-
crease substantially as the number of variables increase. This potentially affects the quality
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of the information since longer words will carry less information (i.e. curse of dimension-
ality). Also, the represantation is not sensitive to dilations and translations of the patterns
since words are combined at particular time. They also propose stacked Bags-of-Patterns
that concatenates the representation of multiple univariate series into a single one. However,
this representation does not take the relationship between the variables into account.
Figure 50. Alternative representations for MTS. MTS withM variables and T observations
are mapped to 1D representation by the function g1D (left) or 2D representation in which
each variable of MTS mapped to 1D representation by g2D (right). Although the length
of the symbolic representation is provided to be the same as T , it can be smaller based on
the mapping strategy. Similarly, 2D representation may also have fewer columns than M
depending on the mapping.
[93] is another study working on finding predictive patterns for MTS based on SAX
representation. This approach considers each variable of MTS separately and generates a
2D representation. Salient variables of MTS are identified first by using certain statistical
performance measures efficiently computed using intelligent data structures such as the trie
described in [102]. Then predictive patterns are identified for each variable. Rules for clas-
sification based on predictive patterns are then searched on the combined set of patterns
from individual variables. Identification of patterns on each individual variable without
taking other variables into consideration makes this approach greedy since the relation be-
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tween the variables may carry the real description of a complex system [30]. Although
the patterns are combined later to account for the relationships with this approach, there
is a potential to miss a certain pattern that may appear unimportant when time series are
considered separately in the first step.
In this paper, we propose an approach to obtain a one-dimensional symbolic representa-
tion of MTS (S-MTS) for classification. As opposed to SAX, S-MTS labels each observa-
tion instead of the segments of the time series. Observations are discretized in a supervised
manner using tree learners to obtain the symbolic representation. To achieve this, each ob-
servation is considered to be an instance and the label is assumed to be the same as its time
series. Observed value for each variable of MTS and the time index are the features for
each instance. In other words, there is no feature extraction, the observed value is used as
the feature and we fuse the local information by introducing observation time as a feature of
the instance. This way, we form a matrix of these features where rows represent the obser-
vation and columns are the observed values and the time of the observation. Tree learners
are then trained on this representation to partition the observation space. The terminal node
of the trained tree is considered to be a symbol in S-MTS. Figure 52 illustrates the idea of
discretization on three univariate time series provided in Figure 51. Partitioning obtained
from each tree is used as the symbols. This representation allows S-MTS to consider all
variables of MTS simultaneously. Consequently, the distribution of the symbols over each
time series is computed and used for classification. The symbols are locality sensitive since
the observation times are used as features as schematized in Figure 52(a).
[24] also discusses necessity of alternative representations for MTS classification. A
concept called metafeature is introduced and used to represent MTS series by [24]. How-
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ever metafeatures must be defined by users in this approach. One of the metafeatures dis-
cussed in the paper is based on partitioning of the feature space using Voronoi tiling. Each
region of the Voronoi diagram is used as a metafeature. The partitioning is not supervised
in this approach and also designing a good metafeature is not an easy task as mentioned
by [24].
[103] proposes a similar approach for multidimensional curve classification. They
discretize the observations space of each variable separately as in the existing MTS classifi-
cation methods based on the symbolic representations. Each variable of MTS is partitioned
into the rectangular regions of equal dimensions. Then the classification rules are discov-
ered based on the common regions through which only curves of one class pass. Their
proposed approach has similarities to [93] in terms of the discretization and rule genera-
tion. Since the discretization does not consider the variables simultaneously and rules are
discovered based on each individual variable, there is a potential to miss the interaction
of the variables. Also both approaches require modifications to handle the categorical and
missing data.
There are some similarities of our approach with [56] in terms of the discretization
process. [56] proposed Extremely Randomized Clustering Forests (ERC-Forests) for image
classification problems. Trees are trained on the features extracted from image patches in
a supervised manner and the terminal nodes are considered to be individual clusters. An
image is represented as the histogram of the cluster id of the patches segmented from the
images (visual codebook) and any supervised learner can be trained on the visual codebook.
Unlike [56], we do not generate features. We train the trees to discretize each observation.
Although [56] works on images and locality may be important, they do not consider the
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location information as a feature during the tree learning. Instead, they proposed saliency
maps for identifying important locations of the images.
S-MTS generates a symbolic representation for MTS classification using supervised
learning. The interactions between the variables of MTS are handled efficiently with a tree
based discretization approach. Moreover, MTS with nominal and missing values are han-
dled efficiently with tree learners. An ensemble learner that scales well with large number
of variables and long time series is used. Although the proposed symbolic representation is
of the same length as the time series, it does not generate multiple representations for each
variable of MTS. Therefore S-MTS scales well with the number of variables of MTS which
makes it computationally efficient when compared to other approaches. Our approach can
handle MTS examples with different length and it does not require a special rectangu-
larization mechanism since the representation is simply obtained by the frequency of the
symbols over the time series. Any learner can be trained on the features representing the
frequency of each symbol over each time series in our framework. Moreover, this symbolic
representation can be used by any document classification approach as used by [98]. Our
experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in terms of accuracy
and computation times in both univariate time series and MTS datasets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 provides background and
related work. We summarize the problem and describe the framework in Section 4. Section
5 demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed approach by testing on a
full set of benchmark univariate time series datasets from UCR time series database [76]
and MTS datasets from [104, 105]. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
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3. Background
Decision tree learners are comprehensible models with satisfactory accuracy and are
successfully used in many applications. Univariate trees such as CART [106] and C4.5 [4]
split data based on only one variable at each node, and thus are limited to splits that are
orthogonal to the variable’s axis [107].
Tree ensembles are proposed to avoid from the greedy nature of univariate trees. A
random forest (RF) classifier [57] is used here to partition the feature space. A RF is an en-
semble of J decision trees, {gj , j = 1, 2, . . . , J}. Each tree is constructed from a different
bootstrap sample of the original data. The instances left out of a bootstrap sample and not
used in the construction of a single tree are called out-of-bag (OOB) instances.
At each node of each tree, a RF considers the best split based on only a random sample
of features. Often, the sample size is
√
ν, where ν is the number of features. The random
selection reduces the variance of the classifier, and also reduces the computational com-
plexity of a single tree from O(νη log η) to O(
√
νη log η) (assuming the depth of tree is
O(log η) where η is the number of training (in-bag) instances). Therefore, for a large num-
ber of features and instances, a RF can be as computationally efficient as a single decision
tree.
The prediction for instance x from tree gj is yˆj(x) = argmaxc pcj(x), where pcj(x) is
the proportion of class c in the corresponding leaf of the j-th tree, for c = 0, 1, . . . , C − 1.
Let G(x) denote the set of all trees in the RF where instance x is OOB. The OOB class
probability estimate of x is
pc(x) =
1
|G(x)|
∑
gj∈G(x)
I(yˆj(x) = c)
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where I(·) is an indicator function that equals one if its argument is true and zero other-
wise. The predicted class is yˆ(x) = argmaxc pc(x). The estimates computed from OOB
predictions are easily obtained and have been shown to be good estimates of generalization
error [57].
RF provides a number of desirable properties for the time series problem. High-
dimensional feature spaces, nominal features, multiple classes, and missing values are han-
dled. Nonlinear models and interactions between features are allowed. It is scale invariant
and robust to outliers, and computations are reasonable even for large data sets.
4. Approach
A multivariate time series, Xn, is an M -variable time series each of which has T obser-
vations where xnm is the mth variable and xnm(t) denotes the observation at time t. Formally,
MTS example Xn is represented by T ×M matrix as:
Xn = [xn1 , x
n
2 , . . . , x
n
m, . . . , x
n
M ]
where
xnm = [x
n
m(1), x
n
m(2), . . . , x
n
m(T )]
′
There are N training MTS, each of which is associated with a class label yn, for n =
1, 2, . . . , N and yn ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., C − 1}. Given a set of unlabeled MTS, the task is to map
each MTS to one of the predefined classes. Univariate time series is a special case of MTS
where M is equal to one. In the following sections, the definitions assume that all variables
of MTS are numerical unless stated otherwise.
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4.1. Time Series Discretization using Tree-Based Classifiers
We propose a method to discretize MTS using an ensemble of tree learners. Instead of
extracting features from each time series, each observation is considered to be an instance
in our approach. This is achieved by creating a matrix of instances DNT×M where
DNT×M =


x11 x
1
2 . . . x
1
M
x21 x
2
2 . . . x
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.
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xN1 x
N
2 . . . x
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M


which is the concatenation of training MTS as illustrated in Table 18. We assume that
the label of each instance is the same as the time series and use a supervised approach to
discretize the feature space. The features are obtained by mapping DNT×M to the feature
space ΦNT×(2M+1). In other words, the row i of DNT×M is a set of observations at certain
time point ti. Let dij be the ijth entry of the matrixDNT×M which is basically the observed
variable j for instance i. Then the row i of ΦNT×(2M+1) is:
[
ti, di1, di1 − d(i−1)1, di2, di2 − d(i−1)2, . . . , diM , diM − d(i−1)M
]
The first feature is the time index. Then for each variable, we generate two features
and concatenate them over the variables. The first one is the observation itself where the
difference between consecutive time points is the second feature. Figure 52(a) illustrates
the time and observation feature on a 2D plot for the three univariate time series in Figure
51. The difference between consecutive time points captures the information about the
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trend in the time series which might be important to classification. Suppose a time series
constantly increases after certain time point which will result in positive differences. A tree
learner can capture this information if the increase is related with the class. This difference
is not available for the first observation of MTS which is assumed to be missing in our
representation.
Series Time Index Pressure Temperature Energy Class
1 1 2.70 80.50 4.50 1
1 2 3.20 78.40 6.70 1
1 3 4.20 67.90 3.40 1
1 4 8.20 89.50 7.20 1
1 5 8.90 85.70 5.70 1
2 1 10.01 88.00 5.05 0
2 2 11.28 89.94 5.04 0
2 3 12.54 91.19 5.04 0
2 4 13.81 93.25 5.01 0
3 1 16.34 97.54 5.02 1
3 2 17.61 99.66 5.01 1
3 3 18.87 101.60 4.90 1
3 4 20.14 103.54 4.95 1
3 5 22.67 107.43 4.95 1
3 6 21.15 106.50 4.97 1
TABLE 18. Sample database with 3 MTS from 2 classes (1,0 and 1 respectively). There
are three observed variables (M = 3): pressure, temperature and energy. The series are of
length 5,4 and 6 respectively.
If observations are nominal, only the time point of the observation and the observation
itself are considered to be features. For both numerical and nominal values, there may exist
missing values. Missing values are handled by the tree learners in our approach. Also, the
number of observations may differ across different MTS.
After obtaining the features, tree learners are trained on ΦNT×(2M+1) assuming that
each instance has the same class label as its time series. This way, each instance of
ΦNT×(2M+1) is mapped to a terminal node of the tree gj . This RF is referred as RFins
(Random Forest trained on the instances). Although the trees of RF without any modi-
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fication are unpruned, we restrict the number of terminal nodes of each tree to R which
determines the alphabet size in our approach. Second parameter is the number of trees of
RFins given by Jins. Each tree of RFins provides a symbolic representation for the time
series.
4.2. Classification
A Bag-of-Words approach is used to classify the time series based on the symbolic
representations described by each tree of RFins. However there is no word generation
process in the proposed approach. Each symbol is simply considered to be a word and the
frequency of the symbols are used to classify the time series. The frequency vector is de-
fined by the number of symbol occurences in the representation. This vector is normalized
by the number of observations.
Formally, let Hj(Xn) be the R × 1 frequency vector of the terminal nodes from the
representation defined by tree gj for MTS Xn. We concatenate the frequency vectors from
each of the Jins trees of RFins (i.e. Hj(Xn)) to obtain the final representation of each
time series. This representation is of length R×Jins assuming that each tree gj provides R
symbols. Figure 53 illustrates the representation of time series based on symbol frequencies
R = 4. Since each tree of RFins is trained on a random subsample of features and
instances, the final representation includes different views of the same time series.
A classifier is then trained on the symbol frequencies computed for each time series.
The frequency representation can be large based on the setting of R and Jins. Therefore, a
scalable classifier that can handle interactions and correlations such as RF is preferred for
this task. This RF is referred as RFts (Random Forest trained on the time series) for which
we train Jts trees.
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To classify a test series, the frequency representation is obtained after generating the
features and traversing the trees of RFins. Then traversing the trees of RFts based on the
frequency representation provides the classification result.
5. Experiments and Results
We test our approach on both univariate and MTS datasets. Our algorithm does not
require the setting of many parameters and it is robust to the settings. The number of trees
trained to obtain the symbolic representation (Jins) and the alphabet size (R) are two im-
portant parameters of the algorithm. The levels considered for each parameter are provided
in Table 19 for each time series type. Larger levels are introduced for MTS classification in
order not to lose potential information with larger number of variables of MTS.
Time Series
Parameter Univariate Multivariate
Jins {25, 50, 100} {50, 100}
R {5, 10, 25, 50} {50, 100, 200}
TABLE 19. Parameter settings of TSBF
RF is insensitive to both the number of trees and the number of candidate attributes
scored to potential split a node [57]. Jts can be determined based on the progress of OOB
error rates over trees. The number of features evaluated at each node of the tree is set to
the default which equals the approximate square root of the number of features. There are
2 ×M + 1 features for RFobs assuming that all variables are numerical. The number of
features are R× Jins for RFts.
To set the parameters of S-MTS for each dataset, the algorithm is run 10 times with dif-
ferent seeds for each Jins and R combinations. Once the final representation from RFins
obtained, Jts is set based on the progress of the OOB error rates from RFts. The mean
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and the standard deviation of OOB error rates from 10 replications are used to determine
Jts. In our experiments, the error rates at discrete Jts levels which are multiples of 50 trees
are considered. We add more trees to RFts if the mean OOB error rate improves at least
one standard deviation from the mean OOB error rate from previous level. Figure 54 (left
column) illustrates how the OOB error rate for Non-Invasive Fetal ECG Thorax1 dataset
changes as Jts increases. The marginal gain becomes insignificant after certain Jts for all
Jins and R combinations. The aim of using such a criterion is to obtain the least complex
model.
After setting Jts, R and Jins are chosen based on the size of the representation which
is R× Jins. Starting from the smallest R× Jins, we search for the smallest representation
providing the best OOB error rate based on the same decision criterion used for setting Jts
(i.e. one deviation difference). Different R and Jins settings may provide the sameR×Jins.
We basically select R and Jins combination providing the minimum mean OOB error rate
in such cases. The aim is to obtain a compact representation of the time series. The model
with selected parameters is used for the classification of the test time series.
5.1. Univariate Time Series
45 univariate time series from [76] are used to illustrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach for univariate time series classification. The dataset characteristics are given in
Table 20. This is a good testbed with diverse characteristics such as length of the series,
number of classes etc. which enables a comprehensive evaluation.
We compare the error rates on the test data to nearest neighbors (NN) classifiers with
DTW. Two versions of DTW are considered: NNDTWBestWin [17] searches for the best
warping window, based on the training data, then uses the learned window on the test data,
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while NNDTWNoWin has no warping window. Note that DTW is a strong solution for
time series problems in a variety of domains [58]. The error rates for nearest neighbor
classifiers are obtained from [76]. We also compare our approach to NN classifier based
on Bag-of-Patterns representation by [98]. This comparison is done on a subset of datasets
since [98] reports results on 20 of the datasets. Tables 21 and 22 summarizes the results of
each algorithm. Last row compares our classifier based on the number of wins/losses/ties
for the algorithm on the column. Our algorithm performs better than NNDTWBestWin and
NNDTWNoWin for 32 and 31 of the datasets where it has lower error rates for 12 out of 20
datasets when compared to NN classifier based on Bag-of-Patterns representation by [98].
Moreover, selected model parameters are provided in Tables 21 and 22.
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# of Dataset Size
classes Train Test Length
50Words 50 450 455 270
Adiac 37 390 391 176
Beef 5 30 30 470
CBF 3 30 900 128
Coffee 2 28 28 286
ECG 2 100 100 96
Face (all) 14 560 1,690 131
Face (four) 4 24 88 350
Fish 7 175 175 463
Gun-Point 2 50 150 150
Lighting-2 2 60 61 637
Lighting-7 7 70 73 319
OliveOil 4 30 30 570
OSU Leaf 6 200 242 427
Swedish Leaf 15 500 625 128
Synthetic Control 6 300 300 60
Trace 4 100 100 275
Two Patterns 4 1,000 4,000 128
Wafer 2 1,000 6,174 152
Yoga 2 300 3000 426
ChlorineConcentration 3 467 3,840 166
CinC ECG torso 4 40 1,380 1,639
Cricket X 12 390 390 300
Cricket Y 12 390 390 300
Cricket Z 12 390 390 300
DiatomSizeReduction 4 16 306 345
ECGFiveDays 2 23 861 136
FacesUCR 14 200 2,050 131
Haptics 5 155 308 1,092
InlineSkate 7 100 550 1,882
ItalyPowerDemand 2 67 1,029 24
MALLAT 8 55 2,345 1,024
MedicalImages 10 381 760 99
MoteStrain 2 20 1,252 84
SonyAIBORobot Surface 2 20 601 70
SonyAIBORobot SurfaceII 2 27 953 65
StarLightCurves 3 1,000 8,236 1,024
Symbols 6 25 995 398
TwoLeadECG 2 23 1,139 82
uWaveGestureLibrary X 8 896 3,582 315
uWaveGestureLibrary Y 8 896 3,582 315
uWaveGestureLibrary Z 8 896 3,582 315
WordsSynonyms 25 267 638 270
Non-Invasive Fetal ECG Thorax1 42 1,800 1,965 750
Non-Invasive Fetal ECG Thorax2 42 1,800 1,965 750
TABLE 20. Characteristics of the univariate time series: number of classes, number of
training instances, number of testing instances, and length of time series.
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Figure 51. One time series of each class from CBF dataset.
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(a) Feature Space
(b) Decision Tree
Figure 52. The feature space and the partitions (symbols) from the decision tree
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Figure 53. A visual example of the representation based on symbol frequencies. Each col-
umn denotes a symbol from a tree of RFins (R = 4), and each row denotes a multivariate
time series.
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OOB Test Nearest Neighbor (NN)DTW
Jins R Jts Mean Mean Min Max BestWin NoWin BOP
50Words 100 50 400 0.315 0.286 0.270 0.299 0.242 0.310 0.466
Adiac 100 50 300 0.260 0.241 0.228 0.266 0.391 0.396 0.432
Beef 50 25 200 0.227 0.270 0.200 0.333 0.467 0.500 0.433
CBF 25 50 50 0.030 0.031 0.019 0.048 0.004 0.003 0.013
Coffee 25 10 50 0.021 0.014 0.000 0.036 0.179 0.179 0.036
ECG 25 5 400 0.120 0.168 0.140 0.200 0.120 0.230 0.150
Face (all) 100 10 400 0.124 0.185 0.165 0.198 0.192 0.192 0.219
Face (four) 100 50 200 0.142 0.130 0.114 0.182 0.114 0.170 0.023
Fish 50 50 350 0.141 0.153 0.126 0.177 0.160 0.167 0.074
Gun-Point 25 10 50 0.018 0.027 0.020 0.047 0.087 0.093 0.027
Lighting-2 25 50 50 0.153 0.267 0.213 0.295 0.131 0.131 0.164
Lighting-7 25 10 150 0.247 0.281 0.247 0.315 0.288 0.274 0.466
OliveOil 25 25 50 0.190 0.187 0.133 0.300 0.167 0.133 0.133
OSU Leaf 25 25 400 0.285 0.382 0.355 0.409 0.384 0.409 0.256
Swedish Leaf 25 50 300 0.101 0.086 0.078 0.093 0.157 0.210 0.198
Synthetic Control 100 50 500 0.016 0.022 0.007 0.040 0.017 0.007 0.037
Trace 25 10 50 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.000 0.000
Two Patterns 100 5 200 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.129
Wafer 25 5 50 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.020 0.003
Yoga 100 50 200 0.063 0.085 0.066 0.109 0.155 0.164 0.170
win/lose/tie over first 20 datasets 13/7/0 13/6/1 12/7/1
TABLE 21. Selected parameters based on OOB error rates. OOB error and test error rates. Error rates for nearest-neighbor classifiers
with dynamic time warping distance and Bag-of-Patterns representation with the Euclidean distance
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OOB Test Nearest Neighbor (NN)DTW
Jins R Jts Mean Mean Min Max BestWin NoWin
ChlorineConcentration 50 25 450 0.278 0.326 0.316 0.335 0.350 0.352
CinC ECG torso 25 50 200 0.038 0.110 0.096 0.129 0.070 0.349
Cricket X 50 50 400 0.225 0.289 0.272 0.297 0.236 0.223
Cricket Y 25 50 400 0.258 0.289 0.274 0.300 0.197 0.208
Cricket Z 50 50 500 0.254 0.253 0.238 0.267 0.180 0.208
DiatomSizeReduction 50 10 50 0.088 0.055 0.026 0.095 0.065 0.033
ECGFiveDays 100 10 250 0.087 0.182 0.143 0.214 0.203 0.232
FacesUCR 100 50 150 0.107 0.155 0.146 0.163 0.088 0.095
Haptics 25 25 150 0.405 0.501 0.481 0.523 0.588 0.623
InlineSkate 25 25 250 0.493 0.543 0.500 0.571 0.613 0.616
ItalyPowerDemand 50 50 50 0.037 0.037 0.028 0.052 0.045 0.050
MALLAT 100 50 450 0.038 0.052 0.045 0.059 0.086 0.066
MedicalImages 50 25 300 0.230 0.250 0.238 0.263 0.253 0.263
MoteStrain 25 10 250 0.005 0.055 0.044 0.068 0.134 0.165
SonyAIBORobot Surface 25 5 50 0.035 0.187 0.146 0.240 0.305 0.275
SonyAIBORobot SurfaceII 25 5 50 0.081 0.138 0.100 0.189 0.141 0.169
StarLightCurves 25 50 200 0.025 0.023 0.021 0.025 0.095 0.093
Symbols 25 25 50 0.100 0.056 0.030 0.101 0.062 0.050
TwoLeadECG 100 50 250 0.000 0.022 0.017 0.029 0.132 0.096
uWaveGestureLibrary X 50 50 200 0.182 0.175 0.166 0.183 0.227 0.273
uWaveGestureLibrary Y 50 50 150 0.225 0.252 0.246 0.257 0.301 0.366
uWaveGestureLibrary Z 25 50 100 0.238 0.246 0.238 0.256 0.322 0.342
WordsSynonyms 25 25 200 0.369 0.407 0.390 0.426 0.252 0.351
Non-Invasive Fetal ECG Thorax1 25 50 300 0.117 0.107 0.099 0.112 0.185 0.209
Non-Invasive Fetal ECG Thorax2 50 50 200 0.084 0.077 0.074 0.083 0.129 0.135
win/lose/tie over all 45 datasets 32/13/0 31/13/1
TABLE 22. Selected parameters based on OOB error rates (continued). OOB error and test error rates. Error rates for nearest-neighbor
classifiers with dynamic time warping distance.
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5.2. Multivariate Time Series
We test our proposed approach on datasets from different applications such as speech
recognition, activity recognition, medicine and etc. 15 MTS from [76, 104, 108, 109] are
used to illustrate the performance of our approach. The dataset characteristics are given in
Table 23. We randomly selected train and test samples if there is no default train/test split
provided for the datasets. Datasets are described in Section 6 and available in [110].
These datasets are commonly used to evaluate MTS classifiers. However, due to the
high number of classes, some studies downsample certain datasets to fewer classes or in-
stances (i.e. [28] uses instances from 25 classes of AUSLAN). Moreover, some algorithms
preprocess the data for different purposes such as smoothing or obtaining an appropriate
representation (i.e. [28, 30] truncates some datasets to obtain time series of same length).
We compare S-MTS to the approaches using whole dataset without any preprocessing.
# of # of Dataset Size
classes variables Length Train Test CV Source
AUSLAN 95 22 45-136 1140 1425
10-fold [104]Pendigits 10 2 8 300 10692
Japanese Vowels 9 12 7-29 270 370
Robot Failure
LP1 4 6 15 38 50
5-fold [104]
LP2 5 6 15 17 30
LP3 4 6 15 17 30
LP4 3 6 15 42 75
LP5 5 6 15 64 100
ECG 2 2 39-152 100 100 10-fold [109]Wafer 2 6 104-198 298 896
CMU MOCAP S16 2 62 127-580 29 29 10-fold [108]
ArabicDigits 10 13 4-93 6600 2200 ×
[104]CharacterTrajectories 20 3 109-205 300 2558 ×
LIBRAS 15 2 45 180 180 ×
uWaveGestureLibrary 8 3 315 200 4278 × [76]
TABLE 23. Characteristics of MTS: number of classes, number of variables, length of
time series, number of training instances and number of testing instances. Column ”CV”
provides if comparison is also done based on the cross-validation. The source of the datasets
are in the last column. Test performance is also reported for all datasets.
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Most of the studies working on MTS classification follow a different strategy for exper-
imentation which makes the comparison of the approaches difficult. For instance, [25,111]
evaluates the performance using cross-validation. To have a fair comparison with the com-
petitor algorithms, we also follow their experimentation strategy and discuss the perfor-
mance of the approaches. The datasets for which CV is performed are given in Table 23.
Before doing the cross validation, we combine the training and test data to obtain a single
dataset. Our cross validation scheme is similar to the one recommended by [112]. We first
divide the dataset into k subsets where k changes based on the number of instances. To
set the parameters for each fold, each parameter combination is run on the training fold
five times and the parameters are set based on the OOB error rates using the same decision
criterion discussed in Section 5. Once the parameters are tuned through this process, the
classification of the test instances of the fold are performed. We also run the main cross
validation five times to obtain a reasonable estimate of the performance of our algorithm.
NN classifiers (k ∈ {1, 3, 5}) with DTW distance are considered for comparisons with
S-MTS on the test data. Each time series is standardized to have a mean of zero and a
standard deviation of one before distance computation. Suppose DTW distance between
univariate series x1m and x2m is defined by DTW (x1m, x2m) then the DTW distance between
two MTS, X1 and X2, dist(X1,X2) is computed as:
dist(X1,X2) =
M∑
m=1
DTW (x1m, x
2
m)
Table 24 summarizes the results from our cross-validation experiments and reported
error rates from other papers. S-MTS performs better when compared to the classification
approaches considered by [25]. [111] reports the error rates for nearest neighbor classifiers
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with DTW distance. S-MTS outperforms the similarity based approaches for two of the
datasets. The best error rate for AUSLAN reported by [24] is from an ensemble of 11
different classifiers trained on the extracted metafeatures. S-MTS performs equally well for
this particular dataset. S-MTS and predictive motif discovery approach from [93] provide
perfect accuracy for the motion capture dataset.
[25] NNDTW (k=3) [111] Tclass [24] [93]
S-MTS TDVM SVMDTW 1NNWD NoWin BestWin Voting Motif
Japanese Vowels 0.029 0.034 0.054 0.077
Pendigits 0.013 0.037 0.066 0.055
Robot Failure
LP1 0.095 0.148 0.182 0.182
LP2 0.355 0.362 0.362 0.404
LP3 0.223 0.319 0.342 0.383
LP4 0.056 0.145 0.128 0.137
LP5 0.263 0.329 0.379 0.348
ECG 0.147 0.189 0.172
Wafer 0.011 0.091 0.066
AUSLAN 0.025 0.021
CMU MOCAP S16 0.000 0.000
TABLE 24. Cross-validation error rates for S-MTS (10 replications). Best cross-validation
error rates reported by other MTS classification papers.
The error rates on the test data for S-MTS and nearest neighbor classifier with DTW
distance are given in Table 25. The datasets are sorted based on the number of variables to
illustrate the effectiveness of S-MTS. S-MTS provides better results for the datasets with
larger number of variables where the performance is comparable for the remaining datasets.
S-MTS performs equally well ArabicDigits and Japanese Vowels dataset when compared
the other studies in the literature.
6. Description of MTS datasets
The description of each dataset is provided to illustrate the range of the application areas
for which S-MTS can be employed.
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OOB S-MTS NNDTW-NoWin
Jins R Jts mean mean min max k=1 k=3 k=5 Other
CMU MOCAP S16 50 50 50 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.034 0.069 0.138 0.172
AUSLAN 50 200 200 0.022 0.047 0.034 0.060 0.238 0.246 0.222
ArabicDigits 100 50 500 0.030 0.064 0.062 0.068 0.092 0.075 0.075 0.069 by [113]
Japanese Vowels 50 100 300 0.018 0.026 0.016 0.032 0.351 0.357 0.351 0.032 by [64, 114]
0.059 by [103]
Robot Failure
LP1 50 50 50 0.084 0.160 0.120 0.220 0.280 0.240 0.400
LP2 100 100 300 0.094 0.227 0.167 0.267 0.467 0.567 0.567
LP3 50 50 100 0.271 0.243 0.167 0.333 0.500 0.533 0.567
LP4 50 50 50 0.062 0.113 0.067 0.133 0.187 0.160 0.187
LP5 50 100 450 0.156 0.350 0.310 0.390 0.480 0.530 0.570
Wafer 100 200 400 0.019 0.024 0.018 0.031 0.023 0.034 0.040
CharacterTrajectories 100 50 250 0.032 0.040 0.037 0.044 0.040 0.054 0.061
uWaveGestureLibrary 50 100 450 0.044 0.084 0.081 0.086 0.071 0.083 0.087
LIBRAS 50 200 200 0.101 0.114 0.100 0.133 0.200 0.217 0.289
ECG 100 50 200 0.086 0.204 0.190 0.220 0.150 0.190 0.190
Pendigits 50 50 150 0.050 0.084 0.078 0.088 0.088 0.111 0.125
TABLE 25. Test error rates for S-MTS (10 replications), nearest-neighbor classifiers with
dynamic time warping distance. Best error rates reported by other MTS classification pa-
pers.
6.1. Arabic speech recognition
[113] introduces a learning method for a graphical probabilistic model for discrete
speech recognition. To evaluate their approach, a dataset of size 8800 time series of 13
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) are created. The experiment involved 44 males
and 44 females Arabic native speakers between the ages 18 and 40 to represent ten spoken
Arabic digit. Each person has 10 repetitions of each digit. In their experiments, the dataset
is divided into two parts: a training set with 75% of the samples and a test set with 25%
of the samples. The reported error rates on the test data are 0.0688 and 0.0690 for two
approaches proposed by [113].
6.2. Japanese Vowels
Utterances of two Japanese vowels by nine male speakers are collected for this dataset
[103]. For each utterance, 12-degree linear prediction analysis is applied to obtain a
discrete-time series with 12 linear predictive coding (LPC) cepstrum coefficients. This
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forms a time series whose length is in the range 7-29 and each point of a time series is of
12 variables for each utterance.
6.3. Pen-Based recognition of handwritten digits
[115] create a digit database using a tablet that sends x and y tablet coordinates and
pressure level values of the pen at a sampling rate of 100 miliseconds. Only (x, y) coordi-
nate information is used for digit recognition. A MTS of 8 time units with two variables is
then used to classify the digits.
6.4. ECG
The ECG database comprises a collection of time-series data sets where each file con-
tains the sequence of measurements recorded by one electrode during one heartbeat. Each
heartbeat has an assigned classification of normal or abnormal. All abnormal heartbeats are
representative of a cardiac pathology known as supraventricular premature beat.
6.5. Robot execution failures
This dataset contains force and torque measurements on a robot after failure detection
[116]. Each failure is characterized by 15 force/torque samples collected at regular time
intervals. Five datasets are introducted for different learning problems for these dataset:
• LP1: failures in approach to grasp position.
• LP2: the failures in transfer of a part.
• LP3: position of part after a transfer failure
• LP4: failures in approach to ungrasp position
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• LP5: failures in motion with part
6.6. Wafer
The wafer database comprises a collection of time-series data sets where each file con-
tains the sequence of measurements recorded by one vacuum-chamber sensor during the
etch process applied to one silicon wafer during the manufacture of semiconductor micro-
electronics. Each wafer has an assigned classification of normal or abnormal. The abnormal
wafers are representative of a range of problems commonly encountered during semicon-
ductor manufacturing.
6.7. Australian sign language (AUSLAN)
Australian sign language (AUSLAN) is the language used by the Australian communi-
ties with hearing disabilities [24]. Two gloves with magnetic position trackers are used to
collect the data. Each hand generates 11 features which consist 3 measures of orientation
(roll, pitch, yaw), 3 measures of position (x,y,z) and 5 measures of finger bends. MTS is
obtained by combining the features of both hand updated at 100 frames per second. 27
samples of 95 signs results a dataset of size 2565 signs.
6.8. Brazilian sign language (LIBRAS)
[117] introduces a dataset to recognize the movement types in LIBRAS (official Brazil-
ian sign language). The hand movement is represented as a bidimensional curve performed
by the hand in a period of time. There are 15 movement types and the centroid pixels of the
hand are found, which compose the discrete version of the curve with 45 points. This way,
a movement is described by a MTS of length 45 time units with 2 variables.
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6.9. Character trajectories
The data consists of 2858 character samples. Each character sample is a 3-dimensional
pen tip velocity trajectory. Multiple, labelled samples of pen tip trajectories recorded whilst
writing individual characters. All samples are from the same writer, for the purposes of
primitive extraction. Only characters with a single pen-down segment were considered.
6.10. Motion recognition-CMU MOCAP S16
The CMU Motion Capture database [108] provides MTS datasets that provides the
position information of a sets of joints from humans performing certain tasks. We consider
the data from Subject 16 since it is one of the few datasets that has sufficient examples
for illustration. The task is to predict if subject is walking or running. The data has the
information from 62 different joint positions recorded for a varying amount of data [93].
6.11. Gesture recognition-uWaveGestureLibrary
A single three-axis accelerometer is used to collect data from eight users to characterize
eight gesture patterns. The library, uWaveGestureLibrary, consists over 4000 samples each
of which has the accelerometer readings in three dimensions (i.e. x, y and z) [5]. Individual
axes are considered in Section 5.1 for the univariate case (the datasets are uWaveGestureLi-
brary X, uWaveGestureLibrary Y, uWaveGestureLibrary Z). However handling this prob-
lem as a MTS classification problem may provide better results by taking the interaction
between the individual axes into account.
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6.12. Sensitivity Analysis
The univariate dataset Non-Invasive Fetal ECG Thorax1 dataset is used to discuss the
convergence properties of S-MTS. It provides reasonable number of training and test time
series. Moreover, it has large number of classes and longer series compared to the other
datasets. Although one dataset is used for the illustration, similar discussion in terms of
S-MTS behavior holds for other datasets. The boxplot of OOB and test error rates are
provided in Figure 54 to illustrate how S-MTS performs with each setting combination
over multiple trees (confidence intervals are for 95% significance level). We add the results
for R = 100 for the given Jins settings to further investigate the behavior of S-MTS.
The error rates become more stable when time series are represented by larger number
of trees and/or more symbols. The decrease in the error rates are not significant after certain
number of trees for RFts for most of the settings (around Jts = 300 for most of the
setting combinations). Similarly, increasing the symbol size does not improve the results
significantly after R = 50. Similar discussion holds for the test error rates. As given in
Table 22, Jins = 25, R = 50, Jts = 300 is used to classify test series based on OOB error
rates. The error rates improve slightly with R = 100 but the marginal gain is very small
where the size of representation increases significantly. This also supports our procedure
for parameter selection discussed in Section 5.1.
6.13. Computational Time Analysis
Here we empirically evaluate the runtime of S-MTS with different settings of problem
characteristics and algorithm parameters. S-MTS is implemented in both C and R Software
and our experiments use a Windows 7 system with 8 GB RAM, dual core CPU (i7-3620M
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2.7 GHz). Although the CPU can handle four threads in parallel, only a single thread is
used.
The overall computational complexity of S-MTS is mainly due to RFs trained to obtain
the symbolic representation (RFins) and classification (RFts). The time complexity of
building a single tree in RF is O(
√
νηβ). For RFins, ν = 2M + 1 is the number of
features, η = (N ×T ) is the number of training instances and β = R−1 is the depth of the
tree in the worst case assuming that the depth takes the largest possible value. This makes
O(
√
2M + 1(N × T )(R − 1)) in the worst case. For RFts, η = N , ν = R × Jins and
β = logN (assuming the depth of tree is O(logN)) which is O(√R× JinsN(logN)).
StarLightCurves dataset from [76] is used to demonstrate the effect of the parameters
Jins, N , T and R on the computation times. For multivariate case, how S-MTS behaves
with changing number of variables M , is illustrated on AUSLAN dataset from [104]. For
each data set, we randomly selected δ ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} proportion of number of
instances (δN ), number of observations (δT ) and number of variables (δM ). The levels
considered for R and Jins are R ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}, Jins ∈ {20, 40, 60, 80, 100}. The
number of trees in RFts is fixed as Jts = 500 since the change in the computation time
depends on the RF complexity which is linear with number of trees. Here 10 replications
are conducted for each setting combination.
We first illustrate the computational times with changing R and Jins where δ = 1 for
remaining parameters. Figure 55 schematizes the average train time and test time with these
parameters. Time for training increases linearly with the increase in R and Jins which is
consistent with the complexities of RFins and RFts. Furthermore, linear behavior of
the training time with the increase in the representation size (i.e. both R and Jins) is an
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advantage of the proposed approach. This behavior is due to the selection of square root
of the features to evaluate at each split node. Time for testing increases with the increase
in the representation size but this increase is too small since S-MTS is very fast in terms
of classification. It only requires traversal of the trees from RFins and RFts after feature
representation.
For fixed values of R and Jins, computation times with changing N and T are analyzed.
Figure 56 illustrates the mean computation times of S-MTS for R = 30 and Jins = 60. The
runtime increase with the number of training instances or longer series is consistent with
O(N logN) from RFts and O(N × T ) from RFins. Testing time is not affected by
the number of training series since the computation requires only the traversal of trees in
the forest which is independent of the number of training series. On the other hand, it
increases linearly as the length of the series increases since symbol assignment is done for
each observation of the test series.
S-MTS computation times with changing the number of variables are illustrated in Fig-
ure 57 when other parameters are fixed. The runtime increase with the number of variables
is consistent with O(
√
2M + 1) from RFins. Testing time is not affected significantly by
the number of variables.
7. Conclusion
A framework is presented to obtain a symbolic representation of MTS (S-MTS) for
classification. Observations are discretized in a supervised manner using tree learners to
generate the symbolic representation. Since an observation is a row of data where each
column is the observed value of each variable of MTS, our supervised approach consid-
ers all variables of MTS simultaneously during the discretization process which makes it
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computationally efficient when compared to other approaches. This way, the relation be-
tween the individual variables is taken into account. Moreover, MTS with nominal and
missing values are handled efficiently with tree learners. Once the symbolic representation
is generated for MTS, the frequency of the symbols are used to classify MTS. An ensemble
learner that scales well with large number of variables and long time series makes S-MTS
computationally efficient. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach in terms of accuracy and computation times in both univariate time series and
MTS datasets. Although we provide a simple classification approach where frequency of
each symbol is used as a feature, potentially better accuracy can be obtained by modifying
the bag-of-words approach or use of string similarity kernels on the proposed representa-
tion. Moreover, proposed representation can be used for similarity analysis, clustering, and
so forth.
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Figure 54. Boxplot of OOB error rates (left column) and test error rates (right column) for
each combination setting over multiple trees for Non-Invasive Fetal ECG Thorax1 dataset
(10 replications, confidence intervals for 95% significance level). The error rates become
more stable when time series are represented by larger number of trees (larger Jins) and/or
more symbols (larger R). The decrease in the error rates are not significant after certain
number of trees of RFts for most of the settings (around Jts = 300). Similarly, increasing
the symbol size does not improve the results significantly after R = 50. Similar discussion
holds for the test error rates.
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Figure 55. The mean computation times with changing R and Jins (Jts = 500 and δ =
1 for remaining parameters). Time for training increases linearly with the increase in R
and Jins which is consistent with the complexities of RFins and RFts. The train time
increases linearly when both R and Jins increase which is an advantage of the proposed
approach. Time for testing increases with the increase in the representation size but the
increase is too small since S-MTS is very fast in terms of classification.
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Figure 56. The mean computation times with changing the number of training instances
and time series lengths (R = 30, Jins = 60 and Jts = 500). The runtime increase with
the number of training instances or longer series is consistent with O(N logN) from RFts
and O(N × T ) from RFins. Testing time is not affected by the number of training series
but it increases linearly as the length of the series increases.
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Figure 57. The boxplot of the computation times of S-MTS with changing the number of
variables (R = 50, Jins = 50 and Jts = 500). The training time increase with the number
of variables is consistent with O(
√
2M + 1) from RFins. Testing time is not affected
significantly by the number of variables.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
1. Conclusions
This dissertation proposes time series representations and methods for supervised time
series analysis. The approaches combine new representations that handle translations and
dilations of patterns with bag-of-features strategies and tree-based ensemble learning. This
provides flexibility in handling time-warped patterns in a computationally efficient way.
The ensemble learners provide a classification framework that can handle high-dimensional
feature spaces, multiple classes, missing values and interaction between features. The pro-
posed representations are useful for classification and interpretation of the time series data
of varying complexity.
In our first study, a framework based on the bag-of-features (BoF) representation is pro-
posed to benefit from the speed and other advantages of feature-based methods to handle
the problems for which NN classifiers with DTW distance are challenged. We propose in-
terval selection and local feature extraction strategies to explore time series representation
that can handle translation and dilations based on the BoF idea. To capture local infor-
mation, random subsequences are extracted from each time series and further divided into
intervals. The subsequences vary randomly in length and location. The number of intervals
that partition a subsequence are fixed so that the interval length varies with the subsequence
length. Several features (such as the mean, standard deviation, etc.) are extracted from
each interval and these features comprise a row in a new data matrix X (one row for each
subsequence). Our local feature generation scheme allows for a novel representation that
captures information in a manner similar to DTW. We then label the subsequences and use
a supervised approach to summarize the local information. Our supervised approach pro-
vides desirable properties for time series classification. It provides fast and efficient time
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series representation even with a collection of basic features such as slope, mean and vari-
ance from the subsequences. Global features (e.g., autocorrelation of the time series) can
also be extracted from the time series and combined with the codebook.
Our second study explores a time series representation that allows for interpretability.
We consider a framework for finding important patterns of time series for classification.
We focus on finding the segments of the time series that have potential to distinguish the
classes. These segments are referred as the regions of interest. Regions of interests are very
important to understand the temporal relations. Moreover, they help to reduce the effort in
searching for the time segments useful to a classifier. After finding the region of interests for
each time series, we generate sequences from these regions. These sequences are referred
as patterns. We generate multiple patterns from the time series and find the best matching
segments of the time series to these patterns. Then each time series is represented by the
distances of the patterns to the best matching segments of the time series. Another classifier
is then trained on this representation. A feature selection algorithm on the new feature set
allows for finding the patterns that are critical in classification.
Our third study presents a framework to learn a symbolic representation of MTS that
is then integrated to produce a new type of MTS classifier. Rather than select intervals
from the times series and extract features, the observations in the time series are recursively
partitioned into terminal nodes of trees. This leads to a new symbolic representation that
is learned based on the class labels. Furthermore, all time series, along with their rela-
tionships, are considered simultaneously as the nodes are constructed. Ensembles repeat
the process to strengthen the algorithm. This unique representation is then summarized in
a high-dimensional codebook. However, another ensemble handles the high dimensional-
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ity to generate an effective classifier. there is only one sequence of symbols regardless of
the number of variables in a MTS. Our approach can handle MTS examples with different
lengths and it does not require a special rectangularization mechanism because the final
representation is simply obtained from the frequency of the symbols over the time series.
Applications such as speech recognition, medical diagnosis and gesture recognition are
used to illustrate the methods. Experimental results show that the time series representations
and methods provide better results than competitive methods on a comprehensive collection
of benchmark datasets. Although we present tools that are applicable to and effective for a
wide range of important problems, there is a potential to improve and extend the proposed
approaches which is further discussed in Section 2.
2. Future Work
2.1. Local feature extraction
Our approaches presented in Chapters 3 and 4 are feature-based and require features to
be defined. The extracted features are related to the shape of the time series segments (such
as the slope of the fitted regression line, the mean and variance over the segment). Pro-
posed approaches may be improved by considering features related to application specific
properties. For instance, extracting linear predictive coding (LPC) features from speech
signals [118] for a speech recognition task may help to have a better classifier. Since RFs
can handle large number of features in a computationally efficient manner, potentially better
performance with reasonable computation times might be obtained when more features are
added. Furthermore, features can be learned in a manner related to the work in Chapter 5.
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2.2. Absence of the label information
In many real-world time series classification scenarios, acquiring a large amount of
labeled training data is expensive and time-consuming. Semi-supervised learning (SSL) is
the machine learning paradigm concerned with utilizing unlabeled data to try to build better
classifiers [119]. In general, SSL makes use of both labeled and unlabeled data for training–
typically a small amount of labeled data with a large amount of unlabeled data. It falls
between unsupervised learning (without any labeled training data) and supervised learning
(with completely labeled training data). Therefore SSL can be thought as an attempt to
reconcile classification and clustering, two contrasting modes of data analysis [120]. Our
proposed approaches are flexible to make use of the unlabeled information since RF enables
a proximity measure that can be used for clustering [57].
2.3. Beyond time series
Although we mainly focus on time series analysis, many ideas presented in this disser-
tation can be extended to the spatial domain such as images, trajectories etc. TSBF uses
subsequences to classify the time series, as shown in Chapter 3. TSBF can be extended
to classification of images by sampling patches (sampling in two dimensions) instead of
sampling subsequences. A supervised learner trained on the image patches may provide
better representations for images when compared to unsupervised codebooks. The pattern
discovery approach presented in Chapter 4 can be used to find the interesting regions of
images for classification. Also the same idea can be investigated for object detection. The
time series discretization approach for MTS, described in Chapter 5, can be extended to
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images and motion video analysis since both images and motion videos can be considered
to be special types of multivariate time series data.
2.4. Similarity kernels
The similarity of time series based on subsequences might be used to obtain kernel-
based classifiers [63]. Subsequences are generated and quantized into symbols. The simi-
larity of the time series is then computed using the string representation of the subsequences.
Such a similarity measure, based on the similarity of subsequences, is a distance-based ap-
proach. A support vector machine (SVM) [121] with the defined kernel is used to classify
the time series. How the similarity of subsequences can be useful for classification was
further discussed by [122].
Our proposed approaches can be extended to define kernels similar to the one in [63].
The similarity information from RFsub in Chapter 3 and RFts from Chapters 4 and 5 pro-
vide a similarity measure between subsequences and time series, respectively. Such kernels
have been obtained from RF models previously [123], but not for time series problems.
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